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Buffalo. N.Y., 14211

l etters to the EDITOR
I would like to tell you that I really like the List Me
that yo~ now put in The TOR PET magazine ~~k?ng with G.
WI Walter's article on the 64 -- Torpet, September 83.
Frank Bessler 1Fti848
stanton, california

I would like to know why the August, September, and
October issues of the TOR PET arrived at the newsstand
during the 1st week of the month and my copies arrived
during the last week of each month three weeks later. I
don't believe that's proper and jf it's happening to me it's
got to be happening to other members as well.

I have belonged to TPUG
tor over a halt year
now and enjoy reading the TORPET. The October issue
(11=24) was especially informative and timely tor myself as I
am considering the purchase of a printer.

Thanks for the article by Farquharson on RAM. Some
people I know WOUldn't believe what I tried to explain until they read it in print

My negative comment about the club concerns
documentation tor the programs on disk/tape. Not living in
the T.O. area, I cannot attend the meetings where these
programs are introduced. Without instructions, some of the
programs cannot be run. I would be most interested in information on the Turtle programs of disk VB - VIC Feb/83.
J. A. Bach 15571
Kingston, Ontario
After several years of hearing about TPUG being
the best ot all Commodore user's groups, I have finally
decided to join. I am looking forward to all the great articles in TORPET.
Boyd Hammond #11015
Gretna. Louisiana
Six months have passed since I happened to walk
into an exhibit at 'Lion Country' and was introduced to the
world of computers. My first purchase was a membership
subscription to the TPUG. This happened, not because I
knew what I was dOing, but due to your participating
member's persuasiveness. However, I have no regrets tor
my membership. Each issue of TORPET gives me a tew
more pointers and hints to get more out of my C64.
•
Mack Biederman #7729
Woodland Hill.. california
I enjoy the magazine very much and would appreCiate more articles describing some of your better
programs, especially utilities for both C64 and PET 2001
with upgrade BASIC.
Bill Rutherford ''3658
Kolawno, Indiana
Just a quick note to say thank you for your tine
periodical. And also thank you for not forgetting us PET
own.,. ot the world. Your articles are interesting and easy
to understand. One que.tion however? Is Commodore still
makl"g the 8010 modem? I own a 4032 (Fat Forty) and I
C!iln't seem to tlnd one anywhere.
Phillip loyd "149
Cherry Point. North Carolina
Thank you tor your help. I think your organization
lWoVl".. a t.rritic service and a very readable newsletter.
.
John Michell 1n568
Calgary, Alberta
It is a real joy to see so many avid users of
Commodore computing products and a whole library available to TPUG members.
Danlal Plamondon .11819
ottawa, Ontario
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DOUBLE THANKS for the articles on CPM. They
served to clarity a tew pOints for me and enlighten some
friends of mine.
George Dennis #5868
Van Nuys, California

tvtore On Deal
I have just fjnished reading the article by Elizabeth
Deal on disk drive formats. This was a very informative
article. As I read this it reminded me ot several problems
that I have had with my 1540/1541 disk drive. At the time
I didn't think of the tormat difference.
As Elizabeth writes, the disk will self-destruct in
time. Don't I wish I had had backups tor all the programs
I lost trom self-destruct!

The problem started to occur when I got the
upgraded ROM for my 1540 disk drive. Atter checking
some ot my older disks formated using the 1540 ROM It
appears that the 1540 drive is formated the same as the
4040 drives (fills the entire disk with zeros). I would suggest to anyone that has upgraded their disk drive to copy
all old disks to new disks formated on the 1541 ROM.
I believe this will save a lot ot headaches and
frustrations when your disks self-destruct

Dave Crossett n588
Deltona. Florida
The article by Elizabeth Deal, "Detecting Disk
Format" (lOR PET Oct '83) is very timely, as much com"
mercial soHware is being .et up on 4040 disks, but tor
~se on 1541 drives. It (as in some games) there is a disk
write involved somewhere along the way, then watch out!
The solution Is to do a 1541 backup (it possible) of
every disk. Boring, so save it tor a rainy ~y but don't
wait too long.
One minor point From my reading ot the DOS, the
sectors in track 1 start"OO 01 01" etc.. first bytes being
different Heaven knows why! So it you use T=l S::() In the
little program the result will be different
Don't torget that 'scratched' tiles leave all their junk
on disks untouched - only the directory track is altered.
Sectors may be 'free' but without reference to BAM, you
may never know.
Paul Blair
Australia

CONTEST 1984
This contest is going to be a little bit different. and hopefully will provide some fun
for the members as they try to beat the
rules. The contest prize of a Commodore
64 (or suitable substitution. at the discretion
of the judging committee) will be awarded
for the BEST 10-LlNE BASIC PROGRAM.
The rules are as follows:

TPue Associate Club Chapter
Meetings
PET Educators Group (Windsor)
- meets at Windsor Separate School Board Media Centre.
1485 Janette Ave. on the 3rd Wednesday of each month
(not July & August) at 7:00 p.m.
Contact John Moore 51.253-8658
London Commodore Users Club
- meets at the University of Western OntariO, in Room 40
of the School of Business Administration on the last
Monday of each month at 7:00 p.m.
Contact Dennis Trankner 519-681-5059

1. Use line numbers 0 to 9 only.
2. Program to be written In BASIC and be
listable. Compaction. PEEKs and POKEs will
be allowed.
3. No machine language - No use of vectors or Interrupts - No SYS or USRusage
- No calling in of outside programs. overlays etc. - No storing of data outisde of
the BASIC 10 lines of the program.
4. Entries must be received in the TPUG
office on or before 4:30 p.m.. April 1. 1984.
5. Specify on which machines the program

witt Atm.

Genesee County Area Pet US8f'S Group (Michigan)
- meets at Bentley High School on Belsay Rd. on the 3rd
Thursday of each month at 7:00 p.m.
Contact Gordon Hale 313-21119-1366
Sacramento Commodore Computer Qub (c.lifomia)
- meets at SMUD Building Auditorium 6201 S Sl on the
4th Monday of each month at 7:00 p.m.
Contact Geoff Worstell 91&-961~
Michigan'. Commodore 64 Users Group
- meets at Warren Woods High School in Warren on the
3rd Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m.
Contact Chuck Ciesliga 313-773-6302

Edmonton Commodore Users Group
-meets at Sl Gabriel School on the 1st Friday of each
month at 700 p.m.
Contact Bob Kadyto 4Olt-46I5-3523

The core Judging committee consists of
Guelph Computer Club
Gary Croft. Chris Bennett. Carol Shevlin
- meets at Co-operators Insurance Asaoc. on the 2nd
and Bill Outfield.
Tuesday of each month at 7:30 p.m•
...- - - -....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...
Contact Brian Grime 519-822-4892

TPue CONTACTS
*President
*Vi ce-Pres ident
*Vi ce-Pres ident
*Treasurer
*Recording Sec.

Michael Bonnycastle
Chris Bennett
Gord Campbell
Carol Shev11n
John Shepherd

416/654-2381
4161782-9252
416/492-9518
4161782-9252
416/244-1487

*Business Man.
Asst. Bus. Man.

Chris Bennett
Dor1s Bradley

4161782-8900
4161782-8900

*Central Chapter
*C-64 Chapter
Communications
*SuperPET Chapter
VIC 20 Chapter
*Wests1de Chapter
*Westside Chapter

M1chael Bonnycastle
Louise Redgers
David Williams
Gerry Gold
Dave Simpson
John Easton
Al Farquharson

416/654-~3~i

4161782-9252

416/782-8900
416/225-8760
416/663-6400
416/251-1511
519/442-7000

Bulletin Boards Steve Punter
*Conference
Gord Campbell
Machine Language Jim Carswell

416/625-1786
416/492-9518
416/531-9909

*Director
*01rector
*Olrector·

4161782-9252

Barbara Bennett

!iaTY._Croft

Bruce Beach

'*

~1t~~¥S:~~~

TPUG Board of Directors

Commodore Users Club of Sudbury
- meets at Lasalle High School in the cafeteria on the
last Thursday of each month at 7:00 p.m.
Contact Tim Miner 7UI5 511& E32
Samia C64 Users Group
- meets at Lambton College on the first SUnday of each
month at 7:30 p.m.
Contact J. C. Hollemana 51tHi42-4710

-----------------------,

•

TPUG Bulletin Board

I

I

416-223-2625

I
I
I
I

A Password is being instituted
so that
members only
will
have access t~ the
Bulletin Board

II

I
I
I
I
I
I'
I
I
I
--I'

Current Password is

PEACE
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CALENDAR of TPue EVENTS
1983-1984 Schedule
CENTRAL CHAPTER - Leaside High School, Bayview &
Eglinton Aves. at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium for
PET/CBMlSuperPet
Wed. Jan. 11 Wed. Apr. 11
Wed. Feb. 8 Wed. May 9
Wed. Mar. 21 Wed. June 13
VIC 2D atAPTER - York Public library, 1745 Eglinton
Ave. W., (just east of Dufferin) at 7'20 p.m. in the auditorium
Tue. Jan. 3 Tue. Apr. 3
Tue. Feb. 7 Tue. May 1
Tue. Mar. 6 Tue. June 5
Commodore 64 CHAPTER - Earl Haig S.S., Kenneth &
Princess Aves. (6 blocks north of Sheppard, 2 blocks east
of Yonge) at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium
Mon. Jan. 9 Tue. Apr. 10
Mon. Feb. 27 Thu. May 24
Wed. Mar. 7 Mon. June 25
WESTSIDE atAPTER - Clarkson Secondary Schoo~
Bromsgrove just east of Winston Churchill Blvd. (south of
the QEW) at 7".30 p.m. in the Little Theatre for
PET/CBMNIC 2DlCOmmodore 64
Tue. Jan. 17 Thu. Apr. 19
Tue. Feb. 21 Thu. May 17
Thu. Mar. 22 Thu. June 21
SuperPET atAPTER - York University, Petrie Science
Building, enter cempus from Steeles Ave.--park in Lot D.
Meet at 7:30 p.m. in front of Room 340.
Wed. Jan. 18 Wed. Apr. 18
Wed. Feb. 15 Wed. May 16
Wed. Mar. 21 Wed. June 20
MACHINE LANGUAGE CHAPTER (6502') - call
carswell at 4161531-9909 for additional information.

Jim

VIC 2DlCommodore 64 Assembler Language and
Commu'nications Group - This group has been discontinued until suCh time as a co-ordinator is found.
COMMUNICATIONS GROUP - York Public Library, 1745
Egllnton Ave. W., (just east of Dufferin) at 7:30 p.m. in the
story Book Room (adjacent to the auditorium).
Wed. Jan. 4 Wed. Apr. 4
Wed. Feb. 1 Wed. May 2
Wed. Mar. 7 Wed. June 6
NEW GROUPS IN THE PLANNING STAGES
- COMAL Group
- Eastside Chapter
- New Owners Group
Ale you interested in being involved in any of
these groups, either as a participant or an organizer? Ale
you interested in organizing some other interest group in
the Greater Toronto area? Please let the club office
know. by mail, phone, or TPUG bulletin board.
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EDITORIAL

IN PRAISE OF TPUe
The staff of The TORPET would like to
thank all the TPUG members for their excellent support and we wish all the TPUG
members and our readers and advertisers a
Happy New Year and also a prosperous
one. As most of you know The TORPET
will require an independent subscription
after this issue. (See the very special
one time offer on the back page>.
We plan to maintain the 'club spirit'
which
think Is one of honesty. cooperation and service. We hope to continue to serve our readers the best we
know how and we hope you will continue
with your support and will write to us with
your suggestions. Our thanks to TPUG for
being the great club that it is.

TOR PET'S FAMILY of the YEAR
Each
year
The
TORPET
has
selected a man of the year. Two years ago
it was the TPUG club business manager
Chris Bennett. and last year it was TPUG
president Michael Bonnycastle. Most of the
TPUG directors are completely unremmunerated for their TPUG activities and we
certainly wish to recognize all of their contributions. However. this year we have
chosen to salute Gord Campbell and his
family. Gord is a member of the TPUG
board of directors and is Chairman of the
Conference committee. The efforts and
results that Gord has contributed to the
club are well known. The conference each
year has become a greater event bringing credit to TPUG.
Gord's great effort could never have
been accomplished without the support of
his family. All are computer users and
Derick has previously been on a TORPET
cover himself as winner of the TPUG
programming contest. Marty too has been a
previous contributor to The TOAPET. This
is truly a family that computes together.

Bruce Beach
.,,,\ ""_',_.,_C'_C'_I'_.)_I'_I)_.)·

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
This has been a tumult uous year. Our
membership has expanded from about 4500
last year at this time to almost 13.000. Our
office. newly established last February has
grown to roughly seven people to serve
you. our members.
One
of
the
significant
changes.
reported earlier at our annual meeting. is
to bring the publication of our club bulletin in house and so this will be the
final issue of the TORPET purchased by
TPUG and· sent to our members. We understand Bruce Beach will continue to publish the TORPET. but independently of TPUG.
TPUG, in the meantime. has been busy
preparing to publish our new club bulletin. the 'TPUG Magazine'. It will have a
significantly different format. and will include a great deal more news and information on club activities. as well as
technical tips. programs. library documentation. and other matters related generally
to computing with Commodore equipment.
We are looking for assistance in producing upcoming issues. We want your input
with ideas and articles as well as letters
and questions. We want to know what you
want. in general. this is to be a member's
magazine,
and
not a
magazine
produced by an independent publisher and
sold to the club for distribution to its
members. as the TORPET has become.
In moving into 1984. I wish to express my personal gratitude to all the
directors for the enormous amount of work
they have done.
and
my
to
express
hopes that in the new year they will
achieve the success they deserve.

Gord
Campbell.
our
Vice-President.
Publicity
is
preparing
for
the
Third
Annual TPUG Conference. this year to be
held at the Constellation Hotel on May 26-27.
We
have
a
new
Treasurer.
Carol
Shevlin who reports that financially. we are
in excellent shape. and an increase in
dues this year will probably NOT be necessary. John Shepherd. our Secretary. organized
our
booth
at
the
World
of
Commodore and during the week we met a
very large number of our members.
My thanks also goes to John Easton in charge of the west end meetings. Mike
Hyszka
C64
group.
and
to
AI
Farquharson.
Gerry
Gold
and
Barb
Bennett for their work with. among other
Issues. the Publishing Committee.
At this time
should mention Mike
Donnegan. our director representing the
librarians.
together
with
David
and
Richard Bradley and Craig Bonner and wish
them luck in 1984 in managing that ever
increasing library of over 600 disks. or
3000
programs.
I would
also
like
to
thank Gary Croft for his work as past Secretary.
In addition to the directors. I would like
to thank the staff for their unfailing efforts. Doris Bradley and Dale Loucareas
who are our permanent 'front office' •
together
with
Sandy
Waugh.
Janet
Sherbanowski and recently Linda Stewart
who are busy producing the new TPUG
Magazine. Look for our first Issue in
January and let us know what you think.
And so. in this Orwellian year of 1984
I want to wish everyone all the best for a

Chris
Bennett,
our
Vice-President.
Administration has worked long and hard to
make the Club prosper and work well. He
is spearheading our efforts to produce the
new TPUG Magazine and we are looking
forward to this new image.

happy. healthy. prosperous year.

MICHAEL BONNYCASTLE

TORPET January 84
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COMMODORE'S
25TH ANNIVERSARY BASH
A GREA T SUCCESS

..... TramieI, left. toured the World of Commodo,. show with the Hon. Ed Lumley, Canada.. Minister of RegioMI
IncIu8triaI EJcpanaIon. centre. and James L Copland, Commodo,. can.da's General Sales Manager, right.

Jack Tramlel celebrated Commodore's
25th anniversary with members of his
81,ff and exhibitors from all over the
.orld. plus over 38.000 consumers who
came to celebrate too. at the World of
Commodore In Toronto.
'The World of Commodore. sponsored by
Commodore Canada. was held at The
International Centre December 8 -11 to
commemorate the company's flnt- -quartercentury. during which the company grew
from a small typewrlt.er repair shop In
downtown Toronto to a billion-dollar. worldwide, vertically Integrated personal computer m-anufacturer. That's really something to . celebra\e and pay tribute to, and
that's what the World of Commodore was
page ... 8
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all about.
The World of Commodore was officially opened at a cermony held on
December 8th. Ed Lumley. Canada's Minister of Regional Industrial Expansion. made
a special trip from Ottawa to tour the show
with Tramlel and help with the official
opening
cermonles.
Hazel
McCallion.
Mayor of Mlsslsssauga. was also on hand ·
to take part In the festlvl1tes. everyonereminisced
a
bit
about
Commodore's
early years and congratulated the company on Its rapid advancements In size,
character. entrepeneurlal excellence and
technological Innovation In just 25 years.
There were 68 exhibitors at the ,how

COVER STORY
Computer House and Information Software.

at any rate. the exper'i ment proved to be a
whopping
success as they
found
out
there is a definite market for direct sales
of educational software to consumers. So
definite. in fact. that Comm Data was com- ·
pletely sold
out their
"education
test
market" products by the second day of the
show.

y

JamesL
Manager. right. presents Commodore IntematioMl
Chairman of the Board Irving Gould with a mementD of
the World of Commodore at the ofIiciaI opening ~

from various locations In 11 U.S. states
England. Sweden and France. All
booths were
packed
with
people
terested In looking. learning about
buying the hardware and software these
hibitors had to offer.

and
the
Inand
ex-

And they did have numerous products
available. Including some old falthfuls and
some
Imaginative
new
software
ap-'
pllcatlons. While there were some great new
games on view. the definite trend among
exhibitors was
to
more
serious
user
software - business and educational applications.
For
Instance.
Micro-Simplex
from
England brought with them a very good
retailer's
business
accounting
small
package
which
Is
compatible
with
Klngtron
cash
registers.
Another good
'retail store management package was available at the Desktop Computer booth.
Mlcrovlslon Software displayed two very
Interesting software packages they have
. developed. one for farm management and
the other. called VET-PET. for veterinary
practice management. A factory management program was available for the C64
from
England's
Direct
Data
Marketing
which would take care of everything from
Inventory to scheduling and time management
The World of Commodore was something of an experiment for some exhibitors
-In
the
field
of
educational
software. Seiling education to schools Is
one thing. but they weren't rea.1!Y sure If
consumers would be Interested In specifically educational programs. For Comm Data

The World of Commodore show, marking Commodor.'.
25th anniversary, contained exhibitor. from 6 province.. 11
U.s. state., a. well a. England, Sweden and France. Some
38,200 people attended the show, breaking the 35,000 attendance figure of the canadian .how.

The 10.000 square foot Commodore
special presentation area was a walk
through memory lane to the present. and
even expressed some Ideas about what
everyday life will be like In the future with
the
growth
In
sophistication
and
availability of personal computer products.
Visitors
saw
Commodore's
early
typewriters . adding machines. calculators.
watches. office furniture (even a stalrclimbing
wheelchair!>
as well
as
the
original KIM and PET r,llcrocomputers. the
more recent models. the one millionth VIC20 and the newest products for home.
business. education and portable use. the
"B" Series and the Executive 64.
Many of the people who visited the
World of Commodore were Interested In the
10
seminars
which
were
presented
throughout the show. A two-hour soundand- light show packed the house with
standing room only. as did well-known Jim
Butterfield In his de mystification presentation when he tore apart a personal computer
piece
by
piece.
just to . show
everyone thAt there really Isn't anythlng_
TOHPET January 84
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·special- or scary about the innards of a
computer.
Other
popular
seminars
explained the functions of word processing
and
data
base
management.
spreadsheets.
the
education
language
LOGO.
graphics. voice synthesis and CO MAL
And. if visitors weren't participating in
the seminars. they were browsing through
the Silent Auction that was managed by
Commodore
and
Toronto
radio
station
CKf=M.
Items
being
auctioned
included
trips for two to Nassau. Montreal and Gray
Rocks ski resort. electronics eqUipment.
theatre
tickets.
limited
edition
prints.
clothing.
food
and
beverages.
luggage.
furniture and much more. When the bidding was closed on Sunday. more than
$17 .000 had been raised for Toronto's
Hospital for Sick Children and winning bidders went home anticipating the enjoyment they'll receive from their auction Items.

-

Zolton Nyergea emerged as the grand GOAF
the VIC-A-THON finals held on December
Wortd of Commodore show. Proceeds from
THON are going to the Variety Village for
children.

11
can't
be
denied.
however.
that
everyone
who
attended
the
World
of
Commodore
went
home
a
winner.
because they'd had a chance to view the
past. the present. and some ideas for the
future of a dynamic company in an exciting industry. This kind of international extravaganza doesn't come along every day.
or even every 25 years. and everyone who
walked around the World of Commodore
left with an appreciation of the fact that
they had just witnessed a record of the
development of an era.

- --

The Silent Auction which was held at the World of
Commodore show, managed by Commodore land a<FM
Radio, raised in exceaa of 817.000 for Toronto's Ho8pitII
For Sick Children by auctioning items such as those pictured here.

Others who went home as winners were
the champions of the grand finale of the
VIC-A-THON. Canada's biggest computer
game
competition.
sponsored
by
Commodore and the Variety Club. Held on
Sunday at the World of Commodore. 14year-old Zolton Nyerges emerged as the
grand GORF champion. winning a C64 system. Other finalists won prizes such as
VIC-20s. bomber jackets and gym bags.
Proceeds from pledges competitors collectedsupport the
Variety
Village
for
. t:tandicapped Children.

page
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champion in
11 at the
the VIO-Ahandicapped

quillan

ICING ON THE
COMMODORE BIRTHDA Y CAKE
by BRIAN LUNT
The question being asked prior to the
World of Commodore Show was simple:
Could any personal computer manufacturer muster enough trade and consumer
support for a stand alone show?
The number of exhibitors (sixty-eight>
failed to reflect Commodore's point of sale
strength in the marketplace. Names that
were missing included software manufacturers such as HEP and TOTAL both of
earn
considerable
revenue
from
whom
Commodore users.
A refreshingly honest insight came from
Allan Reynolds. who handles PR for the
manufacturer. "It's difficult to forecast what
will happen when you try something different. Hosting this show was in many ways
a calculated gamble. We have held four of
them in Europe and attendance is about
14.000. For the company it is a question
of
diverting
a
few
TV
spots
and
newspaper advertisements into a different
media and whilst it does not generate immediate hardware sales it does give the
software people who support us a chance
to improve volume.·
Within hours of the show opening an
elated Jim Copland was off the hook. The
attendance figures speak for us." he said
later. "Total attendance was 38.400 which is
3.000 more than the Canadian Computer
show drew in November with' over 300 exhibitors·. Some quick 'off the cuff' calculations reveal why exhibitors enjoyed the
show.... assuming a per head spending
figure which is constant for both shows
then one can also assume a 900% increase in volume average for anyone with
a booth in the World of Commodore. On
cheCking out this prognosis I found the
Commander Magazine display conspicuous
by its absence on the final day and.
replacing the missing staff. an eloquent
notice saying "sorry. completely sold out".
The TPUG stand had a cheerful Chris

Toronto, ON
Bennett and his merry sales-persons adding over 300 new members pius $$$$$1
revenue from a special show disc.
If there was any complaint to
be
heard then
it came from
my wallet.
Frankly. I had no Intention of spending the
amount of money which I did but few of us
can resist a bargain.

I found Disks at $23 a box and a copy
of
Compute's
newly-released
"64
Graphics" being discounted 25%. Looking
for trends
I observed
most exhibitors
using the 64 machine and an increasingly large number of software houses writing business programs for it.

Micro-Simplex had a display hooking a
stock-sales
package
to
a
King
cash
register and Abraxas. an Australian company. had both Auto Dealer and . Auto
Repair Shop programmes. Direct Data was
demonstrating
a
triple
disc
package
called
Factory
Manager.
This
Is
a
Commodore approved set and covered a
range
of
applications
Including
wide
Inventory. scheduling. man hours. productparts building and product breakdown. The
price ($350) seemed far too low for this
type of system but the printouts were very
impressive.
Laura Dineen. making her first trip
north of the border. was delighted with the
reception Kaola Technologies was getting
with its Kaola Pad and took time for a
demonstration. I liked It and It's an Impressive way to . doodle. Graphics. squares.
triangles. blocks and all in pretty colour.
Everything was savable to a disc drive but
not to a printer. A utility program which
solves that issue Is arriving in March.
questioned
only
houses and both talked
sumer sales to existing
Macintosh
lets.
Rav
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COVER STORY
Software explained his view of what he
believed was a developing trend.:Combine
the explosive growth of home computer
sales with the parents' desire to get away
from games and you can see the potential."
We saw it but underestimated it. What
we brought to the show was completely
sold out on opening day." Larry Jones told
a similar story on the Comm-Data booth.
"It cost a bundle to repack our product:
he told me, "but the Interest proves our
belief in this diversification." Games-nuts
had a bonanza with many of the top
games
being
discounted
and
Remlk
Software had a busy time selling Its 5 new
games for the 64 and 7 for the Vic 20.
Slough.
England
company
were
The
making a first direct offering in North
America and generating lots of volume for
their $14.95 tapes only display. Whizz Kids
had a combination that drew plenty of attention. A learning package for the 64 plus
four games pius a word processing combination and all for $40.
I never got to see my favourite game
but it holds that title simply because of a
salesman's description: ... BMB offered five
bucks off the usual $35 for their new (not
so new) Pro-Golf. I was awed when he told
me.
"It's
close
to
honest
of
God
Golf ... lt's strategic ... lt's sophisticated... It's
got 18 holes and 14K of Algorithms. I
guess they never played that kind of
course In the Canadian Open ""
Staunch
supporter
of
TPUG.
2001
people had a robot wearing the club button.
The robot spent most of Its time dodgIng kids Intent on putting leaflets In front
of its eyes. I asked Inventor Jack Becker
what
happened
to
the
elastic
band?
"Gone with the Do-do bird.· said Jack and.
pointing to an unmentionable place. he explained
how
"RANDY
ROBOT"
(Who
thought up that name and advertised he
could do everything?) was rejuvenated with
a dose of disc drive.
For the man who has everything one
could shop at the Tycor stand and buy a
top of the line power filter for a mere
$25.0001 (No I didn't!) One Item I purchased was unintentionaL.1 spotted a 1650
page 10
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Auto Modem on the Microtechnlc stand.
"You're third in line to buy It: said
President Joe O'Hara. The modem. not yet
available in Canada. was not for sale and
brought only to demonstrate with and Joe
told me that they are still not easily available in the USA. I spent the next 30
minutes getting the lowdown on Joe's
latest creation.the Smart 64 terminal +2.
Torpet carried a write-up on this last
June and the new version is beautiful. It
cost $50 bucks and seems like a purchase I'm going to spend many happy
hourG with. ThiG lalCGl vcr::;ion gets me In
and out of Compuserve and other Boards
like
Jumpman
and
It
uploads
and
downloads like a dream. This plus two version has the old goodies plus the ability to
take two drives. allows you to name your
own files. runs any printer and can support the Video Pak 80. Now a lot of that is
above my head but I have a 27 page
manual and a lot of faith. I also like its
'Snap-shot' feature which lets me print any
screen at any time.
My normal: procedure on Compuserve is
to spend 59 minutes of every hour going
back to the help section and just one
minute doing something. I'm going to
start
by
getting
hard
copy
of
the
aforesaid
'H'
screen
and
save
some
money. Nice also is the auto entry that
saves me looking up the password and
user number (one key stroke for each of
them). Joe showed me a new book currently being circulated in the trade called
'The Computer Phone Book'. It seems like
an A to Z primer on telecommunicating.
I've never understood how you can
pack all those letters into a tiny silicon
Chip but at least I've now seen it done.
Jason Ranhelm had an Eprom burner
called the Promenade Cl and It stored and
loaded faster than a disc drive now
does. I stili don't understand It but I have
learned that it's Jedec and Rom Compatible.

a ylimaki
5 1/4 Inch DRIVES are flne ... except off the
first tee in front of the clubhouse.

GOSUB
INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED

Features:
19 Keys, each of which may have 3 seperate definitions'
Complete dOC'Jmflntation including program listings'
Retail

$69.95

Works on the VIC20 (Expanded) and C-64
computers'
Compatible with most existing software!
Great for use with business programs and
electronic spread sheets!
Ideal for machine language programmer!

Prices in
VISA <5 MASTERCARD WELCOME

U.s.

dollars

Dealer Inquires Invited - (316) 265-9858
GOSUB International- 501 E. Pawnee- Suite 430
Wichita, Kansas 67211

Prices subject to change

'G-64 and VIC 20 are registered trademarks of Commodore International.

MACCOM SYSTEMS VIC-20 & Commodore 64

SOFTWARE HARDWARE COMMUNICATIONS
LOWEST Prices in CANADA TM
Sugg. MACCOK
products for COMMODORE 64
Retsil PRICE
Proline
WordPro series 64-D
$ 69.99 $ 59.99
PAL64-D 6510 Assembler
$ 69.99 $ 59.99
POWER64D Enhsnced BASIC $ 69.99 $ 59.9?
Ksccom
Fishing- Canadian mazeDT $ 29.99 $ 19.99
family-games La p@che- en fran~ais DT $ 29.99 $ 19.99
Batteries
PaperClip
$150.00 $150.00
Delphi's Oracle
$150.00 $150.00
(~nc1uded-10 free Xidex SSDD diskettes)
ContInental Home Accountant
$ 99.95 $ 68.99
Bronderbund David's Kidnite Kagic-D $ 43.95 $ 31.69
Chop1ifter-Cart
$ 50.95 $ 36.99
Counterpoint Early Games for Young-D $ 37.9.5 $ 27.99
BES
Gridrunner-Cart
$ 34.95 $ 25.99
HesWriter-Cart
$ 52.50 $ 37.99
Turtle GraphicsII-Cart
$ 69.95 $ 50.49
64 Forth
$ 81. 50 $ 58.99
Spinnaker
Facemaker-Cart
$ 44.95 $ 32.49
Kindercomp-Cart
$ 37.95 $ 27.49
Hey Diddle Diddle
$ 37.95 $ 27.49
Sierra On-L
Frogger-Dl
$ 44.95 $ 32.49
JawbreakerII-DT
$ 37.95 $ 27.49
Jumpman-D
$ 52.50 $ 36.49
Epyx
ElectronicArt Pinball Construction-D
$ 59.95 $ 43.49
Hard Hat-D
$ 52.50 $ 37.99
. Lightening
KasterType-D
$ 52.95 $ 36.99
. Keo1a
TouchTab1et & disk
$150.00 $119.99
---your choice--Call or write
, TimeWorks
Et~,

ER

Tapes or Disk, only 29.95

Commodore 64

BIBLEFUN

9 exciting learning games for home,
school, church, campi Includes OT JOBS,
NT JOBS, BOOKS OF BIBLE, BIBLE MATES, OT
GUESS WHO, GOSPELS GUESS WHO, ACTS GUESS
WHO, HIDDEN WORDS, and BIBLE TRIP. Priced
separately at $19.95 each. Allan one
disk. Easy Menu selection.
Regular Price, $95.00

Special Holiday Price, $75
lOffer expires January 31. 1984)
Money Order, VISA. MasterCard (US Funds).
Personal cheCKS allow 3 weeks.
Add $3 for Shipping.

---X~~:_c~oice---

5t Diskettes SSDD Xidex (box-=-c
1o"'):-'----,$r;;3-::;7-.9~9;;-;;$;--;;2-;;7~.9M9
Kemorex (box 10)
$ 49.50 $ 32.99
Xidex or Memorex(lOOO lot) $we will quote

HACCOK SYSTEMS Company
Ontario residents POB 2623 Station"D"
Please add $2
Ottawa, Ont.. KIP SW7
add 7% sales tax.
for shipping.
(~13)-746-0086

Prices in

U.s. dollars

SMOKY MOUNTAIN SOFTWARE
54 West Main Street, Brevard NC 28712

...
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Commodore 64

and

Still the Best!

VIC-20

Rated THE BEST educational
I!'OQram for the VIC 20TM by
ClNtI"e Computillfl magazine.
Cammoclore 84 version: "Thll
II the best typing tutor we have
Men yet; It can get your
children touch typing In short
order and bring an old hand up
to lpeed. Includes excellent
.Inlng modules and an
lI'Cade type mode to liven
things up and put some
....sure on;
+" INF()44
Our customers continue to tell
UI of their IUcceas. •• .
:'•. delighted with my I0Il'1
progress ... he II the only
_ In his leconcI grade cl ...
who touch typel af the comput......
(51 year old man writel) ... "grMt, excellent. To me a eoufOl
of great learning . .. I Just can't express how much I haft
enjOyed It!"
In dally use by schools across the USA.

Unexcelled communications power and
compatibility, espeCially for professionals and
serious computer users. Look us over; Super'l"erm
isn't just "another" terminal program. Like our
famous Terminal-40, It's the one others will be

Judged by.

"Computer aided Instruction at its best" Commander magazine

+

EMULATION-Most popular terminal protocols:
cursor addressing, clear, home, etc.
• EDITING-Full-screen editing of Receive Buffer
UP/DOWNLOAD FORMATS - CBM. Xon-Xoff,
ACK-NAK, CompuSeNe, etc.
FLEXIBILITY -Select baud, duplex, parity, stopbits,
etc. Even work off-line, then upload to system!
DISPLAY MODES-40 column; 80/132 with
side-scrolling
FUNCTION KEYS-8 standard, 52 user·defined
• BUFFERS-Receive, Transmit, Program, and Screen
PRINTING-Continuous printing with Smart ASCII
interface and parallel printer; buffered printing
otherwise
DISK SUPPORT -Directory, Copy, Rename, ScratCh

WORD INVADERS

The proven way to learn touch typing.

COMMODORE 64 Tape $21.95
COMMODORE 64 Disk $24.95
VIC 20 (unexpanded) Tape $21.95

~f;~\
IFR
(FLIGHT SIMULATOR)
CARTRIDGE
FOR THE VIC 20
COMMODORE 64

~

Telecommuni
ions
with a difference.

** * *

TYPING TUTOR

r!!!J.

S149~

"'-

Options are selected by menus and EXEC file. Software
on disk with special cartridge module. Compatible with
CBM and HES Automodems; select ORIGIANS mode,
manual or autodiaL

DISK OR TAPE

$39.95
JOYSTICK REQUIRED

Write for the full story on SuperTerm; or, If you
already want that difference, order todayl
Requires: Commodore 64 or VIC-20. disk drive or Datasette, and
compatible modem. VIC version requires 16K memory expansion. Please
specify VIC or 64 when ordering.

N

roureel'

In the pllot'l ...., A

very

challenging realistic

-.atlon of Instrument flying In a light plane. Take off,

. ."Igate oyer difficult terrain, and land at one of the 4 airports.
. .Ifltlal hoI'izon.llS. and other working Instruments on screen.
Full . ~Ircraft features. Realistic aircraft performance _
ltall~ns. etc. Transport yourself to a real·tlme adventure In
the sky. Flight tested by professional pilots and Judged
....,Iflc.. !

~ Shipping and handling $1.00 per
. . . . order. CA reSidents add 6% tax.

Smart ASCII Plus ... S59'lS
The only Interface which supports streaming -sending
characters simultaneously to the screen and printer - with
SuperTerm.

1tiiI.l'_ _

Also great for use with your own programs or most
application programs, i.e., word processors. Print modes:
CBM Graphics (w/many dot-addr printers), TRANSLATE,
DaisyTRANSLATE, CBM(True ASCII, and PIPELINE.

AC,\Dim'l

Complete with printer cable and manual. On disk or cassette.

SOFTWARE

. . P.--.. . . .

VIC 20 and Commodore 64 are trademarl<s of Commodore Electronics, Ud.

P.O. Box 1271, San Rafael, CA 94903 (415) 499-0850
. . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~~

..

or , . __ . _ ....- . -

(816) 333·7200
___.____ MIDWEST
~
.
MleRO
I
,

- ~ -"-- ..

Send lor a free brochure.
MAIL ORDER: Add $1.50 shipping

and

handling ($3.50 for C.O.D.); VISA/Mastercard
accepted (cardN and exp. date). MO reSidents
add 5.625% sales tax. Foreign orders payable
U.S. Bank ONLY; add $5 shp/hndlg.

Inc. u.s.s.

311 WEST 72nd ST.• KANSAS CITY • MO • 64114
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From Skyles
Electric Works, the
oldest and largest
professional .
speCic:lIists in the
business.
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PROGRAMMING

PROGRAMMING
THE COMMODORE 64's
FUNCTION KEYS
Written by: Paul Thompson & Ron Radko
Program by: Ron Radko
This program is designed to allow the
programming of the FUNCTION keys. Each
FUNCTION key may be programmed with up
to 10 characters including multiple RETURN
characters. The RETURN character(s) will
function as a typed carriage return and
can be used more than once for each
FUNCTION key. e.g. you can type LIST <cr>
RUN <cr>
and that FUNCTION key. when
pressed. will
LIST and then RUN the
program in memory.

*'

To program the FUNCTION keys. RUN
program 1. There will be a slight pause
while the machine language is POKEd into
place. and then the computer will prompt
you with:

RETURN. The computer will

prompt you

with:

F2==?

This cycle will repeat until you have
programmed all eight of the FUNCTION
keys (or defaulted by pressing RETURN>.
The program will then NEW itself to give
the user full memory capacity.
'
While
this
program
is
totally
user
transparent.
by
hitting
the
RUN
STOP/RESTORE keys. you must type:
SYS 12"'4096 <-cr>
This will restore the FUNCTION keys to
their previous values.

*

carriage return is a back arrow
<cr> is a carriage return.

«- ),

Fl=?
a

You can now program the F1 key with
maximum of 10 characters. and press
Program
1 is the disassemblY of the
machine language routine and is provided
here for the interested assembly language
programmers.
Program 2 is what you type in. Save it
before you run it (in case it crashes).
PROGRAM

2
20:
30:
40:
50:

60:
70:
71 :
80:
90:
100:
110:
120:
130:
140:
150:

COOO
COOO
COOO
COOO
COOO
COOO
COOO
COOO
COOl
C003
COO5
C008
COOB
COOC
COOD

1

DISASSEMBLED

NOKEYS
INKEY
IRQVEC
IRQRTN
BUFFER
78
A2
AO
8E
8C

OD
CO
14 03
15 03

58

bO

48

NEWIRQ

MACHINE

CODE

• OPT P4,OO
SCOOO
;NO OF KEYS IN BUFFER
SCb
==
SD7
;LAST
KEY PRESSED
==
S0314
;IRQ VECTOR
;NORMAL IRQ ROUTINE
SEA31
=
;BEGINNING OF KEYBOARD BUFFER
S0277
=
SEI
LDX *<NEWIRQ ;SET THE IRQ ROUTINES
LDY *>NEWIRQ ;TO START AT THIS
STX IRQVEC ; PROGRAM
STY I RQVEC+ 1
CLI
RTS
;RETURN TO BASIC
PHA
; BEGINNING OF NEW IRQ ROUTINE

*=
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150:
1:S<>:
150:
150:
160:
170:
180:
190:
200:
210:
220:
230:
235:
240:
250:
260:
270:
280:
290:
295:
300:
310:
315:
320:
330:
340:
350:
350:
350:
355:
360:
360:

360:
365:
370:
380:

390:
390:
390:
400:

405:
405:
405:
410:
420:
430:
440:

440:
«30:

45:5:
4:5:5:
455:
460:
470:
480:
490:
490:
500:
~:

50S:

page 16

CooE
COOF'
COlO
COll
C012
C014
C016
C01B
COlA
C01C
COlE
C020
C022
C024
C026
C02B
C02A
C02C
C02E
C030
C033
C035
C037
C03A
C03D
C03F
C042
C044
C046
C049
C04C
C04D
C04F
COSI
COS4
C056
C059
C05B
C05D
C060
C063
C064
C066
COOS
C06B
C06D
C070
C072
C074
C077
C07B
C07A
C07C
C07F
COBI
COB4
COB6
C088
COBB
coac

BA
4B
9B
4B
A5
C9
FO
C9
FO

D7

TXA
PHA
TYA
PHA
LDA

B5

CI'IP

25

FO 4B

BEQ
CI"tP·
BEQ
CI"tP
BEQ

C9 SA

CttP

FO 5B
C9 B7
FO 6B
C9 BB
FO 7B
C9 88
DO 03
4C BB
C9 BC
DO 03
4C CF
4C E2
A2 00
BD EA
C9 00
DO 03
4C EO
9D 77
EB
EO OA
DO EE
4C EO.
A2 00
BD F4
C9 00
DO 03
4C EO
9D 77
EB
EO OA
DO EE
4C EO
A2 00
BD FE
C9 00
FO 6C
9D 77
EB
EO OA
DO Fl
4C EO
A2 00
BD OB
C9 00
FO 58
9D 77
EB
EO OA

BEQ
CI"tP
BEQ
CttP
BEQ
CttP
BNE
JttP
CMP

B9

3B

C9 Bb

CO
NEXTI

BNE

CO
CO NEXT2
F1START
CO LOOP 1
CO
02 NEXT3

CO
F2START
CO LOOP2
CO
02 NEXT4

CO
F3START
CO LODP3

JMP
JMP
LDX
LDA
CMP
BNE
JMP
STA
INX
CPX
BNE
JI"tP
LDX
LDA
CMP
BNE
JMP
STA
INX
CPX
BNE
JI'P
LDX
LDA
CMP
BEQ

02

STA
INX
CPX
BIlE

CO
F4START
Cl LOOP4
02
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JI'IP
LDX
LDA

;SAVE ALL REGISTERS

;GET THE LAST KEY PRESSED
INKEY
4U33
;CHECK IF IT IS ONE OF
F1START ;THE FUNCTION KEYS
#137
F2START
#134
F3START
#13B
F4START
#135
F5START
#139
F6START
#136
NEXT1
F7START
#140
NEXT2
FBSTART
MOVEON1 ;IF NOT 60 TO END OF ROUTINE
#0
;CLEAR THE X REGISTER
; GET FIRST STORED CHARACTER
Fl,X
#0
;CHECK IF IT IS THE LAST ONE
NEXT3
MOVEON ;IF SO GOTO TO END
BUFFER,X ;PUT IT IN THE KEYBOARD BUFFER
#10
;CHECK IF THE MAXIMUM
LOOP 1
; HAS BENN REACHED
MOVEON
#0
; SEE ABOVE
F2,X
#0
NEXT4
MOVEON
BlFFER,X
#10
LOOP2
MOVEON
#0
F3,X
4tO
MOVEON

I SEE ABOVE
BUFFER, X

#10
LOOP3
MOVEON
#0

F4,X

; SEE ABOVE

CttP

4tO

BEQ
STA
INX
CPX

MOVEON
BUFFER, X
#10

·

PROGRAMMING
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\

/\

505:
510:
520:
530:
540:
540:
550:
560:
560:
560:
570:
580:
590:
600:
600:
610:
620:
620:
620:
630:
640:
650:
660:
660:
670:
680:
680:
680:
690:
700:
710:
720:
720:
730:
740:
740:
740:
1000:
1010:
1010:
1010:
1010:
1010:
1020:
1030:
1040:
1050:
1060:
1070:
1080:
1090:
1095:

C08E
C090
C093
C095
C098
C09A
C09C
C09F
COAO
COA2
COA4
COA7
COA9
COAC
COAE
COBO
COB3
COB4
COB6
COB8
COBB
COBD
COCO
COC2
COC4
COC7
COC8
COCA
COCC
COCF
CODI
COD4
COD6
COD8
CO DB
CODC
CODE
COEO
COE2
COE3
COE4
COE5
COE6
COE7
COEA
COF4
COFE
CI08
C112
C11C
C126
C130

DO
4C
A2
BO
C9
FO
90
E8
EO
DO
4C
A2
BO
C9
FO
90
E8
EO
DO
4C
A2
BD
C9
FO
90
E8
EO
DO
4C
A2
BO
C9
FO
9D
E8
EO
DO
86
68
A8
68
AA
68
4C
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Fl
EO CO
00
F5START
12 Cl LooP5
00
44
77 02
OA
Fl
EO CO
00
F6START
lC Cl LOOP6
00
30
77 02
OA
Fl
EO CO
F7START
00
26 Cl LOOP7
00
lC
77 02
OA
Fl
EO CO
F8START
00
30 Cl LOOP8
00
08
77 02
OA
Fl
C6

31
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

MOVEON
1"I0VEONl

EA
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Fl
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8

BNE
JI"IP
LOX
LDA
CI"IP
BEQ
STA
INX
CPX
BNE
JI"IP
LDX
LOA
CI"IP
BEQ
STA
INX
CPX
BNE
JMP
LOX
LDA
CI"IP
BEQ
STA
INX
CPX
BNE
JI"IP
LDX
LOA
CI"IP
BEQ
STA
INX
CPX
BNE
STX
PLA
TAY
PLA
TAX
PLA
JI"IP
.ASC
.ASC
.ASC
.ASC
.ASC
.ASC
.ASC
.ASC

LOOP4
I"IOVEON
#0
; SEE ABOVE
F5,X
#0
I"IOVEON
BUFFER,X
#10
LOOP5
MOVEON
#0
F6,X
; SEE ABOVE
#0
MOVEON
BUFFER,X
#10
LOOP6
t1OVEON
#0
F7,X
;SEE ABOVE
#0
1"I0VEON
BUFFER,X
#10
LOOP7
MOVEON
#0
F8,X
;SEE ABOVE
#0
MOVEON
BUFFER,X
#10
LOOP8
NOKEYS

IRQRTN

;TELL THE I"IACHINE # OF KEYS IN BUFFEI
;RESTORE ALL REGISTERS

;RETURN TO NORI"IAL IRQ ROUTINES
SPACE FOR THE Fl KEY
SPACE FOR THE F2 KEY
SPACE FOR THE F3 KEY
SPACE FOR THE F4 KEY
SPACE FOR THE F5 KEY
SPACE FOR THE F6 KEY
SPACE FOR THE F7 KEY
SPACE FOR THE F8 KEY
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PROGRAMMING
PROGRAM

:2

BASIC

LISTING

5 FORN=49152T049385:READA:POKEN,A:NEXT
10 FORN=OT07
20 PRINT"F"N+l"=";:INPUTFS
30 IF LEN(FS»10THENXS=LEFTS(XS,10)
40 FORX=ITOLEN(FS)
50 XS=MIDS(FS,X,I)
60 IFXS="~"THENXS=CHRS(13)
65 IFXS= .... THEN85
70 POKE49385+N*10+X,ASC(XS)
80 NEXT
85 FORR=XTOI0:POKE49385+N*IO+R,O:NEXT
90 . . NEXT
100 SYS12*4096
110 NEW
200 DATA 120, 162, 13, 160, 192, 142, 20, 3, 140, 21, 3, 88, 96, 72
201 DATA 138, 72, 152, 72, 165, 215, 201, 133, 240, 37, 201, 137, 240, 56
202 DATA 201, 134,240,75,201, 138,240,91,201, 135,240, 107,201,139
203 DATA 240, 123, 201, 136,208,3, 76, 187, 192,201, 140,208,3,76
204 DATA 207, 192, 76, 226, 192, 162,0, 189,234, 192,201, 0,208,3
205 DATA 76, 224, 192, 157, 119,2,232,224, 10,208,238,76,224, 192
206 DATA 162, 0, 189, 244, 192, 201, 0, 208, 3, 76, 224, 192, 157, 119
207 DATA 2, 232, 224, 10,208,238,76,224, 192, 162,0, 189,254, 192
208 DATA 201, 0, 240, lOB, 157, 119, 2, 232, 224, 10, 208, 241, 76, 224
209 DATA 192, 162, 0, 189, 8, 193, 201, 0, 240, 88, 157, 119, 2, 232
210 DATA 224, 10, 208, 241, 76, 224, 192, 162, 0, 189, 18, 193, 201,
211 DATA 240, 68, 157, 119, 2, 232, 224, 10, 208, 241, 76, 224, 192, 162
212 DATA 0, 189, 28, 193, 201, 0, 240, 48, 157, 119, 2, 232, 224, 10
213 DATA 208, 241, 76, 224, 192, 162,0, 189,38, 193,201,0,240,28
214 DATA 157, 119, 2, 232, 224, 10, 208, 241, 76, 224, 192, 162, 0, 189
215 DATA 48, 193, 201, 0, 240, 8, 157, 119, 2, 232, 224, 10, 208, 241
216 DATA 134, 198, 104, 168, 104, 170, 104, 76, 49, 234

°

READY.
QOOOCOC

C C COOOOOOOQ C C oooooooocx::J C C C C C C C C COCI C C COCI C C COCIC C

by

Carbyte

C)Q C

Dan

CCC

*

C)Q C

C

Sloan

"'iQU M\~\-\\ E\lEN ~~'i 'iO\)'RE W\TH F\llOf l"t\t PE.DPLE
:, 'Ct\\?' a~r 1~E Dlb
\N THE WORLD GaE1

BLOC.K
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REVIEW
BOOK REViEW....

WORDPRO for COMMODORES
by GR Walter

Proton Stn. ON

WOHDPRO for Commodores : A Student
Manual was written in an easy-to-read
tutorial tashlon for the person whO knows
very little to aosolutely nothing about word
processinq
using
Professional
Software's
WOIlDPFiO line of word processors. It is
ciedr amj concise In its explanations and
gives liUle examples and exercises for you
to type into your computer so that you will
get some practice at what you are learning.
It was written with the 8032 (WORDPRO
4-+) in mind, but since the other versions
ot WORDPRO are extremely similar it will
prove equally useful to users of the other
WORDPRO vorsions.
WORDPRO for Commodores: A Student
Manual has very little new material in it
(i.e. commands that haven't been explained

Available from:
Copp Clark Pitman ltd.
495 Wellington Street West
Toronto. Ontario
M5V lE9
Cost is $14.95 (Canadian dollars).
The book is spiral bound and has 150+
pages.
elsewhere - like the WORDPRO manual).
The reason that you might buy the book Is
that it takes the material and presents It In
an easier to understand form for the computer neophyte.

*

I give the book a rating of 8.1 out of

10,

OCCCCCCCOOOCCCCCPCCCCCOOCCCOOOOQCCCOOCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

WORD PROCESSOR REViEW ....

TOTL TEXT
by Rich Westerman
TOTl TEXT 2.6, word processor for C-64 &
VIC, TOTL Software. Walnut Creek. Ca.
$44.95. I'm looking forward to using a lot
of different word processors, I'm willing to
bet that I won't find a better deal than this
one, though. For $45. you get a very
powerful piece of software. For instance:
compatibility with a wide range of printers,
text processor in BASIC (can be easily
modified
for
your
special
needs>,
1/0
routines in machine language for fast printing, loading. and saving. Easy scrolling up
and down through text. columnar tabs,
works with 80 columns automatically. Want
more? How about full margin control? Block
move and block delete? The processor Is
menu-driven so that even a novice like
myself is writing fancy-looking letters within
a few minutes. I wasn't happy with the
colors on changing formatting and color.
Owners of much more expensive word
processors have lamented their inability to
adjust their software to a more readable

St. Anne Il
color scheme. The only problem I have with
it so far, is that sometimes my blockmoves have a nasty habit of re-arranglng
themselves in spite of my instructions.
I recently received a review copy of the
new TOTL word
processor. It's to be
released to registered owners of TOTL TEXT
in Oct. The revisions made In this version
are significant and make it an even better
package than before. A 3rd menu has been"
added: UTILITY. This menu Is a disk handling utility which Is Intended to be used
within the
program. Commands
Include:
directory, rename, scratch, validate. and
format (new a disk>' It's now possible to
append flies, and global search has been.
added. Like I said before, recommended.
.
Like I said at the beginning. this is the
only word processor I've worked with. but
if I find a better word processor at a
lower price, I'll sure be surprised . •
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A FoR/N£)CT LOOP CAN BE
Hl ,11-115 IS iHE AAS'T'
IN R ~IES·OF. J.£5SONS USED SO MANY WRVS , Ii
ON FOR/NEXT LOOpS!

-nfE FCR/NEXT LDOP IS
BASICALLY A COUN1ER,
USED 10 CONTROL 1'J.4E'
NUMBER OF TIMES F1

'S DII=J:ICULT 1'0 £XPUJIN
IN JUST ONE L.E5SOH.

THIS IS WHAT IT LOOKS

IN 1J.4IS ~RT'CULAR

Ln<E IN A PROGRAM:

SITUATION, 71E ~

WILl.. CARRY OUT 1lIC

1~ FOJ? )( = I TO 10

CfRTRIN OPERATION IS

OPERFmON lEN TIMES.

( Operofion.]

CARRIED OUT.

2B NM X
WJ.IEN ;WE COMPVTER

ao,(NEXT X) IT
RDOS i 10 X. IF X IS
GREA IER ~N Tf.4E '-'MIT
GIVEN IN lINE'''O t
IT WILL. S'TtP REPERilNG
AND SO ON.

10 L.INE

HERE"S AN EXAMPlE
"THIS MINI- PROGRAf¥f
LOOP PROGRAM TO iflN: ILLUSTRATE'S HOW -ruE'
\JRUJE OF X CI-fRNGES
10 ~)(= I~
EACH ilME ~E' LOOP IS
IS PRINT X

'.lO NEXT X
~ PRINT"END u

L
0

o
P

ALSO, NOTICE ""oW ONLY NOTE s BY 1HE' WfN,
CAN BE ANY
QPERAT10NS WITWIN 1J.IE
VARIRBlE VOU 'WJWT
I.DOP ARE' REPEAlED.
trW OfAN"'NCf LINE ;5' 1'0 USE'. J'UST MRf<E'
~ LINE' 1'7. EXPERIMENT, SURE 1l4RT iUE SAME
VARIABLE RPPERRS RFlER
. "NexT" IN '(OUR'

PROGRAM.
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EXecuTEP.

tv\USIC

VICAID
I have a VIC-20 and I enjoy using It to
play music. Though not exceptional. the
VIC's sound generator Is quite good and
my TV speaker just didn't do it justice.
Even with a respectable speaker I would be
restricted. What If I wanted to record my
latest works? Or experience the sound of
some good speakers? I'd be out of luck.
What I needed was some way to wrest the
VIC's· voice from the clutches of the AD
modulator and make It avalable to bigger
and better things. So I created the VIC
Audio Interface Device. or VICAID.
The idea behind VICAID was to divert
the audio signal before it got to the AF
and leave it free to plug into whatever you
had In mind (and In hand). No electronic
genius Is needed to understand and assemble VICAID. In fact. It's so simple that
I refused to believe It would work until It
was plugged In and signing awayl
If you
have
the
VIC
manual
or
Programmers Reference Guide you may
have noticed in the back a bunch of
diagrams showing the pinouts for ali of the
1/0 ports. You may also have noticed the
one which says • AudiolVideo· over It. yes
that one. It looks something like this:

by Paul McClay
Traverse City MI
All we need be concerned with are
pins two and three. Pin two Is the ground.
This Is nothing more than a common point
and. if your .computer is hooked up right.
will eventually wind up In the earth. It Is
used more or less as an electronic dump ..
Pin three is the audio signal. This Is the
VIC's voice and It Is this pin that we are
after. To get a signal that you can plug
Into the microphone Jack on most audio
equipment simply connect the audio signal
and the ground to opposte sides of a
phono plug (or similar connector). If you
were successful. the audio signal would flow
In one side of the plug, through the detector In your stereo and down Into the
ground. Now that's not so hard Is It?
VICAID Is really nothing more than a
box with some wires and a switch In It.
The only experience needed to assemble
VICAID Is a little soldering. If you don't
know how to solder find a friend who does
and have him/her teach you.
Before
you
start.
read
everything
through twice. Collect the following:

figure I

5 pin DIN plug
5 pin DIN socket
single pole-double throw switch
1
plug (whatever fits your eqUipment>
some medium fine wire
a box to put It all In
a length of two conductor cable
a length of five conductor cable
1
1
1

If you don't have any five conductor cable
you can ~ake some by threading five
piece of tubing. likewise
wires' through
with the two conductor cables. A local
Radio
Shack should
carry
some
experimenter boxes. you won't need a big
one. Make holes for the two cables. the
switch and the DIN socket. Attach the
switch and the DIN socket to the box. They

a

PIN'
I
2
3
4

5

TYPE

NOTE

+5'1 REG
GND
AUDIO
VIDEO LOW
VIDEO HIGH

lOlItA UAX
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MUSIC
should come with screws. Solder each wire
of the five conductor cable to a pin on the
DIN plug. Feed the cable through the ap'propriate hole in the box and label each
wire by pin number. You can do this by
pulling on a wire at one end and watch
what moves at the other end. Tie a knot in
the cable just inside the box so it wJn't
pull loose.
-NOTE- Figure 1 depicts the face of the
socket or the back of the plug. For the
back of the socket or the face of the plug
reverse the diagram. Be careful!
Solder wires one. four and five to the
matching terminals on the socket. Double
check everything as you go. Solder wire
three to the center terminal on the switch
(there should be three). Solder one end of
a short wire to one of the outside terminals on the switch. Solder the other end
to pin three on the socket. Pass the
double conductor cable through its hold.
Don't forget the knot. Solder one wire to
the
remaining
terminal
on
the
switch.

Solder the other wire and wire two
DIN plugs to pin two on the socket.
other end of the double conductor.
one wire to each of the terminals on the

Check everything again. Are there any
"bridges" or shorts between any of the terminals or wires? If not then close the box.
Congratulations!
you
have
just
built
a
VICAID. Are you sure you did everything
right? If you think so. then plug it into the
port on the back (If your VIC (or C64)' If
you have a VIC then plug the cable to
your TV into the box. Attach the remaining
cable to some sort of amplifier and you're
ready to go. With the switch in one postion
you will get sound as usual from your TV.
In ~he other position your computer's voice
is limited only by your imagination.
If you lack the time or
build your own send $15 to:

Monitor

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .. _--_ .. -----.

Audio
output
SPOT

"
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inclination

Paul McClay
6330 Peninsula Dr.
fraverse City. Michigan 49684
U.S.A.

computer

---..--
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On the
solder
plug.

to
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The clock: .
As essential .
to Chess as
the doubling
cube is to
Backgammon.
The Clock:

.:.:.:•••.

••••
•:•••••, WHITE
• •••••

BLACK • •.•.•
•

ON MOVE

1:32:57
HR MIN SEC
MOVE #22

1:03:07
HR MIN SEC
MOVE #22

®ametime

The Concept:

For years, Chess Masters have enjoyed an added dimension in their
sport ... time pressure. Anyone who has played or witnessed tournament Chess knows of the incredible inspirations. intense agony and
dramatic losses caused by it.

The Advantage:

Chess clocks have always been very expensive. simply because very
few companies manufacture them. Expensive ... until now.
The price just dropped for Commodore and Atari computer owners.

The Features:

• Accuracy. To the tenth of a second.
• Time Pressure Warning. The blocks In the upper left and right corners
light up red when there Is less than one minute left on the VIC
version (adjustable on the expanded VIC, Commodore 64 and
Atari versions).
• Move counter. Even in speed Chess, tells you how many moves
you have completed.
• Game score. Enter your moves Into the computer as you play. After
the game It will print outthe entire game for you to analyze (If you
do not have a printer it will be displayed on screen).

The Bonus:

The Computers:
The Price:
The Bottom Line:

Owners of Chess clocks otten use them to enhance many other twoplayer games. We have added the dimension oftimetoCheckers.
Backgammon, Go, Othello. Scrabble and Dominoes Virtually any
two-player (or two-team) type game is improved when time becomes
a factor.
Commodore C64. VIC 20. Atari 400 & 800.
Disk $19.95.

Cassette $16.95.

Cillmriimr . From Nufekop. Essential.

••

nUFEKrJP
P.O. Bax 156, 21255 Hwy. 62, Shady Cove, Oregon 97539

'-800-525-2529
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CONSUMER ELECTRONICS
COMMODORE HARDWARE &, SOFTWARE
MANNESMANN TALLY - SPIRIT 80
COMMODORE 64
1702 MONITOR
STAR GEMINI lOX PRINTER
DISC DRIVE

... $360.00
... $198.00
... $248.00
... $285.00
... $250.00

SOFTWARE: Over 200 different titles in stockl We will order software.
Maximum duty 5.1 % on hardware. No duty on software. printers or disk drives.
CALL
for any products not mentioned! 90 days full replacement warrantyl All prices in
U.S. Dollars. Prices subject to change without notice.

--- ---.,

_ - - ,.
a $1.00 \\
_--gets
I""
w.,.are
ad.
\
\ /).f\'1 sO
'l4\\n tn\S
r) \
\
..l\SCO\lf\\
C\ls\OfOe_ ...
\
U
e ~er _ - - -

CALL (716) 284-0918
or come .".
CONSUr.fl
:CTRONICS
26 Niag ....
Niagara Fall~

\.--

\

t\,.\fO\,l2'!. - - -

• • •• •• First store on left when you cross the Rainbow Bridge.
Open Tues thru Sat 10AM-7PM. Sun. 12-5. Please call to check product availability .

.----

Protect Your Micro
1=~!::===~==;:;I

with a sturdy, portable case
• Protective interior featuring shock
absorbing foam padding.
.
• High Impact, scratch resistant,
embossed aluminum.
• Attractive attache styling.

~~~~

Special

I DYe S send me a protective carrying case.

I

I for my 0 Vic 20 0 C64 0 Apple II 0 IBM PC
I
Enclosed my cheque or money order for $179.95 plus $5.00
I shipping. Ont residents add 7% PST. (Allow 3 - 4 weeks for delivery) I
I Name ____ ...._._
- -I Address . -- .- -.
City - -- - . - - - -- - - .
I Prov. - ' .
. .
.Postal Code
to: MICros Unlimited Inc.,3311 .Bloor St. West,
I
j Send.. _.
Dept. TP11, Toronto, Ontano M8X 1E7_ _ _ _ _
IS

.;~
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•

(Regular $195.(0)

Accommodates keyboard, disk drive, cables
and manuals plus a modem (Vic 20/64)
or second disk drive (Apple ,II) or two
diskette packs (IBM pC).
Approximately 27" x 20" x 7"
Matching monitor and printer cases also
available.
Micros- Unlimited Inc.
3311 Bloor Street, West
Toronto, Ontario M8X 1E7
Telephone (416) 233-3414

~
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$179 95

Fast, Fast
Relief Front Expensive
Software Blahs.

COMMODORE 64

HESW ARE

COMMODORE VIC 20

Ust Price But for You!

Attack Mutant Camfl (CT) . . .. $45
Coco (CT) ......
.. .... $45
Maze Master (CT) ..
$35
TurtleTutor(CT) . . . .... . . .. $40
Turtle Trainer (CT)
$40
Paintbrush (CT) ... .. .. . ... $30
Home Manager (D) .......... $50
Time & Money Manager (D) . . $70
Hesman 64 (CT) ......
$40
Gridrunner (CT) .......
$40
64 Forth (CT)
$60
Turtle Graphics II (CT) ...... $60
Multiplan (D) .... . ......... $100
Omnicalc (C&D) ....
.. $50
Sengi (C&D) ........
. .. $45
Sword Point (C&D) .. . ....
$35
Attack Mutant Camel (CT)
$30

Electronic Party (T) . .
Square Pegs (T)
Turtle Tracks (T)
Your Vic 20 (T)

'$40

$25

Jumpman D&C .. . . .
$40
Temple of Apshai (C)
$40
Upper Reaches Apshai (C)
$20
Curse of Ra (C) ...
$20
Starfire & Fire One (D&C) . . $40
Jumpman Junior (CT) . . . . . . . $40
Lunar Outpost (D&C)
$40
Dragonriders of Pern (D)
Gateway to Apshai (C&D) . : : '$40
Pitstop (C&D) ..
Crush, Crumble, Chomp (C&D) $30

$25
$25
$13
$13
$29
$29
$25

Robot Panic (CT)
Slime (CT) ........... .. .. .
Predator (CT)
Torg (C ) ..
Raid Israhm (eT )
Coco II (C&D)
Fort Apocalypse (CT)
Lazer Zone (CT)
Necromancer (CT) .. . . :: :
Pharoah's Curse (CT)
Attack Mutant Camel (CT)
Kindercomp (CT)
F ace maker (CT)
Story Machine (CT)

;f '

$23

$30
$40
$40

$19
$26
$26

SYNAPSE
Protector (D&C)
Shamus (D&C)
Sentinel (D&C)
Morgol (D&C)
Drelbs (D&C)
Fort Apocalypse (C&D)
Pharoah's Curse (C&D)

$35

$23

Astroblitz (CT)
Trashman (CT)
Moondust (CT)
Save New York (CT)
Pipes (CT)
Spitball (CT)

.. '$35

$22

Planet Fall (D)
Witness (D) . ..
Enchanter (D)

.. $50

$35

Choplifter (CT) .. .
$45
Seafox (CT) . ... . ..
$40
Serpentine (CT)
$40
David Midnight Magic (D) . . .. $35
Bank 51. Writer (D) ....... . . $70
Lode Runner (D) .. . ..... . . . .
Spare Change (D) .......... $35
Drol(D) .... . .... . . . ...... .

$29
$26
$26
$25
$44

BRODERBUND

$23

'$30

$19

" '$40

$26

$14

'$40

$25

$40

$24

Temple of Apshai (C&D) ..... $40
Sword of Fargoal (C)
$30

$24
$19

SIERRA ON LINE

And Incredible Savings On:
Data 20 Word Manager (C) .
. . Just
Data 20 Business Manager (D)
Timeworks Data Manager (D&C )
Timeworks Money Manager (D&C)
Timeworks Programmer Kit (D&C)
Continental Home Accountant (D )
Lightning Mastertype (D ) .
S irius Wayout (D)
Sirius Gruds in Space (D)
Sublogic Pinball (C )
Acess Neutral Zone (D&C) . .. . . . . . . .. .
Practicalc (D&C) ..... . . . ... . . .. .. . .
Programmable Spreadshee t
Datamost Kids & The 64 (book)
Commodore 64 Ref. Guide (book) .
0

Disk (CT)

0

$27
$89
$17
$17
$1 7
$49
$27
$27
$23
$20
$23
$35
$55
$14
$1 7

Cartidge

"$u¢h-A-Deal!
$oftware."
s.

.. . $30

$18

$30
$30
$35

$19
$19
$22

CREATIVE
Choplifter (CT)
Home Office (C) . . .
Home Office (D)

Rock Bottom Prices
on Peripherals!
But For You!

MONITORS
BMC 12" Green
.... . ... . . . . .... Just $79
BMC 12" HiRes Green .... . .. . . .
$125
$89
BMC 12" Amber ... . ... . . ... . . .
$129
BMC 12" HiRes Amber. . .
$259
BMC 13" Composite Color . . ...
DATA 20
Vic 40·80 Display Mgr . . .
$79
C64 Video Pak 80 . . .... .
$149
includes Word Mgr. Free
Parallel Printer Interface
$45
Vic 3 Slot Motherboard ....
Vic 6 Slot Motherboard ......
Vic 5 Slot C64 MotherbOilrd .. . ... .. . .
Printer Utility Software ..... . . .. ... • . . ..

$26

$65
$45
$17

WICO JOYSTICKS

TO ORDER FAST, FAST
CALL TOLL FREE:
1-800-431-8697

The Boss .. ..
.... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Bat Stick .......... . .......... .. ... . ...
Red Ball ........... . .
T rack Ball . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . ..
KOALAPAD
Vic, C64. Atari

Fo r Information Only Call (602) 968·9128

Star Blasting Savings
on the Latest Technology
HesModem
. . ... .. . .. .. .
Unitronics Wafter Drive Vic or C64 .

Lunar Leeper (CT)
Cros5fire (CT) ...
Threshhold (CT) . .
Cannonball Blitz (CT)

CARDCO

903
Rural Rd . ~102
Tempe, AZ 85281

INFOCOM

$ 9
$ 9

EPYX

(C) = Tape (D)

CREATIVE

$10
$10
$20

Seafox (CT) . .
Mastertype (CT)
Lode Runner (CT)

$19

$35

$13

BRODERBUND
A.E. (CT)

SPINNAKER
$23
$23
$26
$26

$20

Congo Bongo (CT)
BUCK Rogers (CT) .:: : :::::
Star Trek (CT) ..

$25

$35
$35
$40
$40

$19

SEGA

EPYX

Alphabet Zoo (CT)
. .. . . .
Cosmic Life (CT) . .... . .... .
Delta Drawing (CT)
Delta Music (CT)
Facemaker (CT) ...... . .... .
Fraction Fever (CT) .... . ....
Kids on Keys (CT)
Kindercomp (CT) .. .
Story Machine (CT)
Up For Grabs (CT)

... $30

HESWARE

SEGA
Congo Bongo (CT)
Buck Rogers (CT) .. ::::: : : :
Star Trek (CT)

List Price Bul For You!

WIZWARE

$29
$29
$23
$26
$26
$19
$33
$45
$26
$26
$39
$40
$79
$37
$28
$22
$19

$14
$19
$21
$30
$79

PRINTERS
$49
$119

Alphacom 40 Column .. .
Alphacom 80 Column .. . . ..... .
includes Vic , C64, Atari cable

$119
$179

ORDERING & TERMS: Send cash •.?f check. money order; personal/company checks allow 3 weeks bank clearance . VISA 'Maste rCard accepted. Provide phone number WIth order . SHIPPING
Software add $3 .00; Hardware add $10.00, Arizona residents add 6'\, sales ta x. Returns must have authorization number ( c all602 "~ ·9128 ) for authorizat1on number) . All returned me rchandi~
s~bject to r~stockin9 fee and must come ~th a~1 original packaging. No returns allowed after 30 da ys fr om shippmg date . Pnces a re for cash ; VISA and MasterCard add 3'\ •. Prices subjec t to change

""thout nohce. All products subject to ava,labihty from manufacturers and/or supphers. canadian orders add $6.00 US.

prices in U.S. dollars
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GradeCalc
by

Computer Software Associates,
an established software house, supplies
software for COMMODORE, APPLE,
and IBM home computers. CSA is
currently looking to expand its product
base of serious programs in the areas
of home, education, and office.
Computer Software Associates
offers over 30 years of market experience, worldwide distribution, innovative packaging, generous royalties,
and programmer support.
Interested programmers should
contact Mike Mahan, Product Development . Department, Computer
Software Associates, 50 Teed Drive,
Randolph, Massachusetts 02368. Tel.

Tamarack Software
Grade and Attendance Management
System
C-64, 4032 or 8032 Specify
Computer & Drive
$32.95 ($29.95 US)

(611) 961-5100.

~COMPUTER
~nf[]sys1Erns

"SOFTWARE

Ud.

ASSOCIATES

PO BOX 2001
SACKVILLE. NEW BRUNSWICK
CANADA EOA 3CO

8K in 30 Seconds

TELSTAR 64

for your VIC 20 or CBM 64

Sophisticated Terminal Communications Cartridge for the 64.

'PFO' 100000 CP 01 02 BELL

12:30:00

10:14:36

(TELSTAR's Status Line)
Don't settle for less than the best!
• Upload/Download to/from disk or tape.
• Automatic File Translation.
• Communicates in Industry Standard ASCII.
• Real·Time Clock plus Alarm Clock.
• line editing capability allows correcting and resending long command lines.
• 9 Quick Read functions.
• Menu-driven.
• Similar to our famous STCP Terminal package.
• Works with Commodore Modems and supports auto-dialing.
The best feature is the price - only $49.95 (Cartridge and Manual)

Machine Language Monitor Cartridge
for the CBM 64
More than 20 commands allow you to access the CBM 64's Microprocessors
Registers and Memory Contents. Commands include assemble, disassemble,
registers. memory, transfer, compare, plus many more.
Someday every CBM 64 owner will need a monitor such as this.
Cartridge and Manual - $24.95
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II you own a VIC 20 or a CBM 64 and have been concemed
about the high cost of a disk to store your programs on .
worry yourselt no longer. Now there's the RABBll The RABBIT
comes in a cartlldga and at a much. much lower price
than the average disk. And speed ... this IS one tastllABBlT
With the RABBlryou can load and store on your CBM

~~~:t8~~~~of:~g~W~cgr~:s

lost as the 1541 disk drive
The RABBIT Is easy to install. allows one 10 Append
Basic Program~ works with or without ExpanSion
Memory. and provides two data file modes The
RABBIT is nof only tast but reliable
[The Ilabbitfor the VIC 20 contains an expansion con·
nectar so you can simuUaneously use your memory tx>ard. ere)

MAE

NOW

THE BEST
.
FOR lESS!
For CBM 64, PET, APPLE, and ATARI

Now, you can have the same pro/essionotty designed Macro
Assembler/Editor as used on Space Shunle prOjects.
• De~gned to impreM! Programmer Produchvity
• Similar syntax and commands - No need to relearn peculiar
synloxes and commands when you go from PET to APPlE to
AIAIll
• Cor9sidenl Assembler/EcM'" - No needto load the EditOr. then
tf1e Assembter. then tf1e Editor. etc
• Also includes WOrd Processor. IleIOCating Loader. and much
more
• I\:lwertul Editor. Macro~ Conditional and Inlerachve
Assembly. and Auto - zero page addresSing
Still not convinced; send tor our hee spec sheet!
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LOGO FOR THE COMMODORE 64:
A REVIEW
by Dr. Efraim Halfon
i
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Burlington, ON
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LogO. the language developed at the
Massachussetts Institute of Technology in
the 1970 ·s. is now available also for the
Commodore 64. Up to now. it was only
available for other microcomputers such as
the Apple . Texas Instruments and Radio
Shack. Logo is also well-known as turtle
graphics.
because
of
its
graphics
capability which uses a turtle as an indicator of where lines should be drawn .
Over the years. Logo has become immensely popular. especially in the school
systems .
and
now
several
clubs
and
magazines
deal
only
with
Logo
(see
Table 1 for some names. addresses and
references>' Logo. however. is not only
turtle graphics; it is also mathematics.
words and lists analysis. sprites. graphic
characters and simple music. The whole
64K of memory are used by Logo with
about 14K available to the user for storing the procedures (or programs>. Table 2
shows the memory allocation in the "64".
Why is Logo so successful? The main
feature of Logo is that the users. often
children of age three to 15. can teach the
computer. or program one's ideas very
easily with turtle graphics. The computer is
not used as a driller. where the user is
only a passive spectator feeding answers to
the computer. but as a tool which is under
complete
control
of
the
user.
Children then can easily learn how to control the computer. and by doing things
learn the basics of programming. without
being afraid of being mistaken. In Logo.

there
are
no
mistakes.
only
learning
through debugging . For example. to move
the
turtle
forward.
the
command
is
FORWARD n. where n is a number. FD 100
abbreviated
form)
will
move
the
(the
turtle 100 steps.
The Turtle can be turned right with the
command RIGHT 90. where 90 is the number of degrees in a right angle. or
LEFT. or BACKWARDS. while writing a line
(PENDOWN) or not writing (PENUP). Once
these basic commands are learned. the
next step is to draw figures. for example. a
square. The user defines a procedure. called.
for
example.
TO
SQUARE.
or
TO B2D2. or any other name. Logo then
enters edit mode . A program to draw a
square WOUld then be:
TO SQUARE
FD 100
RT 90
FD 100
RT 90
FD 100
RT 90
FD 100
RT 90
END
A shorter way of drawing a square of
any size. would be. however:
TO SQUARE :N
REPEAT 4 [FD :N RT 90]
END
The command REPEAT 4 means to do
4 times the commands in the square
parentheses and :N is the length of the
square side.
Once defined. the procedure SQUARE Is
now
available
to
be
used
in
other
procedures. For example:
page 27
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TO FLOWER :LEAVES :N
REPEAT LEAVES [SQUARE :N RT
360/:LEAVESl
END
draws
a
schematic
flower
with
:LEAVES
number
of
schematic
square
leaves of length :N. With very few combinations
of
procedures.
complex
graphic
figures can be created. For example. try
PENCOLOR 0 FLOWER 90 90 PENCOLOR 1
FLOWER 10 30.
Usual projects include a face. a person. a house. a propeller. a flower. a car.
etc. Table 3 shows some other programs.
or procedures. for projects with turtle
graphics.
Incidentally.
the
name
turtle
originates from a mechanical device that
was developed at MIT when the language
was developed. At the time. early 70's. the
microcomputers with today's capabilities did
not exist. and therefore all commands were
transferted to a turtle with wheels which
roamed along the floor. This mechanical
turtle Is still used today In schools and it
is particularly useful in the education of
retarded children and children unable to
control their body fully. By controlling the
mechanical
turtle
via
a
simplified
keyboard. the childreh can have control on
the outside world. sometimes for the first
time. Experiments along this line have
proven very successful.

MATHEMATICS
Another
aspect
of
Logo
is
Its
mathematical
ability.
Mathematical
operations. such as addition or multiplication. can be integrated with turtle
graphics to provide a visual relation between
numbers
and
their
geometrical
meaning.
Plotting
of
curves
such
as
Circles. paraboles and hyperboles take only
a few commands. Analytical geometry thus
becomes
much
easier
to
understand
through continuous feedback between the
user and the computer.
WORDS AND LISTS
Even though Logo Is often associated
with turtle graphics. its power also lies in
its ability to handle words. lists In a manpage 28
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ner that the computer responses seem to
show intelligence. Seveal computers on the
market cannot handle lists and words
because
of
memory
limitation.
The
Commodore 64 with 64K of memory is very
apt to handle this part of Logo. Indeed. it
would have been a pity if words and
lists were left out.
Table 4 shows a simple procedure
called FRIENDLY which can be saved and
put at the beginning of each program to
welcome old and new Logo users.
SPRITES
The Commodore 64 is weil-known for
Its ability to handle eight sprites at a time
and for Its ability to play music. Logo also
incorporates this feature. even if In a
limited
way
because Of
memory constraints. Each of the eight sprites. 0 to 7.
can be defined and moved independently.
Sprite 0 is the turtle shape. Logo incorporates a Sprite editor which can be used
to design sprites. The Sprite editor is
fairly simple to use and. once edited. the
sprites can be saved in memory for future use. Animation of sprites can be done
by modifying
slightly the
shape of a
sprite and then by displaying them one at
a time. Animation. however. limits the number of different available sprites since only
eight can be kept in memory. As you can
recall. the Commodore 64 in its regular
form can store a large number of sprites
in memory. even if only eight can be displayed on the screen. Logo uses much of
the 64K of memory and therefore a compromise must be made in some applications between animation and a choice of
different
sprites.
However.
if
in
a
program execution some delay is allowed.
then new sprite shapes can be read from
disk. Sprites are also a feature of the
Texas Instruments microcomputer. which can
handle 32 sprites at a time on the
screen. However ... the TI microcomputer is
no longer produced.
Table 5 shows some commands that
can be used with sprites and a small procedure used to stimulate an explosion.
MusiC: Only one voice can be used
at a time to play a tune. Music in Logo.

· EDUCATION
however. is not used to produce complex
and rich (three voices) melodies. as it is
possible to do with the standard configuration and direct access to the music chip.
The function of music in Logo is to
teach
music
characteristics.
such
as
pitch and tempo. More advanced users can
also design their own sound envelope to
simulate different instruments. Using Logo.
children and other users can learn about
notes. relation among notes. composition
and musical phrases. Since only few commands are used. such as PLAY and
SING.
the
user's
attention
can
be
focused on the music rather than on
PEEK's· and POKE's. Music in Logo Is a
special feature of the Commodore 64. As
far as I understand. no other microcomputer has the same musical ability.
DOCUMENTATION
When you buy the Logo package from
(Cdn.> or $59.00
a dealer at $79.95
(U.S'> but much less from mail order companies. you receive a book. two floppy disks. and. most important. a postcard to
Commodore. The postcard can be used to
request a backup copy of your Logo
floppy disk. if by any chance it gets
damaged. Price for replacement is $5.00
U.S. One floppy disk contains Logo and one
contains a large number of indispensable
Logo routines (back up this disk right away
before doing anything else).
These Logo routines contain a large number of demo programs. a number of
sprite shapes. and a number of utility
procedures which
make the
life
(and
programming) of Logo users much easier.
Among these utility programs. you can
find procedures to draw with the joystick. to
edit sprites.
to
play
music.
to
play
games. to draw pictures. to understand the
Logo manual with living color example
programs.
The
development
of
these
routines must have taken a lot of effort
and I am quite happy with the results.
The Logo manual is very well-written.
The editing was very accurate. and I
found only three misprints. Reading is very
pleasant. and all commands. primitives in

LogO. are clearly and well-explain~ The
manual is very comprehensive. Indeed.
more
comprehensive
than
the
much
manual of the Apple computer. even If the
two versions of Logo are very similar. The
only unavoidable drawback in appending
machine language programs to Logo is that
the
machine
language
routines
must
share space with the sprites. The locations OCOO to ODFF are used by the
eight sprites and the locations OC40ODFF are available for machine language: thus. one or more sprites may be
had to be released If this feature is
chosen. Table. 2 shows all memory locations within the 64K. BASIC Is gone and
the operating system has been completely
re-written. An assembler procedure Is also
included in the utility disk to help create
fast
machine
language
procedures.
Overall. Logo is a very slow language.
because of the large amount of preprocessing done to make the language
easy to use. Speed. however. Is usually
not a consideration In Logo applications.
The last part of the manual Is dedicated to
make the system flexible by using several
options. The average user will not be concerned with these features at the beginning.
Commodore graphic characters from the
keyboard are all available for use. The
manual. however. does not emphasize this
important aspect. For this purpose. the
user can use the procedure STAMFD :0
:CHAR. where 0 is the distance the turtle
moves and CHAR is the character which
must be stamped. To let the LOQo Interpreter know that CHAR Is. for example. a
letter. a • must preced~ the letter.
Another usefu~ editing command Is
SHIFT-INST which quotes the following
character. For example. SHIFT-INST followed by CTRL-2 (white) will insert the
special character for changing the color to
white. Thus.
TO REV
PRINT
·SHIFT-INST
CTRL-2
HELLO
SHIFT-INST CTRL-7
END
changes colors during execution and
then returns to the default color.
TORPET January 84
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COMMODORE 64 LOGO:
GENERAL REMARKS
This version of Logo Is based on the
originally developed for the Apple II
produced by Terrapin Inc. This vers~on is better than the one for the Apple
since It offers 29% more user memory plus
some unique capabilities such as sprites.
music
and
graphic's
characters.
The
graphics screen is in high resolution. with
all the 16 foreground and background
colors. Care. however. must be taken when
choosing
the
different
combinations
of
COlors. since some may not mix well. The
Commodore Reference Guide offers some
suggestion to the best combinations. Text
graphics
can
be
mixed
on
the
and
graphics screen. The turtle can go 129
steps up before wrapping around. and 130
steps down before wrapping around the
top. The NOWRAP command eliminates the
wrap-around capability if so wished. The
turtle can go 160 steps to the left and 159
to the right.
one
and

The advanced .OPTION command alI.ows the user to control some of the ways
the system operates. Most beginner users
would not probably use this feature at the
beginning. but It may be quite useful in
some
Instances.
Among
.OPTION
primitives, there are DEPOSIT (POKE) and
EXAMINE (PEEK) commands to look at particular memory locations. and JOYSTICK
which outputs a number that is the sum of
the switch values. when the option N=l is
chosen. This mode Is documented In the
Commodore Programmer's Reference Guide.
The high resolution graphics screen can
be changed to DOUBLECOLOR mode that
allows two colors per 8x8 pixel region. instead of just one. The resulting colors will
be much richer and easier to see. but
drawings are less precise because horizontal lines are thicker. I.e .. horizontal resolution is reduced to half. Once a program
has been run and a picture created. this
can be saved on disk with SAVEPICT.
Another
useful
command
to
use
in
.9 ra phic mode is the SPLITSCREEN command. The bottom lines (the number can
be chosen arbitrarily with a maximum of
13) are used to display the commands
page 30
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while the turtle moves on the graphics
screen. On the graphics screen. a useful
feature to create the illusion of threedimension is to use sprites to draw. for
example. clouds. cars. trees. etc. The
lower
the
number
of
the
sprite
the
higher the priority of display and. therefore. one can program a cloud moving in
front of the sun or a car driving by and in
front of a tree or a house.
Many other system primitives are available in Logo. These primitives can be
compared with those of other computers on
the market (see BYTE issue. August 1982).
In conclusion. the Logo version for the
Commodore 64 compares well with others
on the market. and. given its words and
lists. sprites. music capabilities and its
high-resoluiion graphics. I believe it to be
superior to all others. Users of all ages
will enjoy its capabilities. the powerful
ideas
and
its
framework
directed
to
problem-solving and computer literacy.
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TABLE 1
References. Books and Magazines for
teaching and using Logo
Abelson. H. and A. diSessa. Turtle
Geometry. Cambridge. MA: MIT Press (1981)
Beardon.
D.
One.
two.
three.
my
Computer and Me: a Logo funbook for
kids.
Reston.
VA:
Reston
Publishing
Company (1983)
Beardon. D.. K. Martin and J. Muller.
Turtle's
sourcebook.
Reston.
VA:
The
Reston Publishing Company (1983)
Burnett. J.D.
Logo: an
Introduction .
Morristown. NJ: Creative Computing (1983)
BYTE magazine. Logo issue, August 1982
Goldenberg. E. Special TechnOlogy for
Special Children. Baltimore: University Park
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,

Press (1979)
Minnesota
Educational
Computing
Consortium
(MECC) Apple Logo in the
classroom. MECC Distribution Centre. 2520
Broad Dr .. S1. Paul. MN 55113
Papert. S. Mindstorms; children. computers and
powerful
ideas.
New York:
Basic Books <1980>
Thornburg.
D.
Discovering
Apple
MA·.
Addison-Wesley
Rea d ·mg.
Logo.
(l983)
Watt. D. Learning with Logo/Learning
with Commodore Logo. New York: BYTE
Books-McGraw Hill <1984. In press}
Young People's Logo Association. 1208
Hillsdale Drive. Richardson. TX 75081. This
association is one of the leading groups in
educational Logo. The YPLA has members
throughout the world. Young people 18 and
under can receive their newsletter. Turtle
News. at no charge. YPLA asks adults to
contribute US $25 per year to receive
Turtle News pius the Logo Newsletter.
which is oriented towards adults. YPLA also
has exchange disks and tapes at US $10
each or at no charge when exchanged for
a working program.
The National Logo Exchange, P.O. Box
5341.
Charlottesville.
Virginia
22905.
publishes
a
non-commercial
newsletter
monthly from September through May at a
subscription price of US $25.
Computer magazine has a regular feature called Friends of the Turtle. with the
latest news on Logo.
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TABLE 2
64K Memory Organization in Logo
Size
Use
Location
OOOO-OOFF Page 0 (Shared)
1/4K
0100-01FF Stack
1/4K
0200-03FF Kernel Internal Storage 1/2K
0400-07FF Text Screen (matrix)
1K
0800-0BFF Graphics Matrix
1K
OCOO-ODFF 8 sprites and machine 1/2K
language
1/2K
OEOO-OFFF Logo internal storage
4K
1000-lFFF Recursion stack
8K
2000-4000
Graphics Screen
28K
4000-AFFF Logo interpreter
12K
BOOO-DFFF Nodespace
3K
EOOO-EBFF Typecodes
4-1/2K
ECOO-FDFF Text Strings
1/4K
FEOO-FFOO Input line
FFOO-FF8F UNUSED
1/8K
FF90-FFFF Kernel. 6510 vectors
1/8K

,

,
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TABLE 3
Some Graphic Projects In Logo

A
simple
procedure
can
draw
windmill using the repeated shape of
rectangle. thus:

a

a

TO WINDMILL
REPEAT 4 RECT RT 90
END
TO REeT
REPEAT 2 FD 110 RT 90 FD 10 RT 90
END
Note that. in this drawing. the turtle
starts from the HOME position in the
middle of the screen and ends facing forward. All good Logo routines have the
turtle face forward at the end of the complete procedure or series of procedures. In
ths way. It Is ea~y to add new routines to
add to the complexity or detail of the program.
Circles are very easy to draw; In the
following
procedure.
three
smaller and
smailer circles are plotted.
TO CIRCLE
This
primitive
command
DRAW
;
clears the graphic screen
REPEAT 360 FD 2 RT 1
REPEAT 360 FD 1 RT 1
REPEAT 180 FD 1 RT 2
END
Once the basic Cf)mmands are learned. one of the most common activities Is
to
draw
figures
of
things
known
to
children. for example. a rabbit:
TO RABBIT
HT; hides turtle while drawing
HEAD ; draws head of rabbit
ARCL 7.5 90; arc left
RT 60
BODY ; draws body
END
TO EARS
EAR
TO HEAD
RT 150
EARS
EAR
ARCL 6 540
END
END
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TO EAR
ARCR 30 60
RT 120
ARCR 30 60

TO BODY
ARCR 20 60
CIRCLEL 3.5
ARCL 20 60
ARCR 1.5 180
ARCR 20 60
LT 60
ARCR 50 30
ARCL 50 30
ARCR 1.5 180
ARCR 50 30
END

******************
TABLE 4
Handling Words and Usts
The procedures written
in
graphics
mode are not interactive. in the sense
that. once they have been started. they do
what they were designed to do without
continuous feedback to the user. The Logo
ability to handle words and lists allows the
reader to program procedures for Interactive
video
programs.
quiz
programs.
programs that write and "understand" language.
programs
that
play
games.
programs that learn.' As It Is written in the
Logo manual. "Logo's facility with words
and lists makes It ideal for writing conversational
programs.
quizzes.
programs
that teach and even programs that learn: In
short. all programs that need to manipulate lists of Information:
For example. this procedure. called
FRIENDLY. can learn the names of users
and greet them as they log In.
TO FRIENDLY
MAKE "KNOWN
PRINT WHAT IS YOUR NAME?
GREET REQUEST
END
In this procedure. the list KNOWN is
Initialized to all blanks, As the procedure is
executed KNOWN will contain the names of
the users. GREET is a procedure shown
later. and REQUEST walts for the user to
type the RETURN key. FRIENDLY Is the
main procedure which calls the "intelligent" procedure GREET.
page 32
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TO GREET :PERSON
IF EMPTY ? :PERSON PRINT OH! YOU
MUST BE QUITE SHY! PLEASE TELL ME
FRIENDLY STOP
IF MEMBER ? :PERSON :KNOWN PR SE
GOOD TO SEE YOU AGAIN :PERSON STOP
PR SE NICE TO MEET YOU :PERSON
MAKE "KNOWN LPUT :PERSON :KNOWN
END
In procedure GREET. PERSON is the
name of the user. If the user Is shy and
does not give the name. EMPTY returns a
true value and the message OHI YOU MUST
BE QUITE SHYI PLEASE TELL ME is printed. FRIENDLY is executed again to give the
user a second chance. The procedure
MEMBER checks whether the user's name
is already In the list KNOWN; if It is. the
program greets the user with a welcome
again message. If this is a new user. the
message NICE TO MEET YOU is printed
and the new name is added to the
KNOWN list. In this procedure. the command STOP has· the same function as a
RETURN from subroutine. i.e.. control Is
given
back
to
FRIENDLY
and
other
procedures can continue to be executed.
With other commands. the procedure
can even be made more "intelligent" and
able
to
answer
to
some
cooperative
responses such as:
name
my name Is name
people call me name
please call me name
name Is my name
I am name
and to

uncooperative

responses

such as

None of your buslnessl
I won't tell you
I do not want to tell
I am not telling you
What's It to you
Go away
Thus. words and lists procedures can
be very flexible and, from an educational
point of view. users can really
learn
about the structure of the English lan-

"

I

guage by programming
procedures.
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these

"intelligent"
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TABLE 5
Recursion and Sprites
Eight
sprites
are
available
in
the
Commodore 64 Logo. These can be displayed simultaneously on the screen as in
the following procedure which simulates an
explosion with each sprite going In a dIfferent direction at once. The following procedure shows several Logo features. includIng using some sprite shapes that come on
the Utility Disk. making all sprites the same
shape and same color. or even different
colors. loops and other Logo features. The
execution is not very fast. the Logo interpreter has to be involved at all times. and
machine language routines cannot be included in the program since they use the
same memory space as the eight sprites.
As mentioned in the text. however. speed
is not the essential thing In Logo. but
rather the
programming
effort Is. The
reader
is
encouraged
to
type
the
program in. store It and then make changes. such as using different shapes for the
sprites (the butterflies are really nlceL
colors. and to try different ways of writing
loops.
The
effort
will
be
both
pleasant and interesting.
TO EXPLOSION
PU ; pen up
DRAW ; clear screen
NOWRAP
MAKE "TIMES 0
CS BG 3; change background color
READ ·SPRITES ; access utility disk
READSHAPES "SHAPES ; copy shapes
FULLSCREEN
BANG
END
TO BANG
MAKE "CURRENT (-1)
LOOP: MAKE "CURRENT :CURRENT + 1
PENCOLOR 0
PENUP
SETXY 0 0
IF :CURRENT =8 GO "RUN

TELL :CURRENT SETSHAPE 3 ; make
all sprites the same shape
GO "LOOP
first example of loop.
similar to BASIC
RUN: TELL 0 SETSHAPE 2 PENCOLOR 1
WAIT 1000 PENCOLOR 3 SETSHAPE 3
SPREAD
EXPLODE :TIMES
PU MAKE "TIMES 0
BANG
END
TO SPREAD
MAKE "CURRENT 8
LOOP: MAKE 'CURRENT :CURRENT - 1
; decreasing loop
TELL :CURRENT PENCOLOR 0
set
color of sprite
SETHEADING :CURRENT • 45; direction sprite Is moving to
PU
FD 25 ; move forward 25 steps
IF :CURRENT =0 STOP ; stop means to
return to the calling routine
GO "LOOP
END

As mentioned above. changes can be
made in the procedures by modifying the
number In SETSHAPE and the file read by
READSHAPES. Note that. In this' program.
the Turtle. sprite O. now has the shape of
a
small
ball.
To
stop
execution.
the
simplest way is to type CONTROL-G. A
more elegant way Is to include In procedure BANG or SPREAD some lines of code
:which
check
whether
the
user
has
pushed
any
key.
and
then
stop
the
program. This exercise Is left to
the
reader. Also note that the STOP command only stops the procedure It Is in.
while other procedures continue to execute.

a ylimaki
What's all this nonsense about an APPLE a
day? For perfect health take vitamins A.
B-6 and C-64.
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COMMODORE'S MAGIC DESK
COMMODORE INTRODUCES

MAGIC DESK

It doesn't matter if the user speaks
English. French. German or any other language. because the metaphors make it
easy to use the MAGIC DESK. Computer
metaphors. which
are
pictorial
symbols
representing specific computer functions.
control all aspects of the MAGIC DESK
program. from selection of features to individual menu items. International symbols
have been used wherever appropriate.

An
example
of
a
MAGIC
DESK
metaphor is the picture of a scrollecV"sheet
of paper which appears at the bottom of
the
screen
when
you're
using
the
typewriter. After having typed a page you
can
move
the
pointing
finger
to
the
scrolled sheet. pick it up and move it to
THE ULTIMATE FRIENDLY PROGRAM
the file cabinet. There are three drawers.
:-vith 10 files in each drawer and 10 pages
Commodore
Computer's
new
MAGIC In each file. You can give the files any
DESK software series is an entirely new
direction for home computer software.
MAGIC DESK is unique for the home
market. It produces an animated. full-colour
desk on your television screen. There is a
tvpewriter. index file. telephone. calculator
.;;nd financial journal on the desk. and a
wastebasket under it. There is also an artist's easel and a vertical filing cabinet with
a digital clock on top of it.
of
the
feature
any
use
To
a
joystick.
can
use
MAGIC DESK. you
trackball or mouse to move a pointing
finger to one of the objects on the screen.
The first package in the MAGIC DESK
series is called "MAGIC DESK I - Type and
File" and comes in plug-in cartridge for
the Commodore 64. The cartridge activates
the typewriter. index file and related editing
and filing features of the animated desk.
Future packages will provide calculating and
budget capabilities. artistic and educational
applications.
MAGIC DESK is a truly multi-national
software package because It uses no language
instructions.
All
instructions and
menus are pictorial, using symbols which
Commodore calls "metaphors·.
page 34
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Commodore's Magic Desk software uses pictoral symbols to depict the different business applications the
Magic Desk will perform, including word processing, data
base management, file storage, calculations and
telecommunications.

titles you wish. and move the pages you've
typed from one file to another. or copy the
pages into several files. All of the pictorial
files you see on the screen are linked to
a Commodore floppy disk drive. which actually stores the information. You can print
out the information on a printer just as easily.

ADVANTAGE AND WICO
PRESENTS

New Grip Handle JoYS~k
NOW! Professional Quality At A Low Price
NOWI Arcade Action, Arcade Durability In
A Compact Joystick

NOW! The Only Control With A Dependable
PC Board/Leaf Switch Design
THE BOSS is here and il isn'I jusl fun .. it's fanlastic. Irs
THE BOSS. The only joyslick Ihal belongs in a cockpil ...
but works besl al home. THE BOSS tokes over fasl. And
so do you!

PRODUCT FEATURES:
1. A high quality PC Boord wilh 5 built-!n leat SWItches
2. Specially designed gnp handle With thumb action
firebullon
3. Durable, high impact plastIc constructIon
4. Four non-skid rubber feet for table top action
5. Convenient five·foot cord
6. Direct plu~-in compatibility With Atan 2600:"
Alan' 400" and 600:" Sears Video Game. and
Commodore VIC·20 and VIC·64 Home Computers

Write today for our latest catalogue
lUlVL\l\tL\ti8 Computer Accessories
1020 Meyerside Dr., Units 7 & 8
Mississauga, Ontario LST 1K7 (416) 676·1200
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VIC 20

40-80 COLUMN BOARD

only $69 00

•

•

Now you can get 40 or 80 Columns on your T.V. or monitor at one time! No
more running out of line space for programming and making columns. Just
plug in this board and you immediately convert yur VIC·20 computer to 40 or
80 columns! Comes in an attractive molded case with instructions! list
$129.00. Sale $69.00

FOR ONLY 524.95 you can get a 40·80 Column Board "WORD PROCESSOR" with mail merge
and terminal emulator PLUS! AN ELECTRONIC SPREAD SHEET (like Visicalc) the word
processor requires 8K-mail merge 16K! list $59.00. Sale 539.90. "If purchased with board
only $24.95. (Tape or Disk.)

WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS!

COMMODORE 64

80 COLUMN BOARD

$11900
Now you can program 80 columns on the screen
at one time! Converts your Commodore 64 to 80
coilumns when you 'plug in the PROTECTO 80
Expansion Board list $199. Sal. $119.00

FOR ONLY 524.95 you can get an 80 Column Board "WORD PROCESSOR" with mail merge and
terminal emulator PLUS! AN ELECTRONIC SPREAD SHEET (like Visicalc) list $59.00. Sale S39.90.
*If purchased with board only $24.95. (Tape or Disk.)

~11-=;;:;;;;;~;-=;;;-OO-;:~::;;A~P:;-E-;~;;~~7;;';-..
orders. WE 00 NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES

I Enclose Cashiers Check. Money Order or Personal Check Allow 14"
I days for delivery. 2 to 7 days tor phone orders. 1 day express ma,l' I
I Canada orders must be in U.S ..dollars We accept V,sa and Master !
!..~~;,..~.!h.!e~2;'L___________________
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PRO T E eTC
ENTERPRIZES (WELOVE OUR CUSTO"ERSI
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 10010
Phone 3121312·5244 to order

FOR COMMODORE COMPUTERS
Besides the Typing and Filing functions, there are many usefUl
functiOns like Backing up disks. Also, you can PAUSE in the middle
of typing a letter or editing a flle, and use some of the many
'commands'; and then instantly return to what you were do~.
These 'commands' allow you to do things like print the screen, save
the screen on disk, use the TYPEWRITER or CALCULATOR or
ElectroniC J otter functions, etc, etc. The programs are written in a
unique Business BASIC, and you can even use this to add new
functiOns to SUPERCLERK; and write your own programs. Much
easier than standard BASIC. Programs run as fast as most compiled
programs.
Price so far - $400. for this basic package.
But there is a lot more.
For $600. you can add GENERAL ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE/ACCOUNTS PAYABLE LEDGER. to help run any small
business. These account ftmctlons are incredibly simple to use, and
will automatically print the compulsory reports (JOURNALS. TAX.
etc) at the end of the month. But you can a.lso use all the Typ~ and
Filing functiOns to examine or print anything from the acqount
files (eg. a letter to all customers who have spent more than $500.
with you this year and who live in London). Incredibly flexible.
Password protection to restrict access to confidentia.l flles.

SOPERCLERK Is all eXCiting new package for the Commodore
8032/8096 (and soon the 700 series) Computers. Start with
SUPERCLERK's Typ~ (we think its the easiest to use wordprocessor that we've seen) and Filing functions (simple database
system for storing information in files). Use the wordprocessor to
des1gnthela,youtofa file; use the Filing system to store some names
and addresses; then select certa.1n names us~ MATCH, Upper/
Lower LIMITS, IF/THEN crtterIB etc; and then get SUPERCLERK to
t.vPe a letter to the selected people, automat1oa.lly inserting information from the file into each letter. You can a.lso use the Filing If you have an 8032 or 8096 (or are considering buying.a new
system to t.vPe reports with totals; or address labels; etc. from the computer) then send for details now, or contact your local
lDformat1on contained in the IDe. You should have done all this Commodore dea.ler.
Distributed in Canada by:
w1t.h1n an hour of starting to use SUPERCLERK - it really is
dIIs1Cned for Idiots to use, and assumes you know nothing about
oomputers. No tra.tnJ.ng courses required (but the extensive
m&D.uals p1'OV1de ~ examples). Most people will not use the
JIl&D.uals beoa.use you can ask: SUPERCLERK for 'HELP' at any time
- have as IIlILIlY help screens as you wish.

~kobetek
systems
limited
I

There is a lot more to SUPERCLERK than this!
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

1113 COMMERCIAL ST., NEW MINAS, N.S.
CANADA B4N 3E6 (902) 678-9800

Unlock ~r Creativity.
Commodore 64 Color Sketch Pad
j

Whether you're six or sixty-six, you can use high resolution graphics
and color to DOODLE! Use this professional quality graphics tool
to draw up a house plan, sketch a landscape, create a colorful
masterpiece or just "doodle." On-line MENUS make
DOODLE easy to use; lOO% machine language means
instant response. With your Commodore 64 and joystick or
trackball you can:
• DRAW pictures in your choice of 16 Commodore 64 colors,
and PAINT with 8 "brush" sizes.
• SAVE your doodle on a disk. LOAD it in to doodle some more.
• Instant NEGATIVE or MIRROR IMAGE of a doodle.
• Instant BOXES, CIRCLES and straight LINES
anywhere on your screen.
• DUPLICATE, Enlarge, Stretch, Squeeze or
Rotate any part of your doodle.
• ZOOM in to draw fine detail.
• PRINT your doodle on
many popular printers.

$39.95

City Software Distributors, Inc.
735 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53233

'm

~

i

I ..... "".,.,,,'.

I '",.

-----!
V/S.4 i

""" ___ -.I

@ Copyright 1983 by Mark R Rubin & OMNI Unlimited. Commodore 64 is a registered

trademark of Com.nodore E!ectr~~ics, Ltd
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Commodore sells ~~bo~~~:re
more personal
Canada, some years ~go.
•
And although we re an mcomputers In ternational
company today, we
continue t? make more
canada than anuJ_ and
more Jobs for
as we prepare
other companuJ. tocanadians
ship computers made
25

I

I

here to 25 different countries around the world.
We got big by being good: take a ~..................
look at the successes pictured here.
And we're going to get bigger
.
because pel--'I olTIlance .
lorcpnce
Commodore Computers are better than
anyone else's.
There will be computers in every
~~~,O:~~~;~~·i;:~::~halfourcompetition'S home school and business much
sooner than anyone ever dreamed.
That will be mostly because a company
. om in Canada 25 years ago, was totally
edi~ted to producing state-of-the-art
technology at prices
II
anyone could afford.
That's us.
,

,

be done. That's because they couldn't do it.

The Commodore VIC-20. The only personal computer in
the world to sell a million. Judged "Home computer of the
year" by an international panel of leading computer magazines.

,

"

(

S

PET

The Commodore PET and SUPERPET. The
.
computers most widely used in Canadian schools.

Soon to be the new price!
perfonnance leaders in microcomputers

for business.
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(: CO.". nodore
COMPUTER
COIIl11lodore Business Machines Ltd,. 3370 Pharmacy Ave.
Ntincourt. Ont. MIW 2K4. (416) 499-4292
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Word Processor
designed especially

The

for your VlC-20.
with une~p(lnded VIC.

Now for C64
VIC-HIC
$ 19.95

CORRECTIONS

p. 63 Nov/Dec Issue
'Wedge-64"
The program Is available on TPUG llbrary
Nov Monthly Release called (ClT3 or
Utilities 1
p. 70 Nov/Dec Issue
"Painting"
line 180 should be SQ=SQR etc ...
()_II_')"")~{I"-"~IJ.-.n_il_'I_"'fl·

A MUST FOR PET OWNERS!

WHOLE PET CATALOG
$ 10.00
COMPUSOUND
DONALD E. DIETZ

4620 E. Chapman Ave.
Orange, CA. 92669

(714) 639-0880

(714) 639-7511
prices in U.S. dollars

"Doc. people tell me I'm crazy when I
say this personal computer trend is getting
out of hand. What do you think?"

'i-')-')-()-')-')-()-')~()-')-')-')-')-()-')-')-()-')-1)_,)_,)

I

iI

i

HARDWARE HACKER
I
by Hank Mroczkowski Houston, Texas

:;

reprint from CHUG

Checking out the uses for all the VIC
EPROMs. I noticed that memory expansion
:: cards are more proliferous and beginning
to drop in price. Ancrona Georgia. 3330
:: Piedmont
Rd..
Atlanta.
Georga
30305.
• (404)261-7100. is offering a bare board and
, instructions for $19.95 ... a bargainl Their
ipopulated version at $129.95 isn't. I've got
'a couple of the bare boards on the way in
i for evaluation and if they're any good.
, maybe we can organize a group/dealer
• purchase. Look for more later.
,
Additionally. Orchid Micro. Inc.. clo
,:
Paul Niison. P. O. Box 1808. Beaverton. OR
97075. (503)643-6371. Is selling a VIC 24K
RAM
board
for
$79.95.
populated.
It
:: doesn't seem like a bad deal but. I
haven't any other information on this one._ .. so, you're on your own.
,'

I
I

1

i
,

I

Any VIC owner who is thinking of converting to an all-in-one memory card
might want to find a buyer for his old 8K:;
memory cartridge. PET owners are 100k-,
ing for them to make a ROM/RAM board ~
for their 4032 or 8032 oomputer.
,
You
see.
they
are
modifying
thel
board to plug into the ·empty· socket in
memory
location
$AOOO
or
$9000
to ,eliminate the constant opening. unpluglng
of ROMs. plugging of ROMs and closing the ,::
machine ... a real dragl The Skyles. Socket2-Me is limited to only two ROMs and. with
all the programs available. not the UI-,
timate answer. Other devices of the same i
nature
have
the
same
IImltatlon ... not,
enough sockets. The PET answer; put RAM
up there and protect It with a ·write
protect"
switch.
much
like
the
wrlte-:;
protect slot on .the mini-floppy (5.25").

i

I

*. ,

- i } ' - ' ( ) _ _ _ ()~( ) . - , . ( } . - , ( )~() _ _ _ f ) " - " ( )~()..-..( ) _ _ _ ()~(l _ _ _ ( ) " - " ( ) ' - ' ( I~()--"()"-'()~()~().-
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DESKS
USED FURNITURE
FOR YOUR COMPUTER
Fredricton N.B.
By David H. McLeod
-

Quality computer desks can
be very expensive. and the less
expensive desks are often too
small or poorly constructed. Why
not try something different? This
desk was made from a used
kitchen table and a headboard
from a single bed. Both pieces
were
In
poor
shape
when
purchased (the table had been
painted several times and the
top was starting to 11ft off; the
headboard had suffered some
smoke and water damage).
The paint and varnish were
stripped off. then both pieces
were
stained
and
varnished.
Extensions were added to the
bottom sides of the headboard
to stabilize It on the table top.
and an extra shelf was added
for
books. tapes.
magazines.
etc.
A
little
reflQlshlng
and
repair work was all It took to
make an acceptable piece of
furniture suitable for any den or
study. The total cost was only
$40 ($25 for the table. and $15
for the headboard).

Carbyte
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Search around. try the yard sales and
second-hand shops. A little Ingenuity and
Imagination can save you a lot of money.

MACHINE LANGUAGE

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER:
THE ASSEMBLER
by Larry Goldstein, Bolton, ON
Up
till
now.
we
have
talked
of
machine language in terms of switching
patterns which can be represented as binary numbers. which in turn can be converted to decimal numbers for somewhat
greater convenience. Even this is a pain.
however. since it means memorizing or
looking up masses of numerical code when
writing a program. Since memorizing and
lookin·g up are what computers do best. it
Is
only sensible to
write
a
look-up
program
to
do
this
conversion
to
machine code. Such a program Is called
an Assembler as Is represented by Jim
Butterfield's Supermon and the other members of the same family.
With an assembler. If you want to put
a number Into the accumulator. Instead of
looking up the machine code 169(0). you
enter
the
instruction
LDA
(for
LoaD
Accumulator). Then. if you want to store
this number somewhere In memory. you
simply enter STA (STore Accumulator). and
let the assembler look up the appropriate
code. <These two machine language Instructions taken together are equivalent to the
BASIC POKE command,) You'll notice one
catch:
although
you
don't
have
to
memorize numerical code. you do have to
learn a new vocabulary of letter codes.
These are three letter groups. and they are
abbreviations of their functions. so they are
caiied opcode mnemonics (memory helpers).
These
Instructions
comprise
Assembly Language.

ADDRESSING
The instruction Is only part of a
machine (assembly) language command. and
it is usually completed by an "address".
The
machine
code
169
tells
the
microprocessor to load a number into the
accumulator. but it doesn't tell what number. So. the complete Instruction might be
169 83. or load the number 83 intQ the
accumulator. These two numbeU-Wilf -oEf
\

stored in two successive memory locations
(say 830 and
831>. When
the
program counter comes to 830. the pattern corresponding to 16.9(0) will be sent
to the instruction register and decoded.
telling the microprocessor to bring in the
number immediately following In memory
(in location 831> and put It Into the accumulator. Since the storage address of
this number Is immediately after the address of the instruction. this Is called Immediate addressing. Similar Instructions. LOX
and LDY. allow us to put numbers In the
X-register and the Y-reglster.
Now. say we want to transfer a value
to memory from the accumulator -- perhaps we want to put a heart character
(83) on the screen. On- the PETICBM.screen memory starts at 32768 with a
memory
location
for
every
screen
location. In BASIC. POKE 32768,83 will put
a heart In the first screen location and
POKE 33107.83 will put the heart somewhere else on the screen. In Assembler.
we do this by putting the number 83 Into
the Accumulator (or the X- or Y- register) and then storing It In the appropriate screen memory location. But now
the catch. Recall that memory locations are
8 bits (1 byte) each. and can hold numbers only up to 11111111 (B) or 255(0).
Storing
numbers.
including
addresses.
above 255 requires the use of more than a
single byte of memory. Addresses above
255 are stored in two parts. allowing the
use of 16-bit addresses. so the largest address usable by the 6502 and 6510 Is
1111111111111111<B)
or
65535(0)
<I.e ..
64K). The address 33107 translates to
100000010101001 HB). which Is stored as
the two 8-bit fragments. 10000001 and
01010011 <129(0) and 83(0». To make
matters
worse.
these
are
stored
In
reverse order. 83. 129. So. In order. to
specify an address. you must (1) convert It
to binary notation. (2) break the binary
number into two 8-bit fragments. (3) convert each
fragment Into- decimat' - f4T
store these fra~ments In reverse order
TORPET January 84
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MACHINE LANGUAGE
(called LOBYTE/HIBYTE order>' Again. the
assembler can help us out. but It usually
calls for another compromise from us. the
use of the dreaded ...

So far. we have been talking about
PETICBM models. For the unexpanded VIC.
the beginning of screen memory Is at 7680
or $1 EOO. and for the C-64 It's 1024 or $0400.

HEXADECiMAL NOTATION
USING THE ASSEMBLER
Just as the decimal system is based on
powers of 10 and the binary system on
powers of 2. so the· hexadecimal system is
based on powers of 16. The right-most
units digit is used to count from 0 to 15.
the second digit represents multiples of 16 3
(or 4096). Since we have digits only from 0
to 9 readily available. the values from 10
to 15 are represented by the letters from A
to F. It conveniently turns out that a 16bit binary number can be represented by a
4-hex-digit (hit?) hexadecimal number and.
furthermore. two hex-digits correspond to
exactly 1 byte. Going back to 33107. It
converts to 8153(H) which will be stored (In
LOBYTE/HIBYTE order) as 53(H) (or 5x16+3
=83(0» and 81 (H) (or 8x16+1=129<O». The
advantages of using hexadecimal are (1)
the ease of dividing large numbers into
their 1-byte fragments and (2) the more
convenient
size
with
each
hex-digit
representing 4 bits. Note that the computer does not use hexadecimal numbers any more than It uses decimal: the
assembler (or machine language monitor)
converts
hex. values Into binary.
and
these
are
used.
More
expensive
assemblers will accept decimal addresses and
do all the conversions for us. but the
Supermon
family
needs
to
be
fed
hexadecimal, By the way. it is usual to
show decimal numbers Just as is and
precede hex. numbers by "$".
convert
from
Decimal
to
To
Hexadecimal. you can do successive divisions by 4096. 256 and 16. or you can
use a look-up table. or BASIC-AID. or this
little program:
10 HHG="123456789ABCDEF"
20 INPUT "ENTER DECIMAL NUMBER";£)
30 IF 0<0 or 0>65535 THEN PRINT "OUT
RANGE.":GOTO 10
40 PRINT"S";:FOR 1=3 TO 0 STEP -1
50 HEX$="O": DIV=161"1: IF D<DIV THEN 80
60 Z=INT(D/DIV): D=D-Z*DIV
70 HEXG=MIO$(HHS,Z.1)
80 PRINT HEX.$;:NEXT
90 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:GOTO 20
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Now let's make all this work. First load
in your monitor/assembler program and RUN
it. After a few seconds. you will see a display of the contents of the microprocessor registers. an address to call with a
SYS command to get back to the monitor
(write it down) and the cursor blinking next
to a period. Let's try to put a heart on the
screen using the steps outlined above. and
let's
store
the
program
starting
at
memory location 830 ($033E). Begin with
the instruction to load the value 83 ($53)
Into the accumulator. It looks like this:
.A 033E LOA #$53
1
2
3
4
l--Assemble
2--at this memory location
3--the
instruction.
Load
Accumulator with ....
4--thls
numerical
value
Immediate Mode Addressing)

the
(I.e.

When you press RETURN. the appropriate numeric code is entered In
memory locations $033E and $033F. and
the next usable location is displayed as:
'A 0340
Now complete the line as:
.A 0340 STA $8150
(CBM/PET)
.A 0340 STA $lE90
(VIC)
.A 0340 ST A $0490
(C-64)
and press RETURN. In this case. the
·address· of the Instruction Is a memory
location. not a numerical datum. and this
is indicated by the omission of the #
sign. Specifying the actual location In
which the value is to be stored (or from
which It is to be retrieved) Is called
Absolute Addressing. The last line of the
program is
.A 0343RTS
which gets us out of machine language (In
this case).
Now type RETURN. X and RETURN to
get out of the assembler. To run our tiny
program. enter SYS 830 and expect to see
a heart appear somewhere on the screen

MACHINE LANGUAGE
and the cursor to reappear. You can get
back Into the assembler by calling the SYS
address you noted down earlier. then you
can expand the program to put all kinds
of symbols all over the screen. Or you
could enter values In COlor memory at
$9600 to $97FF <VIC) or $0800 to $OBE7 (64).
Although we can make things happen

very quickly by building up long routines of
this sort. the programs are needlessly long
and Inefficient. and the programming and
typing are extremely tedious. What we need
now Is a way to get the program to take
care of the repetition Itself with something like the FOR ... NEXT loop In BASIC.
But that's for next time .

• IJ. . . . II~II~'~() _ _ (I _ _ II _ _ (j _ _ I) _ _ t)~I)_()_()_()_()_()_('_()_(,_(,_()
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SUPERPET

COMMODORE TELECOMMUNICA TES
by Robert Kobenter

Victoria, B.C.

All Commodore owners have two worlds
program for TC appeared in the April 1983
available to them. One is contained within
issue of the Micro magazine. For the
their computer room and takes the form of German members of TPUG a very Interesttheir particular Commodore used as 'their'
Ing V.24 package appeared In 'mc magazln'
personal computer. The second world is the
In the September 1983 issue for use with
era of telecomputing. That era is happening
the CP/M BBf? used by 'mc' In Munich.
in ever. increasing numbers each and every
Having tried it via very long distance I
day. It Is relatively new (since 1970) and is
recommend it! Europeans. due to the nonstill in its infancy. Any Commodore owner progressive ways of their PTTs <post ofhas an interface to the outside world.
fices)
have yet
to fully recognize the
Whether you use the GPIB of the 2001 or power of telecomputing. The 'mc' bbs Is
a VIC/64 serial interface (for us SPETters one of the few that I am familiar with. If
there is the rs232) you can phone into a you know of any others please write me
schools' host computer or Into one of the _with a description of formats and type
many Bulletin Boards set ~up for--us-to use. (Incl. tel. noJ. Other BBS's
are relatively
A whole new accessable area exists outside ea(;y to access. An excellent (though In~
of your computer and with a few relatively complete) article appeared In the Septembinexpensive add-ons you can enter the er issue of COMPUTING NOWI on page 6.
SOURCE <tm> or Compuserve <tm> and yet A good introductory article appeared In the
another world of computing becomes avail- May 1983 issue of Computing Nowl Consult
able to you (for a fee of course!).
with your local dealer for any Info which
he may have on a local network. Also
When you use your VIC Modem at 300 check the TPUG disk library for some good
baud you are configuring your machine to public
domain
software
on
telecoma host computer In which your Commodore munications. Particularlly <p)c 3.
is a relatively 'dumb' terminal. With proper
software you can use your immensely
powerful cursor keys. I have used both the
664-- and - the superP-ET In a ·dumb· terminal mode with a VAX 111780 minicomputer at the college I attend. The '64
term'
software
is
a
very
adequate
package that introduces you to advanced
computings or to information exchange via
the telphone lines. C64 owners are lucky in
Newsletter published by the SuperPET
that an excellent product (though skimpy
Users' Group (SPUG>: editorial offices
literature) is available for telecom that is
at
P.O. Box 411. Hatteras. N.C.
the C64 link.
27943. Membership applications and
Inquiries to Mr. Sklpskl. Enclose a
SuperPET owners can obtain (for $15.00
SASE. with all Inquiries requiring
US) John Toebe's Newterm program from
repiy. Membership: $10.00 per year.
ISPUG. This Is a very advanced package
U.S.
In North America. $20.00 overthat I use to upload/download programs
seas
and elsewhere.
from my disks to a Vax. A brief description
takes a few pages so I recommend -the articles presented In the last 3 Issues of the
SPET Gazette. An excellent 6502 SPET

*
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DISK DRIVES
1\\t.

cGRS
\t.C\\ PEDISK 8 IS GREAT!

\cRO

~

PEDISK 877-1 8 INCH DISK DRIVE FOR CBM

by Terry Taller
While much of the world seems to be
enthralled with the Commodore 64. there Is
one company which continues to support
the PETICBM series of computer -- cgrs
MICROTECH of Langhorne, Pennsylvania.
The
products
they
produce
are
numerous. and each one is outstanding In
its ciass. The three which I own are the
COMPACK (communications package which
Includes a communications board with STCP
software). the ROMSWITCH. and the PEDISK
system. In this review. i will outline the
PEDISK 8" system. Essentially, this review Is
to say that the product is outstanding;
more on that later.
The reason I bought this product is an
interesting story. When writing a major
program for work. I ran out of memory on
my CBM 8032. In Itself. this was not a
major problem; this can be easily overcome
by chaining programs from disk. However, I
decided to start to look around for memory
expansion products. There were basically
two choices: the Commodore 64K Ram expansion board and the MADISON Computer
Z-RAM board. The Z-RAM board seemed to
offer more for the money. mainly by offering the option of CP/M. With a little help
from The Information Connection In Ottawa.
the Z-RAM board was installed. As one
discovers with memory expansion, unless
you understand bank switching and assembly language. the memory doesn't just
increase -- you have to work with it. It did
nicely expand the available memory for
VISICALC to BOK.
It was at this point I read a smallprint advertisement In MICROCOMPUTING for
cgrs MICROTECH'S PEDISK system with a
small note about compatibility with standard
8" CP/M using the Z-RAM board. For those
of you not aware of It. CP/M standard Is
8" floppy disk using Single-Sided. single-

Kanata ON
density disks. The fact that CP/M software
is available for Apple. Osborne and Heath
Is due to the fact that the software
producer has chosen to produce It in a
particular format. One can get all kinds of
CP/M software on Commodore format to
work with the Z-RAM board. but it is available from limited sources; In Canada. you
can get it from the Z-RAM distributors
(Computer Workshops) and in the U.S. from
Lifeboat Associates in New York City. But
you'll pay! All of the sales for CP/M
software that one reads in MICROSYSTEMS,
INFOWORLD are on 8" format. This seemed
to be the answer.
To make a long story short. I ordered
the PEDISK 877-1 8" single drive from AB
Computers In Colmar, Pennsylvania along
with the PEDISK/CPM software. The total
cost came to $995 (US) for the drive and
controller card and $99 for the software.
The Disk Controller Card
The disk controller card sits in the
$eOOO rom slot on the CBM board. it consists of the following. A ROM Chip which
acts as the controller. a space In which to
place the existing Commodore Chip. and a
location In which to place the disk cable.
There's nothing to Installing the board and
the
instructions
are
excellent.
What
MICROTECH doesn't like to tell you is that
they will sell you the controller card by itself (about $400 US) and then you can go
buy your drive from some of the discount
outlets like JADE.
The Disk Drive
The drive is a standard Siemens 8"
drive.
It
is
beautifully
configured
by
MICROTECH. If there Is any problem with
8" drives. it is that they are noisy. They
are
constantly
spinning;
MICROTECH
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DISK DRIVES
provides you with a software technique
which can quiet the drive so that it only
gears up when it is needed: otherwise, you
certainly know that you own an 8" drive.
The drive
uses
both SSSD
and SSDD
disks. There is certainly no need to
spend the extra bucks for double density disks.
The Software
If you order the PEDISK system without
the Z-RAM board, then what you have is
an alternative to the Commodore disk system. I am not sure that I would recommend this particular approach. It's not that
the drive Isn't excellent and blows the
doors off of Commodore drives: It's just
that there is a limited amount of available
software on the PEDISK format to use with
the Commodore system. There's Moser's
MAE, the COPYWRITER word processor.
Riley's FLEXFILE. but not much more.
When you want to put the drives Into
operation. you do a SYS59904 and you get
a cgrs MICROTECH greeting: you also lose
the top 2K of RAM. If you only have a
single PEDISK drive. like I do. then you
have to make sure that you have copied
over the utility progr~ms which will occupy
a couple of sectors of the 77 tracks on
the 8" disk. I could go into all of the
details of how you can disassemble computer or disk memory. get the directory.
etc.. but that's not the point of the review.
When you program using files on the
PEDISK, you essentially use the same techniques as CBM DOS. You have to open the
file, but you place an exclamation mark in
front of each statement to tell the machine
language program up In high memory that
you are talking to PEDISK. For example.
you lopen a file. IInput a file. Iprlnt a
file. etc. You can use relative flies. sequential flies. and program files.

I guess the question, Is "Why use the
PEDISK?" For a serious programmer. It has
the advantage of speed
incredible
speed. Instead of data traveillng over the
IEEE bus. It Is dumped straight Into
memory at the rate of 250K bits per
second. or 30K bytes per second.
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When
you
buy
the
PEDISK
CP/M
software to go with the Z-RAM board. you
get an awfully powerful system which. really. doesn't have a lot to do with Commodore. The moment you boot the Z-RAM
disk (with a 4040 drive), the following happens: Commodore drives 0 and 1 become
CP/M drives A and B; second. the PEDISK
becomes drive C. If you are using an 8050
then Commodore drives 0 and 1 are still
drives A and B. but the PEDISK becomes
drive D. allowing for the installation of
another drive. There is software on the
disk which allows you to configure a
second set of dual drives as device 9. All
very good and Incredibly powerful.
Right now. for example. I am using
NEVADA COBOL and JRT PASCAL compilers
on my Commodore system. There have
been no hang-ups or problems; everything
compiles beautifully. This will also open up
a chance to consider DBASE II. WordStar.
and all of those other "things" we see In
magaZines.
Summary
I can't say enough good things about
the people at cgrs MICROTECH. Whenever I
talk to them on the telephone. they are
kind and helpful. In one case. they called
me (at their own expenseD to get some Information from me. The PEDISK system Is
great: in fact. on my next trip to the
Philadelphia area. I Intend to buy their 8
dual disk drive system. since the controller
system can address three drives. I have no
doubt that. when the time comes. they'll
help in making the drives another part of
the CP/M system.
Should you buy the PEDISK system? If
you are using your computer for software
develop~ent. then of course. you should.
Remember. you can store 250K on the 8
disk and you can easily transfer programs
back and forth between PEDISK and Commodore drives. If you are using your computer strictly to take advantage of available
software
(e.g..
text
editing.
data
management. games). then stick with the
Commodore drives or Commodore compatible drives.

*
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CAM SOFTWARE FOR C8M
s program runs on Commodore microcomputers and
allows preparation editing and punching of N/C program
tapes. With this program, users can prepare a new N/C
program; edit or add to an existing progt'llm; store a
program on disk; recall a program; punch a program onto
paper tape (ISO or EIA); recall a program from paper tape;
print a program for checking; verify a paper tape and
more. Options are chosen from a screen menu, selectable
by single keystroke.

TOOLPATB. This program is the safe way to verify CNC lathe
programs. Students see on a high-resolution CRT exactly
how tools move and shape metal as their programs step
through. At any point in the program, a section through
the billet can be printed in high resolution for further
study. Any errors can be observed quickly and corrected,
without risking machine damage.

MlLLPATB. This program provides a near three-dimensional simula-

tion on an x- Y plotter of how a milling machine will
execute CNC programs. Different-colored pens indicate
varying depths of cut, working at high speed to any scale.
The program asks for the number and diameter of tools to
be used, the drawing scale and other parameters. It then
reads the part program from paper tape or direct from
disk, and steps through the program block by block.
Instructions are interpreted just as an actual machine
would on the shop floor.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON MILLPATII,
TOOLPATH, TAPEPRET,PLEASECONTACT:

ADG Distributors, Inc.
214 Derby Street
Salem, MA 01970
[6171741-1724

AUTOPLAN:
This program is a versatile and powerful computer-aided
drafting system designed to run on the Commodore 8032.
It provides intelligent drafting eliminating repetitive work.
Details, plan overlays, title blocks, logos and dimensions
are stored on file. Drawings or parts of drawings can be
stretched, sheared or rotated about a point or axis. They
can be edited by the addition or deletion of lines or
dimensions. The text can be at any size, automatically
centred or italicized.
It can automatically produce drawings combining up to 10
colours and nine line types. It provides fast new drawings
because standard parts can be repeated into new
configurations. The hatching feature includes hatching of
separate or nested shapes. Smooth curves can be fitted
through any point and joined tangentially to lines.
Automatic scale changing makes it possible to combine
metric scales with English equivalents .•
No previous knowledge of CAD is necessary. The manual
is 'thorough and provides easy-to-follow tutorials which
make computer-aided drafting understandable and easy to
use.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON AUTOPLAN,
PLEASE CONTACT:

AUTOMATED DESIGN
P.O. Box 507
Valley Forie, PA 19481
[215]935·2420
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A Basket Full of Softw"are Values
at ChiCk-Size Prices?
Eggs-Actlyl

c= comModore

-

64

Quality Software Ideal for the Com,modore 84'" and VIC 20'"
WORD PROCESSING -

TOll.TEXT produces

and field definitions, multiple options, user de-

documents, forms and letters with speed and

fined report formulas . Integrates with other TOlL

versatility.

programs.

TOTL

SPELLING CHECKER - TOTL.SPELLER-a comBUSINESS ACCOUNTING - TOTL.BUSINESS
piled spelling-checker with built-in dichandles AIR, AlP, inventory and sales retlonary that quickly proofreads and
ports and other record-keeping tasks.
suggests correct spelling. '
TIME MANAGEMENT - TOTL TIME
MAILING LIST AND LABEL - TOTL.
MANAGER plans schedules and anaLABEL organizes mailing lists. collec- SOPTWAIIL IIiC. Iyzes events in numerous ways.
tion catalogs, menus, all listing and
ualit ou can afford KEYWORD CROSS REFERENCE _
sorling. Merge. With TOTL.TEXT.
q 1~ ~ - . . .
R~SEARCH ASSISTANT-a gr.al tool
DATABASE MANAGEMENT - TOTL.
w.tnut C_, CA _
lor automated indexing and cross ref(415) M3-7171
erence system.
INFOMASTER features dynamic record
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The best opportunity to keep your farm's books in the
black is now available, Take your farm into the age of
computerized financial control.

The Farm Accountant
a program for the Commodore 64 Computer
For further information contact

~

907 River Street East
Prince Albert, Sask. S6V 083
(306) 764-1707
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Developing a
d
for the Future. jRTC/
SUPER BASIC $46.95 C ON .
. G,.... es you 3 dif1erenl verSions of Commodore
Basic ProgramIng Language Version 4 PLUS'
A Built ,n Machine Language M onitor'
. Disk & Fde Maintenance Commands
Data Handling Commands
GraphICS Plus Basic
Compatible with Commmodore's "B" Series &
Much MUCh More!

RECREATE PROGRAM $39.95 CON.
RTC's Answers to Program Recreation
Con.... erts Printer 'S File to SCRIPT 64'S Files

SUPER COPY $39.95 CON
Super Fast Disk. Copies on a 1541
Copy Entire Disk. in 7 Minu tes or Less
Copy Selected Files
Complete Pall ern Matching
Full Prompts

BASIC AID $49.95 CON

Color 80$59.95 CON.
Produces 80 Columns With Color!
Nee ds No E)(lra Hardware
Use With Terminal Programs
Uses No BasIc M emory In the 64
Develop Your Own Programs

Your Aid to Writing Programs
Altows Scrolling Through Programs
Adds 33 more Commands 10 the Basic Language
Has Find. Change. Merge. Move CommandS
Convert Hex . BInary and
Numbers and More!

....p.r:;Je.

~£,~

ol'p.C

co",n,(\e

SCRIPT 64 & SCRATCH PAD 64$129.oo CON.
Script 64 '
Word Processor in French and English
80 Columns
Global Search and Replace
User Created Dictionary
Spelling CheCk
Scratch Pad 6 4
The Database/Mail LIst In One!
Merges with SCript 6 4 Word Processor
Pnnt out Labels. Enveklpes. M ai l list & More '
Suitable with both Single and Dual Disk Dri .... es
Fully C64 Link Compatible

C64 LINK ©
The Smart 64

_.._-

Switch

RF

o

Give These Expanded Capabilities
to Your 64 and VIC 20
• The ability to transfer data from any type of device to another
IIEEE, Serial, Paralleli

• BASIC 4.0 which allows you to run more PET BASIC programs
and gives you extended <fISk and 1/0 co mmand s.
• The ability to have several 645 Oil line together ~ sha ring com·
mOn IEEE devices such as disks or printers w ith Spooling

Capability .

$185.00

• Built-in machine la nguage monitor.

CANADIAN

PLUS CUSTOMS BROKERAGE
HANDUNG AND MAILING Q-I.ARGE

• A built- in terminal or modem program wh ich all ows t he system
to comm unicate through a modem to ma ny bulletin board
systems an d Ot her computer mainframes .

• Compatabilitywith CP/M .

Contact your local Commodore dealer or RTC ,
Payments by VISA, MASTERCARD o r BANK TRAN SFER.
M ai l ord ers also by certified chequ e, etc .

10610 Bayview Avenue (Bayview Plaza)

Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada L4C 3N8

(416) 884-4165

29.95

BLUE SKY
SOFTWARE

u.s.

10610 BAYVIEW (Bayview Plaza)
RICHMON D HILL, ONTARIO, CANADA L4C 3N8
(416) 884-4165

RICHVALE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Cdn. 39.95

m

n •

=P
=PS
7

777

$79J}5

RICHVALE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
10610 BAYVIEW (Bayview Plaza)

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO, CANADA L4C 3NB

BLUE SKY SOFTWARE

(416) 884-4165

SOLVE YOUR
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS
Stop playing games and start programming your
Commodore® with PC-DocuMateTlol , the keyboard
template designed with the new programmer in
mind. PC-DocuMateTlol surrounds the keyboard
with logically formatted, comprehensive reference
data. The essential information you need is at your
fingertips. Programming your VIC-20® or Commodore 64® has never been easier. Order your PCDocuMateTlol today for only $ 1 8 . 9 5
BASIC statements and
options are documented

MW·302: VIC·20/So£Ir--......·
Parallel Printer Interface.

Works with all centronics type parallel matrix &
letter printers and plotters-Epson, C.ltoh,
Okidata, Nec, Gemini 10, TP-I Smith Corona, and
most others. Hardware driven; works off the serial
port. Quality construction : Steel DIN connectors
& Shielded cables . Has these switch selectable
options: Device 4, 5, 6 or 7; ASCII or PET ASCII;
7-bit or 8-bit output; upper & lower case or upper
only.
Recommended
by
PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE for WordPro 3 Plus for the 64, and
by City Software for PaperClip.
MW·302 . . . .

Canadian S 1 B9. 95

Micro World Electronix. Inc.
3333 S. Wadsworth Blvd. #C105, Lakewood, CO 80227
(303) 987·267'1

CANADIAN DEALERS
ALBERTA
Computer Shop of Calgary
3515 18th St. SW.
Calgary, T2T 4T9
(403) 243-4356
Hindson Computer Systems , Ltd.
7144 Fisher St. S. E.
Calgary, T2H OW5
(403) 252-9576

FEATURES

TJB Micro Systems, Ltd.
10991 124th St.
Edmonton, T5M OH9
(403) 433-3161

- Control keys defined
- BASIC language reference
(Commands/Statements/
Functions)
- Music programming guide
- Screen memory map

-Color graphics reference
-VIC-20® and CBM-64®
versions

Color and character
SCREEN map defined

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Conti Electronics
7204 Main Street
Vancouver, V5X 3Y4
(604) 324-0505
ONTARIO
MGI Computer Corp.
1501 Carling Ave.
Ottawa, T1Z 7M1
(613) 722-1000
Richvale Telecommunications
10610 Bayview (Bayview Plaza)
Richmond Hill, L4C 3N8
(416)884-4165
SASKATCHEWAN
Micro Shack of West Canada
607 45th St. West
Saskatoon, S7L 5W5
(306) 244-6909
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IF YOU OWN A

COMMODORE 64 or VIC-20
HAVE FUN

and

y

SOMEONE IN YOUR FAMILY KNOW A LITTLE BIT
MORE ABOUT COMPUTERS THAN JUST GAMES? SAY
THEY DO A BIT OF BASIC PROGRAMMING. OR THEY
USE A WORD PROCESSOR? HERE IS A CHANCE TO
EXTEND YOUR KNOWLEDGE ABOUT COMPUTERS. AND
HAVE FUN AND MAKE MONEY AT THE SAME TIME. WE
WILL SEND YOU NEW COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE TO TRY
T AND DEMONSTRATE IN YOUR HOME TO OTHER
. MODORE OWNERS. THIS PLAN COULD MAKE YOU
AND YOU
BABLY FIND IT A LOT MORE FUN.

For Full Details
Write or Call
THE TOR PET
Horning's Mills, Onto
Canada. LON1S0
or call (519)925-5376
page 50
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SOFTWARE REVIEW
GAME REVIEWS ..... .
by Rich Westerman

St. Anne IL

Here's the big picture... your hero.
QUIZAGON from Counterpoint Software.
Minneapolis. Mn. Disk-based trivia game for Edison. must hop on each square of the
'the family'. $39.95 write-protected. 30 day grid In order to advance to the next
warranty/$5.00 replacement fee after war- screen. At all times. however. he must
ranty period. This software was probably in- avoid nohms which bounce past on their
the other side
of the
grid.
spired by the success of the board game way to
Killerwatts appear on
the
'TRIVIAL PURSUIT'. You must answer ques- Occasionally.
tions from each of 4 categories. while screen and develop an instant dislike for
hero. _ Kilierwatts
can't
simply
be
moving to strategic positions in order to our
advance to the 'GRAND QUIZARD' where avoided, they must be escaped from. This
you can win the game with a correct isn't too hard on the early screens. but on
answer. The honor system is used in the advanced levels. you're concentrating
'QUIZAGON' ... when asked a question. you on hopping on all the squares in the
are supposed to speak your answer aloud proper order (which wasn't necessary in the
and then the computer will give the cor- early levels) and tho Klilerwatts can become
rect
answer.
You
must
then
indicate really aggravatingl
whether your answer was the correct one.
Game manipulation is made easy by a
If it was. you get to try answering another.
If you were wrong, the next player has a menu which allows you to begin at any
go at it. The documentation is extremely level and choose which (If any) of the
obtuse and confusing. It took me and some game characters you wish to play withfriends some time and experimentation to lagalnst. The top 10 high scorers get to
figure out the game's play. The QUIZAGON sign in but the scores are not saved to a
package includes 2 double-sided disks. The file. so when the power goes off. there go
game is on side one. while the remaining the high scores. This is no big loss. as
sides contain a claimed 6000+ questions in far as I'm concerned. (I'd just as soon do
relative files. Support is promised from the without the delay of putting In high scores
gameis manufacturers in the i"orm of more at all. but I guess a lot of people like to
disks of questions, In various categories. be 'immortalized' on a scoreboard).
Seems like a good party game for teens
A note on the sounds of this software.
and older.
It's really great to see programs coming
JUICE by TRONIX, Arcade game for out (finally!> that begin to use the 64's SID
VIC-20
and
C64.
Write-protected.
No chip's terrific potential. This game has
stated warranty.
some of the best sound effects of any
This is a game to stick with. and I game. for any computerl This piece of
can't say that about many arcade games. software really -Impresses me with
Its
Machine language speed and smoothness elegance of construction... watching this
helps to make this enjoyable. but the game go through Its paces Is really fasgame's design is the real star here. First cinating. Don't try to back this disk up. by
of all. the game grids are diagonally drawn the way... the disk's header contains a null
on the screen. This makes for some men- string and your 1541 will develop a real
tal adapting when using the joystick - you headache over this little bit of write protechave to restrain yourself from using the tion. RECOMMENDED.
diagonal functions of the joystick - only the
KID GRID Arcade game for C64 from
up. down. left. and right commands will be
read. The 3-D sprite graphics are really TRONIX. Write-protected. This game came
impressive. too.
my way at the same time as 'JUICE'
and
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SO it was up against tough competition.
Maybe that's why I'm just not too turned
on by KID GRID. The game's format is the
much-used. complete the grid while avoiding the chasers. The animation and game
construction is impressive... the game is all
in machine language. As in Juice. an
opening menu allows you to choose skill
levels and such. and there is the top ten
scorers list. If you're a fan of fast-action
arcade games you'll probably love this. but
if you iike to 'stretch out' and exercise
more strategy. like I do. it might not be
your cup of tea. RECOMMENDED for all you
PAC MAN fans.
A TRIO OF GAMES FOR C64 FROM TECH
2
SOFTWARE
# 1 SNAKEMAN Arcade game. Tape.
Write protected. $19.95 machine language.
90 day warranty with proof-of-purchase.
<These details apply to all 3 games from
TECH 2).
It's really difficult to get exclteo aDout
stili another Pac-Man clone. and that's
what we've got here. This is. by the way.
the first time I've seen a game LOSE
sophistication when going from VIC-20 to
C641 My 8 year old and my 6 year old
really enjoy it. though. and prefer it over
PACAKUDA. As for me. ho-hum ... zzzzzzzz

#2 SKRAMBLE Well. It's all machine
language... continuous horizontal scrolling ...
real smooth action... nice graphics... demo
mode. too. You fly your aircraft over mountains and through tunnels. avoiding rockets
and enemy interceptors. You must attack
and hit fuel dumps along the way In order
to prevent yourself from running out of
fuel. (hey. this is an arcade game - U's
not supposed to make sense. right?) Only
one level of difficulty. and it's pretty rough.
There's no facility for entering the game
at different places/levels - a negative factor. in my opinion. I've never been able to
make It all the way through the caves. so
I can't comment on the rest of the game.
which consists of flying over and under
bulldlngsll Not my favorite. but I do have to
give It high marks for value/price.

'3. GRIDDER What we have here Is a
poor

man's

.,age 52

KID

GRID.

Once

again.
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you

have to traverse the entire grid. while
avoiding pursuers. One difference between
GRIDDER & KID GRID is that In this one.
you have an unlimited number of 'stuns'
with which you can briefly Immobilize your
pursuers. Another difference Is that here
you only have 2 'baddies' to worry about in KID GRID there are 4. The choice of
colors for the screens and sprites was not
made with the color TV In mind... very
poor contrast. One level of difficulty. with'
multiple screens.
MOONDUST Cartridge. for C64 from
CREATIVE SOFTWARE 90 day limited warranty. Here it Is. ready or not. the first
contemplative arcade game. No time limits.
no ricocheting bullets. no screaming Jets.
Not here. Here. you guide a team of creatures through egg laying and the birth of a
new creature. Beautiful hi-res graphics
and eerie <but fascinating) semi-random
multi voice music. which you control the
mood Of but not the structure... Joystick up
or down changes the pitch; right or left alters the kind of chord <I.e. major or
minor); and diagonally. which changes both
the key and the kind of chord. Sometimes
I get so wrapped up In manipulating the
music I forget that the joystick is also
controlling the screeni The game definitely
grows on you. lhough the game can be
.challenging. it is still relaxing. A ~
original game. Now. if you'll excuse me.
I'll get back to my game. Ommmmmmm ...
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.
JAWBREAKER II Arcade game from.
SIERRAVISION. C64 Disk. Write protected.
Joystick or keyboard. $30.00 90 day warranty. $5.00 replacement fee after warranty
period if registration card has been sent
in. Here's a pleasant. if unexciting variation
of Pac Man. geared towards younger
players. Instead of a maze. you must
maneuver your chomping teeth between 5
horizontal levels. and through constantly
moving ·doors'. The ghosts have been
replaced
by
roiling
'happy
faces'
<jawbreakers). but the food dots, bonuses.
and 'power pellets' are the same as Pac
Man. A nice touch that aJways tickles the
kids Is that If you clear a screen, a
toothbrush comes out and gives your teeth
a scrubl 9 levels of play. Pause option.

*
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16K EXPANDER FOR PET
by Sheldon H. Dean

Calgary AL

A few months ago. I decided that It
was about time that I gave my trusty old
8K PET a memory upgrade. Unfortunately. I
could not find any commercially available
products that were suitable and also within
my budget.

TABLE OF LEAD DESIGNATIONS
PET CONNECTOR J4
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin

I sat down with pencil and paper and
came up with a circuit that provides a 16K
expansion at considerably less than any
commercial product that I could find.
The circuit was constructed using lowpower 2K x 8 static RAM memory chips. It
was constructed using polnt-to-polnt wire
wrap techniques on a Radio Shack 276-175
printed circuit board.
I thought perhaps some hardware hackers In the group might be Interested In
such a circuit. I will provide a diagram and
parts list. plus a brief description to
anyone who provides me with a SASE.
Although It has not been tested. I have
reason to believe that the circuit could be
readily adapted as a VIC-20 memory expansion circuit.
Sheldon H. Dean
Unit #9
5625 Silverdale Dr.. N.W.
calgary, Alberta T3B 4N5

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
19
20
21
22
29
30
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
A (top)

FUNCTION
Address 0
Address 1
Address 2
Address 3
Address 4
Address 5
Address 6
Address 7
Address 8
Address 9
Address 10
Address 11
Block Select 4
Block Select 5
Block Select 6
Block Select 7
Phase 2 Clock
Read/Write Enable
Data 0
Data 1
Data 2
Data 3
Data 4
Data 5
Data 6
Data 7
Ground

PARTS LIST FOR 16K PET MEMORY EXPANSION

C1, C2.

ca,

C4 -- .1uF ceramic disc capacitor

Miscellaneous -- pc board tor breadboarding, such as
RS276-175 from Tandy Radio Shack

Rl -- 10,000. ohm, 1/4W, 5% resistor
'41, U2. U3, U4 -- SY2128 sK x 8 static RAM memory IC
or equivalent US, Us. U7. U8
U9, U10. U11 -- 74LS139 dece'jer

-- 8 IC sockets (24 pin)
-- 3 IC sockets (16 pin)
-- edge connector for PET such as EDAC

345-080-541- 202
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

PAPERCLIP UPDA TE
for Pet/CBM & C-64

by Ian Wright

Toronto ON

A revised program disk and manual for transmission when you are on--lIne. There
the PaperClip word processor are now avail- are many new printer support flies available
able from Batteries Included at their new on the PaperClip disk. for example those
address at 186 Queen Street West. Toronto. that support the Olivetti and Gemini prln-ON. M5V lZl
(1-416-596-1405).
The up- ters. and this will further simplify tying
dated versions have been "cleaned up" of PaperClip Into your wordprocesslng system.
a few early bugs. and have also been fur- It will also make using the special features
ther enhanced. The latest PET/CBM version of your printer as simple as It can be.
can be recognized by Its number 2.85. the
New formatting commands Include "fl"
latest C54 versions are 64c and 64c-80
(the latter for use with the DATA20 80 and "frO which allow setting margins for
column
card
and
Batteries
Included's footers separately from headers and from
the text. Also. both 'leader and footer pitch
Super-80 pac).
can be set separately from the main text.
For the PET/CBM machines some of and Opt" commands can alter the size of the changes have been to de-bug the ex- these characters. For example. condensed
Isting program so that those annoying print and double-sized letters can now be
dropouts
Into
BASIC
do
not
happen controlled for most prl,nters using pitch
anymore. The ·Change prtfil" program is directives - It works fine with my mx80.
now much more explanatory. using screen Line lengths can now be formatted to 250
prompts to walk you through making a lines and the screen will scroll horizontally
PaperClip loader program that is customized to let you see each columnl Using the
for your own printer. Use this program to "Append" function. an existing file can be
replace the first program on the PaperClip re-formatted to this new maximum line
disk and thereafter when you want to load length. PaperClip could even be used as a
this custom version you press the shifted simple spreadsheet via the add/subtract
RUNSTOP key and away you go.
commands. the column manipulation. and
this extra width I Disk operating <DOS) comYour custom printer file Is now part of mands available from within PaperClip In-the load. A new prompt has been added elude
"Header".
"Initialize".
"ScratCh".
Into the "Output" variables that asks for the "Copy·. "Backup". and "Validate". all of
starting page number. The default Is page which are explained In an addendum to the
one. but this will allow you to restart out·· manual. These commands allow you to
put at a specific page rather than sitting manipulate
your
disk
flies,
although
through each video output page and press- PaperClip stili works with tape storage.
ing the space bar until the requisite page
Is reached. Similarly. If your printer dies In
The Commodore 64 version In Its latest
the middle of a page you can now use update Is called PaperCllp64c and has all
CONTROL SHIFT-P to restart at the top of the above enhancements pius some that
·the last page printed. Anyone who has had are specific to the '64. Since I originally
problems while writing a global file or an wrote this review. I have had to revise It
exec. file will appreciate this feature. Some TWICE because of further enhancements.
BBS'ers will like the command to send a Batteries
Included
firmly
believe
that
file to disk rather than to the screen or programs can be Improved, and they do
printer because you can format dlsk-'fIIes listen when users make suggestions for
within PaperClip and have them ready for those Improvements.
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"Backup ~4· and "Backup 64K" are
additional programs on
the PaperCllp64c
disk that allow backups of any disk to be
made on a single drive <1541 or 2031>.
The Backup 64K version uses much more
memory and you are warned that It may
not work with all interfaces
but the
regular version will work with all.
A series of soft·-Ioadable character sets
directly from this disk
is also available
while in PaperClip64c. One example of a
useful character set is French 64 which is
sophistication when going from VIC-20 to UP-AR
ROW. The special letters ,can be seen on
the screen by pressing the escape key.
but obviously your printer must also support these characters if a hard copy is required. Many European languages require
special characters such as the German
·umlaut". or English "pound" character.
Being able to see these symbols is a useful feature for anyone doing multi-language
work. Other character sets such as the
'standard" CBM characters can be loaded
the same way and I find the shape of
these letters much easier to read than the
regular C64 letter·-shapes.
The latest version of PaperClip64 includes aO-column output to the video
screen. Yes. you read this correctly. If you
press F8 the PaperClip64c will print ao
columns on your monitor - without additional hardware Interfaces or cardsl Also in
this mode. underlined text appears underlined on the screen rather than in inverse
video, The only stipulation is that you need
a monitor-quality video because the characters must be compressed into half their
width. For writing purposes. however. the
ability to write in big letters. and still
check and edit 80-column output is the
answer to many would-be-writers' prayers.
One of my earlier complaints was that
PaperClip
would
not
allow
printing
a
catalogue. This has been corrected - and
you can select all or only some of the
disk files. You can even ·wild-card" search
if. like me. you can't remember the exact
name. Deleting a phrase is now a one key
operation. the search function has been expanded to allow both wider searching and
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more explicit searches. [The] will search
out only the word "the". not other or then.
Page numbers can go as high as 65535
for those who wish to re-wrlte an en'cyclopedia. You can press "R" during output to print the previous page. This means
that you can preview a page in video. then
send
it to printer.
Both vertical
and
horizontal rapid scrolling have been enhanced - the movement Is now Just a blur!
Earlier versions of PaperClip came with
a manual that was in need of an index
along with other changes. The latest version
of
the
manual
has
an
eleven'-Iesson
tutorial. a detailed Index. much more instruction on how to set up printer interfacing and printer files (for those who own
·unusual" systems as well
as popular
ones). and detailed Information on how to
install your PaperClip chip or dongle. The
chip is used in the PET/CBM and SuperPET
versions of PaperClip to provide copy
protection. and the dongle (a plastiC key
that fits in joystick port # 1) does the same
in the C64 version.
The pages (yes pages!) of command
summaries in the manual now give the
page reference to find detailed explanations
for each command. This allows any user to
access seldom used commands quickly.
There are now 152 commands available In
PaperClip which in my estimation expand
this program beyond the level of a basic
word processor into the
realm of truly
professional-capability programs.
Although a beginner can easily be writing with PaperClip within one hour of Its
purchase. the professional writer will find
every possible feature built into this amazing program - and the cost is stili under
$150.00!
reviewed
the original
version
of
PaperClip in the March-April TORPET. The
new versions of PaperClip are available from
Batteries Included by either mailing or
taking in your existing disk for exchange.
There is no charge for this service. and I
recommend that you get the appropriate
update
ASAP. The first version of
PaperClip was very good. the new programs
are GREATI

*

SO FT \1\1 /\ RERE \1 ~ EVv'
PRINTING A DISK DIRECTORY
WITH PAPERCLIP
by M.J. Winter
Users of PAPERCLIP
in their praise of the
columns. sorts files. and
and convenient features.
no provision for printing
disk being used.

E. Lansing Mich
ding with 8. Most frequent are 8aaeS and
8aag8. Printing the directory at this stage
results in Fig. 1.

are almost fanatic
program. It adds
has many elegant
However. there is
a directory of the

2. Now use the wild card search and
replace feature of Paperclip. Hit Control 8;
reply to the message ·Search Strine?" with
8\\\8. Reply . to the message "Replace
with?" by pressing <return>. The search and
replace function will clean most of the garbage from your listing.

There is a way to get a listing. which
is readable. if not precisely in the familiar
form. If a dual disk drive is being used.
both disks will be listed by this procedure.

3. A final use of insert and delete wilt
put the header on a separate line and.
pretty much. arrange the directory in two
columns. as in Fig. 2. It's not perfect. but
it's not bad.

1. Hit Control L. for load: respond to
"File Name?" with $. The directory wili be
loaded. along with a lot of strange characters between file names. On my PET. almost all the strange symbols occur in
groups of 5 characters beginning and en-

..·.v...·.v.·J'.·JI...•..J'rI'.·....,.·.·.·.·.y...·rI'.·.·...·•••·••...·••...."........J'rI'••J'....

r/'r,.............................................................................,

FIGURE 1

aaajVr "MATHFI LES
R
HI 2A.aa!.
"108ASSIGNSFALL"
PRG
PRG
.... aa$....
"201-1"
~aasi
"108POLICY·
PRG
.... aai....
uGIVINGTESTS"
PRG
iaa]3
"201-2"
PRG.
.aajjV
uGRADESHEET"
PRG
3aa[3
"TEST1"
PRG
.... aak....
uRECONSIDFORM"
PRG
3aah.
"GRADEINSTR u
PRG
.... aayjV
"TEST2 u
PRG
jVaai....
u406ELEM"
PRG
.... aa[jV
"LOGOI"
PRG
.... aae.
"LOGOCARD1 u
PRG
3aaaBLOCKS FREE •
PRG
.aaji
·SUMMER84 u

.........

FIGURE 2

"MATHFILES
"108ASSIGNSFALL"
U201-1"
U GIVINGTESTS.
uGRADESHEET·
II RECONSI DFORM"
"TEST2"
ULOG01"
BLOCKS FREE.

" MI 2A
PRG
PRG
PRG
PRG
PRG
PRG
PRG

UI08POLICY U
U201-2 U
~TESTlu

.

"GRADEINSTRu
"406ELEM"
U COGOCARD 1 ..
" SUMMER84 II

PRG
PRG
PRG
PRG
PRG
PRG
PRG

*
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THIS N' THAT
SEASONS GREETINGS
By the time you read this the holiday season will be
over, but belated greetings to you all from all of us In the
TPUG office. As I think of our members in Canada, the
United States and around the world the phrase that
comes to mind is - Peace on earth, Goodwill to man to you and yours wherever you are!

happened to be there when I was, and to receive messages from other members whom I missed in person. I
hope aU of you who attended enjoyed yourself, and are
planning to come back to the "airport strip" when we
have our conference next May at tthe Constellation Hotel

As 1983 drew to a close, so did my first year of associatio!' with TPUG. It has been an interesting time. last
January 1st we had less than 4,000 members - this
January 1st we had over 13,OOO! As the year has gone by
we have added someone working 2 days a week here,
someone working 4 days a week there - and so the
staff has grown. Some days it seems like Grand Central
Station as we try to handle the mail, the phone calls and
the people dropping in. Before TPUG, I had hardly ever
been involved in a long distance call - now it is nothing
to get a call from california. Over the year I have talked
to at least one person on every continent except Asia.
Even though the work has never ended, and we're always trying to catch up, it's been fun. Here's hoping you
are getting as much out of your association with TPUG as
I am.

Commodore Educational Software

Here We Go Again!
My last report in the November/December issue was
regarding member #11,000. Since then we've passed two
milestones: number 12,000 is M. J. Hooks of Houston,
Texas; number 13,000 is Ronald Vanwart of Chesterville,
Ontario. (I hope he isn't superstitious.)

Elsewhere in this issue you will find the one-line
documentation for the revised releases in this series. If
you read the introductory notes I'm sure you will find that
this information will be helpful in choosing appropriate
educational programs for your tamily.
The trials and tribulations regarding this series continue in the TPUG office. We did obtain copies of the 58
disks. Unfortunately, there are still a few disks which are
not working for us and we have to obtain replacements.
As I write this column on December 20th, we still have
not received even one copy of a tape version of this
series from Qur supplier (who shall remain nameless). I
know the new upgraded series has been frustrating for
those of you who ordered disks or tapes this summer and
waited so long for delivery. Believe me, it has been
equally frustrating for us in the office! Please accept our
apologies - things can only get better. I trust that any o~
der you send as a result of the listings in this
magazine will be able to be processed immediately.
New User's Group In BrItish Columbia

Associate Club Chapters

On November 14, 1983 the Fort st John
Commodore Users Group was formed. Over 25 interested people showed up for the organizational meeting.

We now have 18 computer clubs which have joined
up 15 or more members at one time. We don't have
meeting information and contact people for aU of them
yet, but you will find details elsewhere in this issue for
those we do know about New additions to the list are
Commodore Users Club of Sudbury and Sarnia C64
Users Group.

Through an associate TPUG membership the local
group has already built a library of close to 300 user
programs in the VIC-20 and C64 categories, and more are
coming. Tentatively, the group will be meeting monthly at
Doctor Kearny Jr. Secondary School on the 2nd Monday of
each month.

New Group Meetings

If you live in the Greater Toronto area and are interested in participating in, or planning a computer interest group of some kind, please let the club office know 782-8900. If you read the calendar of TPUG Events, you
will see the names of some groups that are in the formative stage.
Wor1d of Commodore
Though I didn't have much opportunity to attend the
show personally, I did enjoy meeting those of you who
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Ally Commdore users from the Ft st John area are
invited to attend. For more information contact either
Keith Newman at 785-8191 (W) or 787-1974 (H) or Len
Vanderlinde at 785-5429.
Farewell and Hello
This is the last This and That column I will be writ-·
ing for TORPET. I have enjoyed my association with
Bruce Beach and the TOR PET for the past 8 rnontha.
Good luck to Bruce, and I'll 'see' you all next month In
TPUG Magazine.

DORIS BRADLEY

COMM 3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE
For the PET /CBM
Communicate to IBM Mainframe (TSO)
File UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD
Supports ACSII or COMMODORE printer
Many Configuration Options
Disk required
(specify your model with order)
Modem and Interface also available

TPUG PRICES

o COMM 3 Software............. $ 49.00
o RS232 Modem Interface .......... 35.00
o EMP Direct Connect Modem ...... 125.00
o The Package (above 3 items) ..... 199.00

o Documentation Only............... 2.00
Send order and payment to:
MICROS UNLIMITED INC.
3311 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario M8X 1 E7
(Ontario residents add 7% sales tax)

C64
PROVINCIAL
PAYROLL
A complete Canadian Payroll System for Small
Business.
.50 Employees per disk (1541) •
Calculate and Print Journals. Print
Cheques. Calculate submissions
summary for Revenue Canada.
Accumulates data and prints T-4s • Also
available for 4032 and 8032 Commodore
Computers.
Available from your Commodore Dealer.

Software Series
A fully-integrated system, offering basic and advanced
accounting, crop projection. land management and
commodity inventory. For Commodore 8000, 64, and
MS-DOS compatible hardware.

BASIC'~~~L

226 - 1055 Park Street. Regina. Saskatchewan
Phone: (306) 359·1021

Distributed by:

~
n

The
FarlDManagement
System

ICROCOMPUTEK

SOLUTIONS

1262 DON MILLS RD. STE. 4
DON MILLS. ONTARIO M3B 2W7
TEL: (416) 447·4811
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Write For FREE Catalog
~

~
855-3357

Call your order in and
get a FREE program

Call yOUr order in and
get a FREE program

~

VIC soFTWARE C B M 64 c:::::.

(602) 855-3357

SAMURAI PAK
$29.95

AVAILABLE FOR VIC-20 and CBM 64

$29.95

(8K Memory Expansion Required)

NINJA

SHOGUN

ADVENTURE

CAVES

SHOGUN
FULL
ACTION
GRAPHICS.

NEVER
THE
SAME
GAME
TWICE!

YOU WILL
NEVER
TIRE
OF THE
HIRES
ACTIONS!

Every Game Is Different!
HI-RES
ACTION
GRAPHICS
UNPREDICTABLE
AND HIDDEN
DANGERS
YOU WILL
NEVER HAVE
TO WAIT
FOR ACTION!

NINJA.
ONE OF
THE
MOST
EXCmNG
ADVENlURES
YOU WILL
UNDERTAKE.

TWO FREE ADVENTURES INCLUDED - Adventure and Catles of Silver
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COMMODORE COMPUTER
PRINTER ADAPTERS

(

COMPUTER INTERFACES I

IEEE - 48R

" ':S -~'3'"

~--------------------------f-----------~-------------------------------~--~~" ----'
-addressable-switch selectable upper/
lower, lower/upper case.
- works with BASIC, WORDPRO ,
VISICALC and other software.
- I EEE card edge connector for connecting disks and other peripherals
to the PET .
- power from printer unless otherwise
noted .

RS-232 SERIAL ADAPTERbaud rates to 9600 included .

power supply

MODEL ADA 74 50a ...... $749.00

CENTRONICS/NEC PARALLEL
ADAPTE R - Centronics 36 pin
ribbon connector -

handles graphics.

MODEL ADA 7800 . ... . . $ 729.00

COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER·
serial & parallel ports - true ASCII
conversion - baud rates t o 9600 half or full duple x - X-ON, X-OF F selectable carriage r eturn delay -- 32
character buffer - centroni cs com patible.

MODEL SAO/ , . . . . . . . . . $295.00

COMMODORE 64
CABLE ADAPTER

to RS·232

MODEL ADA 6470 . .. . .... $79.00

ANALOG AND DIGITAL INPUT/OUTPUT MODULES
The BUSSter line oj an a log and dl~lt.iI
products wa., deSigned to coll ect dd td drH I
to output signal s to laboratory and Indu, trl al equipm e nt In C<JnJuncti o n w it h ,I
mi c rocompute r sy stem. These pow e'rlul
self-contained modul es red uc e d com put er's workload by p lo vldlll g rpad or Wlltp
operatiom to exte rnal devi ce.,. Hwv ,11,'
c ontrol It,d as sla ve int prfau's to rpal -world
ph ysICal appl, CdtIOn ., . Control " {J vpr
.)n IEEE-4RR (CPIB ) bu , or RS-2l 2 port.
BLJSSte r module ~ are dV(1i!abl e in ..,cvt.' ral cil g il.li d nd .I n,1 i ( l ~ l (H l!l l1, Ur , II I() n" i hI' ql !~ '!r l, d
buffer Jnd timpr provi de Ilp x lbil,!\ by .I 11m\' 11 1;; tilt' Hl ! ~ ~ I.' r I" ( "iI .,< 1 '/, 11" \\ hll' ttl , I" "I
computer is bu ,y with {Jther td5k "
BUSSter A64-64 channel digital Input module
to read 64 digital signals . Built-In
buffer
$495.00
BUSSler B64-64 channel digital output
module to send 64 digital Signal s $495,00
BUSSter C64-64 channel dig ital Input output
module to read 32 and write 32 digital Signals
Built-in buffer
$495,00
BUSSler 016-16 channel analog Input
module to read up to 16 analog signals with 8
bit resolution ('/4% ) Built-In buffer $495.00
BUSSler 032-32 channel verSion of the
016
$595.00
BUSSler E4-4 channel analog output module
to send 4 analog Signals with 12 bit re sol ution
(06% )
$495.00
BUSSler E8-8 channel version of the
E4
$595,00

FAMtl Y FUN & LEARNING

BUSSter E16-16 chan nel verSion of I ~ e
E4
$695,00
Add the suffIX -G for IEEE·488 iGPIB! or .p lor
RS -232
All pri ces are USA onl y Pri ces and spec,fica tions sublect to change without oOhee
30 DAY TRIALPurchase a BUSSter produc{ use ,{ and If you
are not completel y satisf ied. retu rn It wllh'n 30
days and recei ve a fu i! refund
US Dollar s Quoted
$1000 Sh ipping & Hand ling
MA S TERCARD VI SA

it!ff1!Hl
Connecticut microComputer, Inc.
INSTRUMENT DIVISION

361:ie l Mar LJ rl ve
Brookfield , Ct 06804
(203) 77 5·4595 TWX 710 ·456· 0052

C-64 VIC 20 AlARI

A unique assortment of the newest quality software for your
Commodore 64, EXCiting and enlightening for every member of
your family,

1, I.Q, BASEBALL - QUIZ game for baseball butts, Questions
cover baseball fact, tore, legend. Fabulous animated game with
graphics, sound, and music. Take the BIG LEAGUE baseball
challenge, bring the fun of the old ball park to your home
computer I.Q, BASEBALl! $29.95 Disk.

CHILD
DEVELOPMENT
SERIES

2. BiBlE BASEBALL - Educational, exciting game covers
dozens of Bible subjects. Realistic sounds, music, and baseball
player animation, as the computer pitches hundreds of questions. Score singles, doubles, triples, and home runs on Ihe
scoreboard, Play against the computer or another contestant!
Questions missed turn up later till you get them right Supplementary question disks also available, $29.95 Disk.

(for the 3.5K VIC and
16K ATARI)

3, FUZZBALU - Those little rascals are making a mess 01
your house! Chase 'em! Erase 'em! But don't run into the
walls, or else! Ten frustrating floor plans, accelerating play action, great sound, one mean vaccuum cleaner, and sweet
revenge! Don 't laugh -- there is no time; get these
FUZZBALLS under control or you 'll be l.sorry! $33,95 Disk.
4, FLIGHT SIMULATION! - Full-Colour realistic flight simulation with graphic instrument display. Treacherous topography is
different for each flight! Use with either joystick or keyboard
control to fly your hazzardous IFR mission today! $24.95 Tape,
$26,95 Disk.

All prices In Canadian funds, U,S, orders welc!)me,
Send money order, certified check, or use your Visa or Master
Card. (Please include card no., expiry date, signature).
Add $2.50 per shipment, postage and handling, Manitoba res,dents please add 6% sales tax.
Many other programmes also available, send SASE.

THE SOFT WAREHOUSE
Dept 18, P.O, Box 1983,
/',""'1=-::;;1=-"
Winnipeg, Manitoba,
I " . .•

VISA
~

c-.nada, R3C 3R3

'

ADD/SUB-$16.95
Displays single or multiple
digits with or w/o pictures,
borrows, carries , scoring,
and audio/video feedback.
NUMER-BECi-$16.95
Number recognition, object
counting, object grouping,
and number/size/shape
discrimination ,
ALPHA-BECi-·$16,95
TwentY-SIx screens wllh lellers/plcturesllabels . built'
on the screen
prices in U.S. dollars

Dealer Inquires Invited
BOSTON EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING, INC.
~ 78 Dartmouth Street, Boston, MA 02116

I

~

(617)536-5116

·MAfes add 5% tax

I
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Pack ulty.0ur VIC 20 with fun and run!
New
VIC 20 Games, Graphics, and
Applications

New

VIC 20: 50 Easy-to-Run
Computer Games
Edward Burns
1983, paper, 122 pages
A diverse collection of games for the
unexpanded VIC 20. Each gives you a
high degree of instructional and
entertainment value and most consist of
15 to 20 program statements. Programs
cover a very wide range of skill and
ability levels to keep everyone interested.
Good idea source for game
progtammers, too.
816915 Book $6.95
816916 Cassette of Programs' $11 .50
816917 Book and Cassette $16.95

For information about our other VIC 20
related books contact us for a copy of
. our latest Computer catalogue.

David Rusch
1983, paper, 130 pages
Shows you how to use the VIC 20's
user-definable character sets, four
musical voices, real-time clock, colour,
and graphics by means of 20 BASIC
programs that will run on any 5K,
unexpanded VIC 20. Includes joystick
games and programs for home
applications.
816923 Book $12.95
816921 Cassette of Programs $11.50
816922 Book and Cassette $22.50

•

Copp Clark Pitman
/ 495 Wellington St. W.
Toronto, ON M5V 1E9
(416) 593-9911

6502 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Sheridan College Is hosting two. two - day workshops on 6502 Assembly Languag
programming for the Pet. Apple and Atari computers. Participants will study the conceptus
foundations of machine language programming. learn the most useful commands in the 650
instruction set. and write working assembly language sub-routines and programs. All compute
time and manuals are provided for this intensive two-day course. The only prerequisite is an
elementary knowledge of BASIC programming.

TOPICS IN THE COURSE INCLUDE:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Machine Language: An Introduction to the NAKED CHIP
Hexadeclmals: I Wish I Was Sixteen Again
The 6502 Registers: Barney Does His Boring Job (and Does It Again)
The 6502 Instruction Set: Tiny Commands for Total Control
Assembling and Disassembling: Putting It Together and Taking It Apart
First 6502 Programs: Life in the Fast Lane

The instructor for the course Is Kem Luther. Ph.D .. a teacher In the Computer Studies
Program at Sheridan College. In addition to teaching programming at Sheridan. he has several
years' experience in writing and publishing commercial programs for the major micro-computing systems.
;j

The two workshops will be held at the Brampton Campus on January. 5-6 and March 1213. 1984. The fee is $150 for the two days <Including lunch), Further information and reservations may be obtained by calling the Sheridan College Conference Centre at :

416 845-9430
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416 823-9730

416 632-7081 ext. 336

READER'S PAGE
HELP!

WHO'S GOT THE ANSWER?

I've come across an interesting problem - how to read a
sector ot a track without hurting other data on the disk
when the disk returns a tl'22 read error.
I can't solve the problem, but in trying to do so I discovered that the Memory-Read command as explained in
the 1541 User's Manual does not do what I think the book
says it will do. The instructions on p. 37 & 38 plus the
program to read the disk controller's memory make it look
as it the two "chrS" functions following the "PRINT
1=tiletl',"M-R:" are meant to be low byte ot address and
high byte of address of the location at which you want to
look. In my experience, the first "chrS" does give me a
certain location. The only location I can be sure ot locating
is byte O. The second "chrS" function always determines
the number ot bytes to be read in succession before
coming to a carriage return, "13". Is my computer
whacky, the book wrong, or is my understanding tuzzy?
Where could I get a hard copy of the disk controller's
memory? If someone can shed any light on any of the
above, I'll be very grateful!
Dave Snell
Middle Sackville, NB
Anyone know a good book on machine language for the
CBM 8032?
Jane Eason
Savannah, Georgia
, own a C-64 with "Easyscript" word processor. I am
hooked up to a Gemini 10 printer. Is there any way to
change to 96 column (elite mode) while using the
Easyscript (other than sending the code before loading the
program).
Ira Friedman
190 GreenBeItt Parkway
Holbrook. NY 11741
Are there any members who have programs in Spanish
for either the VIC or 64. If so, I would like to get in touch
with them.
Dick Paschen
Great Falls Monblnta
Do you have any idea where I can get a listing of subroutines (machine language) which I can POKE in and use
Brian AIellander
on my Commodore 64?

Brawley, California

HELP!

I am interested in finding a program similar to Weaver's
Aid" for my wife for use on our VIC. Weaver's Aid, which
I was unable to obtain was "designed to assist the
weaver in developing patterns. Written tor tour-harness
loom. Enter tie-ups, colors, pedaling order. Pattern is displayed using high-resolution graphics."
It seems like it would be a straight torward task to
program a simulation such as this (possibly even with the
super expander for higher resolution), but it is still beyond
my capabilities. Any ideas, leads, etc. would be greatly
appreciated.
Bob Hennann
133 Sunnyslope Rd.
Petaluma. CA 94952
Is there a member in calgary who can help me? In
February 1983, I sent a cheque to Strictly Commodore tor
a subscription to their magazine "Super 64". They
promptly cashed my cheque but I have not yet received a
single copy. I wrote them 2 letters. can anyone who lives
in Calgary or nearby contact them about my situation.
Their address is: Strictly Commodore, 47 Coachwood Place
N.W.
Ravi Palepu
81 Benson
Sydney, NS B1S 2M2
I would appreciate any information regarding Okidata Ml83A.
Dennis Freeman
Newtown Square.Pennsyvania
Now that Commodore has discontinued the Model 4040
disk drive, is there another model being announced to till
the need for a 5-114 inch dual drive with a format compatable with the 1541 drive, or are VIC and 64 users
doomed to single drives only and lack of compatability
with other Commodore disk drives? Also has there been
any reason given for discontinuing the Model 4040?
Robert SWift
530 Bannatyne Ave. Sta. 104
Eatevan. SK S4A 2G5
I would like to trade anyone In Ontario some programs
for the C64. Send me a list of your stuff and I'll send you
a list of my programs or call me.
Arman Nurarif
Phone 4161278-9137
1100 Caven Sl. #1009
Misaissauga. ON L.5G 4N3

"PET" PALS WANTED
I would like to correspond with other VIC-20 owners who
have expanded their computer to 32K.
Marcus Van Kirk .12069
LaSalle, Michigan
If there is anyone in the Virginia area that would like to
trade TPUG tapes or disks for the 64 write me. My objective is to build up my own collection and help others to
do the same as cheap as possible.
Newell Randall

P.O. Box 5
Walkerton, VA 23177
I'm an Acoustic Engineering student and would like to
trade and acquire software related to my field.
Paul

Phone 4161691-6243
75 Coalport Dr.
5C8Iborough. Ontario

I have a request for a SuperPET pal, about 12 years
old, who knows how to use computers fairly well from
Jodi Ager & Jennifer Woodbeck. Unfortunately I do not
have either the appropriate membership number nor the
address for Jodi and/or Jennifer. Jodi, please write again
with more information.
Doris Bradley
I am trying to return to Australia, but it is a slow
process. I have many friends in Australia, but only one of
them has any computer background. I would like to correspond with someone working in the computer industry in
Australia with a C64. I have been in the computer industry
for about 6 years now and am presently a Manufacturing
Theodore G. Lange
Engineer with a media company.
5774 Winsteria Dr.
RiwrSide. CA 92504
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·
CLUB ACTIVITI
ES
COMMODORE
NEW EDITION

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Thanks to Commodore Canada, and in particular to
Frank Winters and Armand Aiello, TPUG has received
the 58 disks and the documentation for the updated
and
enlarged
Commodore Educational
Software
library. These programs will run on the following
computers:
Commodore 64
PET 2001 (BASIC 2.0)
PET 4000 (BASIC 2.0 or 4.0)
(9 & 12" screens)
CBM 8032 (after loading & running CBM 4032 V2)
Because of the many changes in this series, we are
changing the code we use to indicate this software.
You will find that each listing now begins with an
·(E)·. Thus, (E)BA is the first listing under the
heading of Business. You will notice that each
listing (not each program) is available on 1 disk,
but unt 11 we have had some exper ience with the
series, we can not predict for sure how many tapes
will be required for each listing. For now, please
assume that 2 tapes are needed for one listing.
As in the previous series, the programs under any
one heading, whether it be English, Mathematics,
Science or Technology, are listed alphabetically.
This may result in programs for several school
levels appearing together in one listing.
You will find that some headings have been modified
(e.g. French is now Logics Francais), some have
been eliminated (e.g. History), and some have been
added (e.g. Language, Logic and Problem Solving,
Music, Physical & Health Education). Also, three
special listings, designed specificaly for the
Commdore 64, have been added. You will find these
at the end, listed as (E)Dl, (E)D2, and (E)D3.
What follows is the listing of the programs in the
"new" Commodore Educational Software library as
well as the documentation for these programs, which
includes:
Name of Program
Category
Grade Level
PST Vector Analysis
Memory Size
Description
A description of the ~Jcumentation follows:
PROGRAM TITLE - Most program titles are followed by
the designation .40 which indicates that the
program runs on PETs, 8032s (after loading and
running CBM 4032 V2), and the Commodore 64. Those
without that designation only run on the 4032 and
8032 models.
If the program has another
designat ion (e.g •• 41l it would be a more recent
update of the original .40 program.
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CATEGORY
Drill,
Utility, Other.

Game,

Simulation,

Tutorial,

GRADE LEVEL - Early chi ldhood, Primary, Junior,
Intermediate,
Senior,
College,
or Trainable
mentally retarded.
PST VECTOR ANALYSIS - 3 numeruic digits.
The first digit represents PRESENTATION, and the
values are:
o - Page turning
2 - Input of single alpha/numeric
4 - Alpha/numeric manipulation
6 - Non-interactive graphics
9 - Interactive text/animated graphics
The second digit represents STRUCTURE, and the
values are:
o - Non-progressive
2 - Problem level progression
4 - Branching/remedial
6 - Variations teacher controlled
9 - Variation controlled by student interaction
The third digit represents TRACKING, and the values
are:
o - No marks given (n80 tracking)
2 - Marking for program only
4 - Cumulative marking
6 - Marks compared to class
9 - Marks compared to external standard
MEMORY SIZE - Minimum memory required to run the
program.
DESCRIPTION - A short description of each program
is given to indicate what the program does.
Teacher instructions are included in the program
itself where required.
These disks can be ordered from the TPUG office in
the normal way ($10 for each 4040 and $12 for each
8050). The tapes are $12 for each listing. If you
or your school wishes to purchase the total
Commodore Educational Software library, you may do
so for $325 (Canadian residents/schools) or $300
U.S. (U.S.A. residents/schools) from:
Aurora Software
P.O. Box 1394
~ikobury, Ontario

Attn: Jennifer Godfrey

Cat

DT
U
U
U
U
S
D
DT
U
OS
D
U
U
TU
0
GS

Cat

U
0
GS
U
S
GS
GS
U
DT
U
0
GS
S
D

Name of Program

ACCOUNTING.40
AMORT'N TABLE.40
AMORTIZATION.40
BONDS.40
CALENDAR.40
COMMODITY.40
COMP TYPING.40
COSTGOODSSOLD.40
DATE.40
DEBIT&CREDIT.40
DEBITCREDIT.40
DEPREC&PAYMT.40
DEPRECIATION.40
F.I.F.0.40
GROSS PAY.40
ICE CREAM.40

Name of Program

INVESTMENTS.40
KEYBOARD TEST.40
LEMONADE.40
LIFE TABLES.40
MARKET CRASH.40
MARKET.40
MONEY FLOW.40
MORTGAGE.40
OBJECTIVE 1.1.40
PORTFOLIO.40
SIMP INTEREST.40
STOCK MARKET.40
STOCK.40
TYPING DRILL.40

502
000
300
300
000
200
322
320
000
201
201
000
000
200
200
222

32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
-16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

300
311
302
200
100
320
202
000
302
300
200
200
000
200
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IS
JI
S
IS
IS
I
IS
I
JI

S
I
IS
IS

84

16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Calculates regular withdrawals, initial/minimum investment, effective/nominal interest, investment value. etc.
A program which drills various sections of the PET keyboard as selected by the user.
Student operates a lemonade stand for !~ weeks, taking into account costs, price, quantity and other variables.
Calculates life insurance and annuity tables for any given interest rate.
A stock market simulation.
User manages a production company by determining production and advertising budgets and setting retail prices.
Student traces the flow of money from household to business to government.
This program produces a mortgage table which would be of use to a homeowner or business student.
Program presents a lesson on the Balance Sheet, then tests the student on it.
Program keeps track of stock options and the total value of a portfolio.
Presents a variety of simple interest problems for the student to solve.
Student buys and sells 5 stocks as the prices randomly fluctuate.
A simple game that simUlates stock market activities.
Designed to drill students on finger reaches and familiarize them with the location of graphics characters.

Description

{E)BB - Business

An excellent tutorial on basic accounting practices.
Constructs an amortization table from user-input data; useful for a homeowner or for checking student tables.
Program calculates payments and amortization periods for loans, based upon user-input data.
Program calculates present value of bonds. including coupon values, etc.
Prints out a calendar for any given month and year.
This program simulates the buying and selling of commodities.
A simple variable-speed typing drill. User types letters printed by computer; mistakes are highlighted at end.
Tutorial/drill on calculating CGS with 4 types of inventory calcu1atiions (FIFO. LIFO. Average. etc.).
Finds a date 'n' days from a given base date; limited application.
Given sample situations, the student must correctly debit and credit accounts.
A program of 10 questions that test a student's accounting skills.
User inputs data and the computer calculates depreciation rates and payments.
Prints a depreCiation schedule using straight line, sum of digits and double declining depreciation methods.
Calculates value of inventory using 'first-in-first-out' method (F.I.F.O.).
A program designed to drill the student on various simple salary problems.
Student manages an ice-cream parlour, attempting to maximize employee/customer satisfaction and minimize costs.

Description

{E)BA - Business

--------------- Description --------------------~--------------------------------- --------------------------This program takes a set of marks and calculates median. average. standard dev. and students passing/failing.
This is a universal quiz-making utility program. Answers are stored in data lines; question worksheet required.
User becomes a science teacher facing a student who wants to perform exploratory surgery on a live dog.
Teacher enters exam marks with weightings as percents or actual marks; program determines student's final mark.
Simulation of a hostile student-teacher confrontation in which the user takes the teacher's role.
Allows a teacher to order and print out student marks by name and grade.
Enables the teacher to construct a multiple-choice quiz.
This program takes a sample from a text and determines the readability level using standard measures.
A useful fill-in-the-b1anks quiz with hints, designed for teacher adaptation to various subjects and levels.
Simulates potential situations faced by a teacher who plans to show a childbirth film in a sex education class.

Hem ---------------

Hem
16k
16k
32k
16k
32k
32k
16k
32k
16k
32k

{E)AA - Administration

Grade PST Mem ---------------

S
S
S
S
IS
I
JIS

I
I
IS

S
S
IS
JIS

Grade PST

Grade PST
000
202
JI
100
I
000
C
201
I
000
C
000
C
503
400
PJ
100
I

TORPET

0
U
S
U
S
U
U
U
DG
S

ANALYSIS.40
ANSWER BOX.40
DOG.40
EXAM2.40
FIGHT.40
GRADES.40
QUIZFRAMEWORK.40
READABILITY.40
SCHOOL-MARM.40
SEX ED.40
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Name of Program

GS

Cat

U
U
DT
ST
D
D
S
T
DT
U
U
ST
SUO
T
S

N.,.e·of Program

BASE CONY.40
BINARY.40
COMMANDS. 40
COMP CONCEPT.40
COMPo HISTORY.40
COMPUTING. 40
DEMO SORT.40
DISK CMD.40
FEATURES QUIZ.40
HEX DEC.40
HEX DEMO.40
HYPO ASSEM.40
HYPO II .40
PETUNIA.40
PILOT .40
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Cat

P

ST

U

Disk catalogue program designed to work with 4040 disk drive.
Combines the disk and program name files & ;.,to 1 MASTER file.
Do not load this program. See the following 3 programs.
Demonstrates text manipulation on the C-64 screen.
Demonstrates sorting. A no. of student records are displayed & then sorted using' different parameters.
100 random names are created and then sorted.
Assembler version of machine language program, HR.GRAPHICS DBJ
Instructions on how to use the hires package HR.GRAPHIC DBJ.
Allows you to draw on the hires screen and SAVE your screens.
LOADS in the graphics package and demonstrates a hires screen.
LOADS a hires screen.

Grade PST Mem --------------- Description ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(E)D 1 - COMMODORE 64

--------------- Description -----------------------------------------------------------------------.--------A version of 'LOGO' using character graphics. Allows definition of 'Macro' (subroutines) in a limited way.
Simulates a small BASIC program on a virtual machine with simple internal architecture.
This program mimics 'LOGO' turtle graphics using PET graphics. Draws in a limited number of directions.

(E)CB - Computer Science

Hem --------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------3Zk Converts decimal, Roman nu~ral. hexidecimal, binary and BCD numbers one into another.
16k Converts decimals in the range from 0 to 65536 into 16 bit binary numbers.
16k A tutorial and drill on BASIC concepts.
16k A virtual machine simulation preceded by a short tutorial.
16k Program quizzes the student on the, history of computers.
16k A drill on basic computer knowledge, but adaptable to any subject.
16k Demonstration of a sort called 'selective replacement'.
16k A tutorial on Basic 4.
16k A tutorial and quiz on the basic features of Commodore computers.
16k Converts hexidecimals to decimals and vice versa.
16k Converts decimal numbers between 0 and Z55 into hexidecimals. showing high and low nybbles.
3Zk An introduction to assembler language. Runs a virtual machine with a small language set; good practice.
3Zk Allows the student to program in simulated machine language and execute programs step by step.
100 16k Allows a schematic of a petunia music box and instructions on how to use it.
400 32k A simple 'pilot' language interpreter including edit. list. load. save and run commands.

ZOO
ZOO
Z02
000
204
Z66
500
100
ZZZ
000
300
600

Grade PST Hem
JI
800 32k
I
000 16k
JI
900 16k

JI
IS
JI
PJ
I
JIS
IS
JI
JI
IS
SC
IS
SC
JI
JI

Grade PST

(E)CA - Computer Science

~

Grade PST Mem --------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------ISC 292 32k A very good typing drill with plenty of data for practice. including 700 common words.
IS
320 16k A water resource management simulation. Student must manage water supply for a town during a.drought.
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MC.MASTER CAT.
MC.MAKE MASTER
COMMANDS
COM.rEXT DEMO
COM.SORT DEMO
COM.HOW FAST
HR.GRAPHICS PAL
HR.GRAPHICS INST
HR.GRAPHICS OBJ
HR.GRAPHICS DEMO
HR.GRAPHICS LOAD

Name of Program

Name of Program
POGO.40
SIHULATION.40
TURTLE 1.40

Cat

T

TYPING.40
WATER II.40

,

Cat

Nalle of Program

(E)BC - Business
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Cat

.

(E)D2 - COMMODORE 64

How to use the animation package.
Subroutine LOADed automatically by ANANIMATION OEM.
Subroutine LOADed automatically by ANANIMATION OEM.
Assembler version of machine language program ANANIMATION OBJ
Create and SAVE quarter graphics screens and animate them.
Load for a demo of some screens created by the animation package.

..

U8mo hires screen is LOADed auto matically by HR.GRAPHICS LOAD.
Print a hires screen to your 1525 printer.
Assembler version of the machine language program, MU.MACHINE OBJ
Instructions & demos for music package.
Allows you to create & SAVE musi cal pieces with simple commands.
Simple word processing package which allows you to create, edit, SAVE and LOAD documents.
Detailed instructions--TEXTMASTER

Class mark management program called MARK MANAGER.
Example of an average class
Example of a full class
Example of a class of 2D
Instructions for MARK MANAGER 45.64
Instructions for MARK MANAGER 45.64
Instructions for MARK MANAGER 45.64
Concentration type game called PHONCENTRATION, teaching
Concentration type game called PHONCENTRATION, teaching
Concentration type game called PHONCENTRATION, teaching
Concentration type game called PHONCENTRATION. teaching
Concentration type game called PHONCENTRATION, teaching
Concentration type game called PHONCENTRATION, teaching

phonics.
phonics.
phonics.
phonics.
phonics.
phonics.

Grade PST Hem --------------- Description ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(ElD3 - COMMODORE 64

Instructions for Adventure Pack Reading Series
Story is displayed for reading. followed by 3 short tests.
Story is displayed for reading. followed by 3 short tests.
Story is displayed for reading, followed by 3 short tests.
Story is displayed for reading. followed by 3 short tests.
Story is displayed for reading, followed by 3 short tests.
Will load SNAILC64 INST and SNAlLC64 automatically.
Instructions for SNAlLC64.
Draw simple pictures on the screen by inputing the snail's direction & length of movement
A logic game where you are challenged to break a colour code

Grade PST Hem --------------- Description ------------------------------------------ ____________ - _________________________ _
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45.64
AVERAG:'::' CLASS
FULL CLASS
CLASSOF2D
MM.INST.o.PCUP
MM.lNST.1.PCLIP
MM.lNST.2.PCLlP
VOWELS AT BEGIN.
VOWELS AT MID.
VOWELS AT END
DOUBLE VOWELS
CONSONANT BLENDS
PliONCEN TRATION

Name of Program

MAIN MENU 64
THE GAME.l'
CHOCOLATE GOO.2
MONSTER WAVE.2
FIREFIGHT.3
THE HUNTER. I
SNAILC64.800T
SNAILC64.1NST
SNAIL.C64
MASTERMIND

Name of Program

Cat

CONT. <Eml - COMMODORE 64 ....

Hn.PICTunE 1
HR.HIRES TO 1525
MU.PLAYER PAL
MU.C64 MUSIC
MU.MACHINE OBJ
TEXTMAS1ER
TM.lNSTRUCT 1
TM.lNSTRUCT 2
TM.lNSTRUCT 3
AN.lNSTRUCTIONS
AN.ELLIPSE
AN.WIBBLE
ANANIMATION PAL
ANANIMATION OBJ
AN.ANIMATION OEM

Cat
U
DT
GU
U
D
TU
D
0
0
U
OT
D
G
TU
OG
G

Cat
G
DG
DG
DG
G
G
D

Name of Program
CLOZE TESTV1.40
CONTRACTIONS.40
CRYPTO.40
DEF-N-SPELL.40
DEFIN'N MATCH.40
DEFINE&SPELL.40
DEFINITION.40
ENGLISH.40
FLASH.40
FLOOGEPRINTER.40
GRAMMAR 2.40
GRAMMAR. 40
GUESSTHATWORO.40
HAIKU.40
HANGMAN (6).40
HANGMAN 1.40

Name of Program
HANGMAN 2.40
HANGMAN 3.40
HANGMAN 5.40
HANGMAN 6.40
HANGMAN 7.40
HOMO CONC.40
HYPHEN.40

TORPET

DG
DT
DGU
TD
D
D
D
DT
D
T
DT
DG
G
GOT
GT

A JOURNEY.40
A OR AN.40
A STORY.40
AFFECT EFFECT.40
ALPHA'ZATION.40
ALPHA.40
ALPHABET QUIZ.40
ALPHABET WORM.40
ALPHABET.40
ALPHABETIZING.40
ALPHABETTER.40
ALPHASHIFT.40
ANTONYM. 40
ANTONYMS CONC.40
CINQUAIN.40
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Cat

Name of Program

I

J

Mem
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
84

Janua~

Mem
32k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k

Mem
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
32k
32k

PST
501
222
502
422
400
202
400

Grade
JIS
I
JI
J
I

Grade PST
557
400
PJISC 400
C
462
JI
202
PJISC 462
I
202
JI
200
PJI 452
S
060
JI
202
I
202
I
442
JI
000
JI
500
JI
322

Grade PST
400
JI
232
EP
400
PJ
402
I
63
PJ
202
J
442
P
222
P
422
P
773
PJ
553
PJ
PJI 412
PJI 701
PJI 403
PSI 300

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Traditional 'HANGMAN', complete with graphics. The computer knows 215 unusual words.
Student tries to identify a hidden word by guessing letters; too many guesses and player is 'hanged'.
A traditional 'HANGMAN' game which features 40 words and allows up to 11 incorrect guesses.
A game of 'HANGMAN'. Student inputs letters until he/she is able to guess. the secret word, or chances run out.
The traditional guessing game - solve the hidden word to avoid 'hanging'.
A 'CONCENTRATION' game in which the student matches up words that sound the same.
The student is required to hyphenate a displayed word. Words are randomly chosen and hints are available.

(E)EC - English

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Write a cloze test to printer with x copies, answer sheet and test analysis (reading level, etc.) For teachers.
Teaches students the correct formation of contractions and drills them on same.
Student devises own cryptogram and solves it. Program can find the frequency counts of the cryptogram as well.
Enables teacher to create and use a file of words for testing vocabulary and spelling.
Student must match 6 words with 6 definitions within a self-apPointed time limit of 15, 25 or 35 seconds.
Given a user-input file of words, this program creates a test on vocabulary and spelling. Useful for teachers.
Program selects 10 of 30 multiple-choice vocabulary questions which may be modified by teacher, if desired.
Student matches a pair of words with 1 of 4 other pairs that exhibits a similar relationship.
A word or phrase is flashed on the screen for a specified time. User must correctly retype what was flashed.
Prints out about 700 nonsense words of 3 phonemes each. Uses: character names, action words for games, etc.
Tutorial/drill on parts of speech. Student categorizes 60 words as verbs, adjectives, prepositions, etc.
Student names various parts of speech in higlighted sections of a sentence - nouns, verbs, prepOSitions, etc.
A vocabulary game in which the student must discover a word by guessing letters.
Program explains and 'writes' Haiku, randomly selecting stored words to produce poems with a computer theme.
A 'HANGMAN' game with graphics and wide range of words. No. of errors allowed before 'hanging' is adjustable.
A game of 'HANGMAN' with graphic support and 5 categories of words.

(E)EB - Eng/ish

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------User enters computer-specified parts of speech which are then arranged into a story, with humourous results.
Student completes random'sentences with 'A' or 'AN'; 2 incorrect answers bring a review of pertinent grammar.
Student fills in necessary part; of speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives,etc.) and computer generates a story.
Student must choose whether to use 'affect' or 'effect' in order to correctly complete a number of sentences.
A well-written drill on 'N' letter alphabetization for 3-letter words. Good graphic prompts and rewards.
Program requires student to alphabetize random lists of 2-9 words.
This program tests the student on knowledge of the alphabet and location of library books.
Teaches students alphabetical order as they make alphabet 'worms'; tallies no. of completed 'worms' at end.
The student inputs the missing letter in an alphabetical series.
A well-written tutorial in alphabetization. Has 4 levels of difficulty.
A very well-written drill and tutorial in alphabetization with comprehensive marking.
Computer reprints words according to a hidden rule. Excellent drill/game using logfc, math and the alphabet.
A 'CONCENTRATION' game for 1 or 2 players using antonyms as the final objective.
A 'CONCENTRATION'-type antonym drill with musical rewards (except on C-64).
Allows user to write a seasonal poem of 5 lines (cinquain).

(E)EA - English

MM VB FORMS 5.40 0
MM VB FORMS 6.40 D
MM VB FORMS 7.40 D
MM VB FORMS 8.40 D
MM VB FORMS 9.40 D
MM VERB FORMS.40 D
MM WORD 2.40
D
MM WORD MEANS.40 D
MM WORDS 1.40
D
NEW TACHISTO.40 G
NOT SO EASY.40
G
NOUNS.40
DT
OLD PROVERBS.40 U
P'BLEM P'NOUN.40 D
PARTS SPEECH.40 D
PAWS.40
D
PETPITPATPOT.40 DG
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16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

8.
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(E)EE - English
Description

Mr. Mugs: Drills students on verb forms from Series 5. Refer L5 P203: 'IN THE RAIN'.
Mr. Mugs: Drills students on verb forms from the 6th Series. Refer L5 P230: 'IN THE RAIN'.
Mr. Mugs: Drills students on verb forms to be found in Series 7. Refer L5 P256: 'MR. MUGS TO THE RESCUE'.
Drills students on verb forms to be found in the 'Mr. Mugs' text. 8th Series.
Drills students on verb forms found in the 9th Series of the 'Mr. Mugs' book.
Student selects the correct conjugation of a verb to complete sentence; 3 tenses of the verb are offered.
Mister Mugs: Drilling students on sentence completion.
Mr. Mugs: Drill on word meanings. Refer L3 P328: 'MR. MUGS IS LOST'.
Mr. Mugs: Sentence completion. Student fills the blank in a sentence by choosing a word from the list provided.
Words are flashed on screen and student must enter each one; speed of flash increases as player improv~s.
User attempts to find the 'secret' underlying a mysterious paragraph.
A tutorial and drill on nouns which provides definitions. questions and multiple-choice testing.
Provides the stUdent with a number of 'old proverbs' to read.
A multiple-choice drill of variable difficulty which gives the student practice in pronoun usage.
Student determines whether a word 1s an adjective. verb, noun or preposition 1n this multiple-choice drill.
User corrects unpunctuated quotes selected by Toby the Tiger from the Jungle of Punctuation.
Student must guess 10 words having the prefixes 'PET', 'PIT'. 'PAT' or 'POT'.

Grade PST Mem ---------------

P
222
P
222
P
222
P
222
P
222
PJ
202
P
202
P
202
P
202
JISC 922
400
JI
222
JIS 000
I
204
I
202
PJ
412
I
402

Description

Student has to match a given word with its synonym, chosen from a list. Grade 5 level, 30 questions.
Student has to match a given word with its synonym, chosen from a list. Grade 6 level. 30 Questions.
Student has to match a given word with its synonym, chosen from a list. Grade 7 level. 30 questions.
After reading a sentence, the student chooses the best word to fill in the blank.
Computer displays an alphabet missing 1 letter. which the student must enter. Used letters are not repeated.
Student is given a list of 5 words. one of which is misspelled. This word must be identified and corrected.
Mr. Mygs: Drilling students on correct application of adverb forms. Refer L6 P201: 'IT'S SATURDAY'.
Mr. ).!ugs: Drilling students on correct application of adverb forms. Refer L5 P14: 'MR. MUGS IS KIDNAPPED'.
Mr~ Mugs: Identification of question types (who, what, when. where). Refer L6 P10l: 'MR. MUGS IS KIDNAPPED'.
Kr: Mugs: Reading comprehension based on current story. Refer L6 P5: 'MR. MUGS IS KIDNAPPED'.
Mr. Mugs: Vocabulary drill. Refer L4 P281: 'IN A DARK WOOD'.
Mr. Mugs: Choosing the correct word of two that sound the same. Refer L6 P202: 'IT'S SATURDAY'.
Mr. Mugs: Drilling students on applying verb forms. Refer L3 P348: 'MR. MUGS IS LOST'.
Mr. Mugs: Student selects ending to complete sentence. Refer L3 P333: 'MR. MUGS IS LOST'.
Mr. Mugs: Vocabulary/comprehension drill. Refer L4 P39: 'SHARING TIME'.
Mr. Mugs: Drilling students on applying verb forms (fill-in-the-blanks). Refer L5 P95: 'MR. MUGS AT SCHOOL'.
Mr. Mugs: Drill on correct verb forms from Series 3. Refer L5 P6I: 'MR. MUGS AT SCHOOL'.
Mr. Mugs: Drills stUdents on verb forms of the Fourth Series. Refer L5 P191: 'IN THE RAIN'.

Cat

32k
32k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

Name of Program

P
P
P

PJ

P
P

PJ
PJ

202
202
202
402
200
402
202
202
202
202
222
202
202
202
202
202
222
222

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

PJ

P

0

P

PJ

I

PJ
EP

0

0

D
D
D
D
D
D

J
J
J

0

MATCH MEAN 5.40
MATCH MEAN 6.40
MATCH MEAN 7.40
MEDIAL VOWELS.40
MISSING LET.40
MISSPELLING.40
MM ADVFORMS.40
MM AVB FORMS.40
MM CR COMP.40
MM CRL 1.40
MM DARK WOOD.40
MM HOMONYMS.40
MM LAD VF.40
MM SAD STORY.40
MM SHARE TIME.40
MM VB FORMS 1.40
MM VB FORMS 3.40
MM VB FORMS 4.40

D

Grade PST Mem ---------------

(E)ED - Eng/ish

A simple, well-written drill on the digraphs 'TH', 'SH' and 'CH'; multiple-choice questions.
Student inserts letters from a list into a given word, making a new word. Program hints at nature of new word.
Player tries to match PET's hidden 5-letter word. Computer reveals number of correct letters in each guess.
An interesting three-part test of student spelling skills.
Tests students' ability to recognize letters of the alphabet and the numerals 1-9.
Student must recall random letters flashed on screen. Choice of up to 25 letters and 5 flash speeds.
Program poses Questions on the content of Shakespeare's 'MACBETH'; student has 3 chances to answer correctly.
Enables student to create 3 short stories by inputting nouns, adjectives. verbs, etc. requested by the program.
This program drills beginning students of the alphabet on letter matching.

Cat

16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

Name of Program

302
200
402
442
222
402
402
400
202

P
J
PJI
J
P
JIS
IS
PJ
P

ENGLISH ....

INIT DIGRAPHS.40 0
INSERT.40
DG
JOTTO.40
G
KEYWORDS.40
D
LETTER RECOG.40 D
LETTER SEQU.40
0
MACBETH QUIZ.40 0
MADLIB.40
DGU
MATCH LET.40
0

CONT. (E}EC -

Name of Program Cat Grade PST
SPEED SPELL.40
D
SPELL BEE.40
D
PJI 410
SPELLER.40
D
J
402
SPELLING 1.40
D
P
402
SPELLING 2.40
D
P
402
SPELLING.40
D
PJ
202
SPELLINGTUTOR.40 P
PJ
401
STORY WRITER. Vll U
P
100
SWAP OLD ROM.40 D
J
422
SWAP.40
GT
J
420
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Cat
D
D
T
DS
D
D
D
0
OS
DS
OS
OG
DS
DS

I

Grade PST
400
IS
462
400
PJ
P
400
402
I
402
I
PJIS 300
PJI 494
P
422
J
422
J
422
J
422
J
422
I
422

PST
602
000
000
400
400
462
100
202
312
202
402
402
402
402
402
400
402

Name of Program
SENT ANALYSIS.40
SHAKESPEARE.40
SNERD.40
SNOWYDAYNOUNS.40
SP'S ERRORS 5.40
SP'6 ERRORS 6.40
SPEED READ 2.40
SPEED REAOIN6.40
SPEED SPELL 2.40
SPEED SPELL 3.40
SPEED SPELL 4.40
SPEED SPELL 5.40
SPEED SPELL 6.40
SPEED SPELL 7.40

Grlde
P::
JI
I
JI
J
PJISC
PJISC
P
SI
J
J
J
J
I

P
I

Cit

D
6
U
T
D
TU
D
D
RO~EB&JULIET.40
D
S-SPELL.40
D6
SCRAMBLE 4.40
D6
SCRAMBLE 5.40
D6
SCRAMBLE 6.4p
6
SCRAMBLE 7.40
6
SCRAMBLE 8.40
6
SCRAMBLE.40
6
SCRAHBLEDWORD.40 6

PLURALS. 40
POEMS.40
POET.40
POETRY.40
Q'S AND Z'S.40
READ LEV&EVAL.40
READER.40
RHYMIN6.40

NI.e of Program

(E)EH - English

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Student is called upon to input various parts of speech into a given sentence.
Consists of 'Who am I' and 'Who said' questions about Shakespearean dramas. Requires some study/preparation.
A writing program which encourages student creativity and use of descriptive words.
This program challenges the student to find all the hidden nouns in a picture.
Student identifies and corrects various misspelled words.
Student identifies and corrects various misspelled words.
A short phrase is flashed briefly on screen; student must repeat it. Variable levels of speed and difficulty.
Program flashes 1-9 digits which the user must recall. Duration of flash is variable.
A word flashes on screen and the student types it. Flash speed is determined by spelling accuracy (Grade 2).
A speed-spelling drill for Grade 3 (see 'SPEED SPELL 2.40'). Has 358 words.
A speed-spelling drill for Grade 4 (see 'SPEED SPELL 2.40'). Has 483 words.
A speed-spelling drill for Grade 5 (see 'SPEED SPELL 2.40'). Has 483 words.
A speed-spelling drill for Grade 6 (see 'SPEED SPELL 2.40'). Has 450 words.
A speed-spelling drill for Grade 7 (see 'SPEED SPELL 2.40'). Has 447 words.

(E)EG - English

-------.------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Drills student on the basic plural forms. Excellent graphics encourage and reward answers to the 42 questions.
A random poetry generator which can be easily altered.
.
.Computer randomly arranges lines of poetry. The probability of line repitition, etc. is show"'.
Allows user to write simple poems using either 'is like' or 'I used tol but now' constructions. User-friendly.
The student tries to find words beginning with the letters 'Q' or 'Z' which match given meanings.
This program enables the teacher to analyse the student's reading level.
The program is designed to improve reading speed and comprehension. Teacher may modify text to required level.
Program is a test, with graphic rewardS, of user's rhyme-identification skills. Keeps score and elapsed time.
A quiz on Shakespeare's 'ROMEO AND JULIET'.
Student finds hidden word by filling in letter blanks; 20 letter guesses allowed; point bonus for getting word.
Student must unscramble 10 randomly-chosen words, Grade 4 level. The first letter is given.
Student must unscramble 10 randomly-chosen words, Grade 5 level. The first letter is given.
A well-designed word puzzle game, for Grade 6, which asks student to decipher a scrambled word (no time limit).
A well-designed word puzzle game, for Grade 7, which asks student to decipher a scrambled word (no time limit).
A well-designed word puzzle game, for Grade 8, which asks student to decipher a scrambled word (no time limit).
Student types in lines and they appear scrambled on the screen; letters then creep 'home' to re-form sentences.
Student is called upon to correctly unscramble various words.

84

16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k

A word-flash spelling drill.
A word is flashed on the screen and the student must type it correctly; 6 levels of difficulty. modifiable.
This program is a quiz on the meanings of 20 words; data may be modified to suit any grade level.
A word is flashed on the screen and the student is asked to re-type it exactly.
Computer scrambles various words entered by the student, who must then spell the words correctly.
Student responds with 'Y' or 'N' depending on whether a given word is spelled correctly or incorrectly.
A teacher inputs up to 50 words. The student must unscramble these words and also correct those misspelled.
A very popular simple word processor designed for primary students. Prints out in enhanced print if desired.
Student must swap word positions on a list until it has been put in alphabetical order.
Specific words entered by the student are moved into alphabetical order to sound accompanfment.

Hem --.------------ Description ----------.--------------------------------------------------- __________________ _

Hem
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
32k
32k
32k
32k
32k
32k

Mem
32k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
32k
32k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

(E)EF - English

MANA_MIlNT aVaTIIM ...

aTUDIO a4 aERI.a

ThB Integ"sted business program gives you the computer power
once reserved for large corporations. Capabilities Include InvOIcing.
Inventory control, end customer ITlBfllng hsts, DIsk
.79.815

Anyone can now create rruSIC as beautiful BS the most advanced
programers could one year ago!! .Just play and the computer will
Instantly write the rn...JS.C on the screen. Ircluded are powerful

FINANC. CALC a4

and recall, BOO rn.JSIC to your own programs and print lead st"Ieets.

features hke blOCk rrove. Single note editing and scrolling. It 'Mil save
The leeder In horne arld buSiness financial analysIs. You can have
up to 1440 Itemized expenses and print 1085 different financial
reports and bar graphs. In addition. It keeps and cornpar'es as

FAMIL V PAK (3 In 1)

many as 12 budgets at once. O,sk

Three of the finest horne progrslTIS available:

_a.aa

D,sk

83a.aa
(ALL) _a.aa

• CHECKaDDK EAaE a4

DATAaAa._

Handles over 1300 trarsac(,l(Xls. Pnnts st.aterrents. and all types

A perfect record sySt.ern for any bUSiness or horne. It. can store
up to 12JO records and has up to 20 felds for eeen one. A speCial
label end report c::ieI3;lgter IS Ircluded. It can also merge wl.tn popular

word processors. D,sk

_B.Ba

of cr'lecks. ana 40 expense cat,egor1es

838.8B

• RECIPE KEEPER
Searches by Ingredient. category or name
CalCulates
n!e'asurerrent,s for different ser -lIng amounts and prints cOpies

GAMe D.aIGNER a4
Use to anrrlEtte 16 spntes end desl9'l colCJr'ful background screers.

Learn nlBth. explore the universe. dance to the rTlLJSIC Bnd watch

Several garT1f! sub-routlnes Included. Disk

the show

IB3I!S.SI!5

• aPACE MATH a4

BAalEa DF THE DIRT
An earthquake SuCkS you to the center of the earth. To escape
you must battle the-BABIES OF THE DIRT, But. don't rrwss or Its
doomsday! WatCh out for their mother
83B.aa

Prices in U.S. dollars

NOT'll. PROGRAMS ARE COMPATIBLE WITH ALL PRINTERS AND uTiLiZE FULL-SCREEN PROCESSING

VIDEO INST UCTION TAPES!
STEP BY STEP
INSTRUCTIONS

PICTURES ARE WORTH
THOUSANDS OF WORDS AND SAVE
HOUR OF FRUSTRATION
Programming BASIC V.I.S. tape includes:
Shows basic language programming, using commands such
as IF, READ, DATA. LET. GOTO. INPUT. etc. Instruction
proceeds to intermediate level with commands such as LEN,
MIDS, LEFTS. RIGHTS, CHR, etc.
Also demonstrates advanced logical and mathematical
functions. Includes example programs.

USE YOUR VCR SIDE BY SIDE WITH YOUR
COMPUTER TO LEARN HOW TO PROGRAM
IN BASIC AND HOW TO USE THE 1541 DISK
DRIVE. WHY SPErJl) DAYS WITH A MANUAL
WHEN YOU CAN LEARN MORE IN A FEW
HOURS WITH YOUR VCR. REVIEW AND
LEARN AT YOUR OWN PACE.

BP-3
Bp·4
010-1
010-2

TOPIC

APPROX RUN TIME

LEARNING C·64 BASIC
LEARNING VIC-20 BASIC
COMMODORE 64 DISK I/O
VIC 20 DISK I/O

2
2
1
1

HR
HR
HR 45 MIN
HR 45 MIN

Disk I/O Tapes include RANDOM, RELATIVE, SEQUENTIAL
disk read and write. Also explains load, save, new, copy, scratch,
initialize, validate, error channel, command channel, and rename
in both the standard and wedge syntax. Explains the verify,
open print #, input #, get #, status BAM commands. Lesson
includes several programs and a large checkbook program.

VHSorBETAFORMAT ONLV$49.95
LYNN COMPUTER SERVICE
Add $3.00 per order for shipping and handling.

prices in U.S. dollar.
EACH TAPE

6831 West 157th Street Tinley Park, Illinois 60477
(312) 429-1915
VIC-20 AND COMMODORE 64 ARE TRAOEMARKS OF COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES, INC
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C-64 SOFTWARE & ACCESSORIES
SALE PRICED DURING
JANUARYIFEBRUARY
More than 50 Top Quality programs and accessories
in stock, by Continental, Comm-Data, Pacific Coast,
Oxford, Atari, Boone, Syntax, Data- 20, M-Soft, Mirage,
SMA

BUSINESS

EDUCATION

Inquire-Pac (Data Base) •...•............ .$89.95
Business-Pac (General Ledger) . . . . . . . . . . . . .$79.95
Account-Pac Mini Accounting) ....•....•... .$69.95
(Relational) DATA BASE . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .$89.95
''The Home Finder", Real Estage pkg. . ......$149.00
Mirage relational Data Base . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$1 29.00
Mirage Powerful 40/80 Column Word Processor .$129.00
M-Soft M-File Popular Data Base ......... .$129.00
"Quick Brown Fox'" Wordprocessor (ROM) .....$--.-Continental "Home Accountant" •..•••..•••..$89.95

ACCESSORIES
Data-2I) 8O-Column Board with free software ..$279.00
Includes: word manager, Mal list, Spreadsheet
Data-2I) 8O-Column Board with Z-8O & Software.$399.00
Includes Word process, Data base, Spreadsheet
o.ta-2I) 8O-Column For VIC 20 WI Wd. Proc. . .$179.00
Data-2I) RS-232 Interfaces, For Printer, Modem .$99.95
Interpod IEEE/RS-2321Serial, Interface .......$195.00
Is transparent and will not interfere with software.
COOEPR0-64 The most comprehensive interactive
BASIC Tutorial for the C64 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .884.95
PC-Oocumate Keyboard overlay with all essential
VIC 20/C64 programming commands ....•..$14.95
MTS Most Complete & Versatile Terminal &
Program$--.-C8rdco (Parallel) Printer Interface . . . . . . . . . . .$99.95
cardco Numeric Keypad (user definable) ......$69.95
C8rdco Lightpen with software . . . . . . . . . . . . .$69.95
Acoustic coupled Modem C64IVIC with software .$99.95

64 BASIC Tutorial ..&39.95
Happy Tutor ......$29.95
Primary Math Tutor .$39.95
Laser Percent .....$29.95
Math I.Q ..... ...$29.95
Munchword . . . . . . .$29.95
Nations ...... ...$29.95
Gotcha Math . . . . . .$39.95
Match Tutor ......$39.95
Multilanche . . . . . . .$29.95
Roman Numerals ...$29.95
Toddler Tutor .....$39.95
Geographic Smash .$29.95
State Captial .....$29.95
Definder . . . . . . . . .$29.95
English Invaders ...&39.95
Animal Zap .......$29.95
Calendar ..... ...$29.95
Camera Views .....$29.95

GAMES
Ape Craze . .$29.95/$39.95
Escape MCP .$29.95/839.95
Maelstrom •......&39.95
Cyclons .. . .$34.95/$39.95
Supercuda .......$39.95
Centrepod ..... ..$29.95
Logger . . . . . . . . . .$29.95
Pakakuda ....... .$29.95
Enniaxx ........ .$39.95
Polyps From Pluto ..$39.95
Bubbles . . . . . . . . .834.95
Scribbler . . . . . . . .&44.95
Pacman (ROM) ... .$59.95
Centipede(ROM) .. .$59.95
Defender (ROM) .. .$59.95
Donkey Kong (ROM) .$59.95
Dig Dug (ROM) ... .$59.95
Star gate (ROM) . . . .$59.95
Robotron (ROM) .. .$59.95

MAil ORDER
INFORMATION
ALL PRICES IN CANADIAN FUNDS
Send self-addressed envelope tor catalogue mall
order information. (
Send: cheque, Visa, Mastercard, Chargell. Information
must include number and expIry date of card.
Payment must include 83.50 tor shIpping, plus 7%
sales tax (if Ontario reSident).

DEOUCT AN AODmONAl 10% FROM All PRICES
SHOWN DURING JANUARY, FEBRUARY.

MARKETRON
Store Address
Toronto Dominion Center
Shopping Concource (King/Bay)
(416)366-3168

MARKETRON
Mail order address
465 King St.. E.. Unit#9
TORONTO. ON. M5A lL6

(416)366-6192/366-0757

Dealers Inquiries welcome
page 72
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SOFTWARE FOR

* COMMODORE 64 * PET

VIC

FROM KING MICROWARE
- S D COpy

FAST EFFICIENT SINGLE DISC COPIER FOR THE 1541

- WORDS & CALCS
- CHART PAC 64
- SMARTEES

~ES ZOOM

$22.95
$38_95

THE FINEST CHECK BOOK RECONCILIATION
PROGRAM ON THE MARKET

-Data Adaptable Information SYstem

$39.95

-THE DATA BASE WITH A DIFFERENCE
-ALLOWS YOU TO CALCULATE BETWEEN FIELDS

EDIT/ ASM EDITOR/ASSEMBLER

$42.95
$42.95

FINEST CHART MAKER AROUND

ACTION PACKED MAZE GAME

.t-""'THE BANKER
-- DAISY

SPREAD SHEET FOR THE C-64 ALLOWS TEXT

$19.95

$36.95

LOADED WITH ONLINE
PROGRAMMER HELP TOOLS

LOOK AT THE LANGUAGES WE HAVE
PASCAL

UL TRABASIC

COMPILES DIRECTLY TO 6502 CODE (NOT
P-CODE) CREATES A LINKABLE STAND
ALONE PACKAGE

$52.95
$42.95

WITH TURTLE GRAPHICS AND SOUND

TINY BASIC COMPILER

$22.95

TINY FORTH

$22.95

FIG FORTH IMPLEMENTATION

64-BUDGETEER
64-CR I B BAGE
SKIER-64
64 QUICK-CHART
SYNTHY-64

w. are

actively

VIC TINY PILOT
VIC BUDGETEER
VIC VIGIL
VIC CRIBBAGE
GRAPHVICS

SCREEN DUMP
SPRITE-AID
VIC HIRES
VIC JOYSTICK PAINTER
VIC I-·CHING

seeking SOFTWARE AUTHORS.

WHY NOT SEND US YOUR PROGRAM FOR EVALUATION.

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Write for our FREE CataloQue

for VIC and C-64

C&nad'" manufacturer and distributor for ABACUS Software Products

Suite 210.
5950 eate des Neiges
Montreal. Quebec H3S 1 Z6
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The UnKeyboard

jIj

a friendly alternative

S. Jrlark 1JanJerbill
COMPUTER BARN
QUALITY CUSTOM

PROGRAMMING

COMPUTERIZINQ MONTEREY COUNTY II< THE WORLD

NOWFOR64
VIC-NIC
WORD PROCESSOR
$19.95
WHOLE PET CATALOG
"THE HELPING HAND"

$10.00

DIGITIZER AND DRAWING BOARD
FOR ANY COMPUTER THAT ACCEPTS ATARI

PADDLES

call or write tor information or to order:
COMPUTER BARN

319 Main Sl Stall 2
SALINAS, CA 93901
ADD $4 FOR S£.H

Prices in U.S. dollars

West United States

(408) 757-0788

PERSIMMON PERIPHERALS

(202) 521-8750
Eastern U.S.
Postage paid it shipped to U.s.

RfF:. 2 BOX 2306A

«..

**

COMMODORE

**

IBM

**

APPLE

**

..

ATARI

"" «

P

C

i!)

I

~""'-"""'~~..o""""'-...cY"""'-""'-...cY"oJO'"""'-JCOCOO"'"~

~ i--_O_M_P_U_T_E_R_SO_FT_W_A_RE_l_U_S----,. ~
~
SUPER SPECIALS ON
~ ~
§S
NUTREAL ZONE
..
.« BEACHHEAD
FORT APOCALYPSE
..
II
8
BlUE MAX
II! g
NECROMANCER
0 §

:

SHAMUS 1 OR 2
PROTECTOR 2
fiNAL FUGHT

S

TRAX BALL ..... $39.99
... SUGGESTEO LIST UP TO $49.95

I:
~

-im

oz

~

:s
C

~_

...
..

~

ON. residents add 7".4 tax Certified cheque or
money order $2.50 per order, handling and shipping. Please indicate cassette or disk formal
GREAT SELECTION, PRICE & FAST SERVICE.

:;;

COMPUTERSOFTWARE PLUS INC.
100 Front St. West (Royal York HoteD
Toronto. Ontario M5J 1E3
(416) 368-1163

II!

w~

:

MICRO

Many other Specials

:

0
0
0

$295 CON
S

~ I--X-IO;':E"'X=-(;':B"'LA-N-K)-S-S-O-O-..-.$-4-9-.9-5-fO-r~2':"0
KOALA TOUCH TABLET WITH
ILLUSTRATOR ... $99.99

for CBM 8032,B09·S,SPET, and B050 disk
FAST Object Code
Data Entry from Journals or Individual Transactions
Key-Protected for protection of your information
Provides good audit trail
300 accounts In the Chart of Accounts

0
0

INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTE:

1---F..;R;.;EE;.-C~AT-A-L-OG-U-E~F-OR-64-0-V...ER-500-...
ITE
...MS-::--"1~

i~

GENERAL LEDGER

ATARI

o FAST Object Code
o Key-protected for protection of your Information
o Sever.l reports available frOM the system
$245 CDN
195 US

We do not think that your software should go out of data.
For one year .fter purchase, we will made all update.
av.ilable ~ to all purchasers on your own diskettes.

~ ~N

INQUIRE ABOUT THE PACKAGES FOR THE C-64
WHICH ARE UNDER DEVELOPMENT.

:

THE

IS

8
II

__~~~~~__~~__~__~

: ** COMMODORE ** IBM ** APPLE **
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for CBM B032,8096,SPET, and 8050 disk

I
§
§

us

~
~

.,..:

BU~m.;1.RL GR[]LJP U.;1.TElJ
13 OLD COLONY ROAD
MANOTICK, ONTARIO ~OA 2NO
613-692-2425

I
§

I

OT
06

Cat
0
0
0
0
0
DT
D
G
DG
U
T
G
GU
G

Cat

0

Cat

Name of Program
VERB CHOICE.AO
VOCABULARY3.40
VOCABULARY4.40
VOWEL MAGIC.40
WORD DEMO.40
WORD DRILL.40
WORD HUNT.40
WORD INVADERS.40
WORD MACHINE.40
WORD POWER.40
WORD POWER2.40
WORD QUEST.40
WORD SEARCH.40
WORDSHOOT.40

Name of Program
FRENCH DRILL.40
FRENCH NUMS.40
INTERET CMPSE.40
LE PENDU.40
LES FRACTIONS.40
MATRICES MATH.40
PR06RES. 6EOM.40
RACINE CARREE.40
REVUE PASSE.40
SERlE 1.40
VERBES.40

Name of Program

Mem
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

6rade
JI
PJ
PJI

84

Mem
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

6rade PST Mem
432 16k
JI
102 16k
P
311 16k
SC
332 32k
JI
411 16k
I
412 16k
S
202 16k
IS
202 16k
I
220 16k
JI
000 16k
I
100 16k
I

6rade PST
302
P
312
P
202
J
260
PJ
JIS 400
202
JI
400
JI
700
PJ
EP
302
ISC 402
202
JI
424
I
JISC 000
PJI 200

J
J
JI
I

32k
16k
16k
16k
40d 16k
402 16k
402 16k

602
551
402
402

PST
ABSTRACT. 40
6
422
000
6
AFO 1.40
6
ARROW. 411
211
ATTRIBUTE BlK.40 6
200
BAITLESHIP.40
Ii
212
page 75
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DT

0

0
0

DT

0

DT
DG

0
0

G

J

J
PJ

ENGLISH ....

0
GO
OT
G

SYLLABLES.40
TACHISTISCOPE.40
THEIR THERE.40
THEWOROMARKET.40
TWENTY QUESTN.40
TWO TO TOO.40
UNSCRAMBLE.40

CONT. (E)EH -

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------A 'MASTERMIND' game with 3 numbers; a good test of logiC and memory.
A Japanese variant of an 'invader' game. Player tries to down the 'AFO' with a laser, without being hit.
Player guides a 'snake' to hit target boxes while avoiding boundaries and the snake itself.
A logic game in which the player must find out which items belong to each card.
User plays against computer. Each has 5 ships hidden on a grid; winner is first to find and sink other fleet.

(E)BA - Games

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------A thorough drill in simple French vocabulary.
A simple drill on French numbers.
Questions relating to compound/accrued interest, capital and p~rcentage. Interest table + calculator required.
A French version of 'HANGMAN' which utilizes common words and offers clues.
Drills +, -, * and / with fractions; correct answers provided.
Gives 10 examples on how to solve matrices. Allows student to input answers, then gives solutions.
Drills student on problems of geometrical progression.
Student must calculate the square root of a given number.
A good review of passe compose (requires instruction in passe compose beforehand).
This program teaches student how to recognize patterns in a series.
Student must select the verb form (past and present are given) which correctly completes a sentence.

(E)FA - French

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Student fills in the blank with the correct one of three verb tenses presented; there are 10 questions.
A Grade 3 vocabulary test in multiple-choice form.
A Grade 4 vocabulary test which focuses on synonyms.
Student enters any word and is quizzed by the computer on the number of vowels the word contains.
User enters up to 10 phrases and the computer rearranges them in different orders; no instructions.
Student selects one of two homonyms to complete a sentence; if answer is incorrect, definitions are displayed.
The program gives clues in 'wanted poster' format. Student must identify the fugitive word.
The student must shoot the empty space in a moving word, then guess the missing letter that completes the word.
User must select 5 correctly spelled words from various 3-letter combinations that move across the screen.
Student or teacher can write word files or prepare a test on definitions. A good test-writing program.
Student selects proper definition of given word; adapts to all levels. For sample data load 'WORDPOWERSAMPLE'.
Program creates a word-search puzzle. Student must locate the hidden words within a group of random letters.
Program creates a search game by hiding user-selected words inside a crossword puzzle; print-out if desired.
Student 'shoots down' misspelled words and must spell them correctly afterwards.

(E)E/ - Eng/ish

Student has to state the number of syllables in a word, then divide the word in the appropriate places.
Increases reading speed by flashing short phrases on the screen; duration of flash varies with user's accuracy.
Presents a review and drill on the meanings and uses of 'THEIR', 'THERE' and 'THEY'RE'; 25 questions in all.
Student must correctly spell a given word in order to 'purchase' word from the 'Word Market'.
Student selects a category; the computer poses questions entdred beforehand by the teacher.
Teaches student the correct uses of 'TO', 'TOO' and 'TWO'.
The student is required to unscramble words of various types.
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S
G
G

DG

G

G

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

S

Cat

(E)GC - Games

Grade PST Hem --------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------JI
332 32k Player governs an agrarian kingdom, making deciSions concerning food production. land purchases, etc.
PJ
332 16k A version of the logic game '15' using letters.
J
222 16k Player strives to catch the last remaining 'Martian' hiding in a grid.
JIS 345 32k The game of 'SUPER MASTERMIND' with C-64 color.
JI
100 16k Program generates a maze (3 sizes). then times progress through it. Player may watCh generation if desired.
I
100 16k Draws 3 different sizes of maze for player to traverse.
JIS 232 32k Reproduces the original card game. Player and computer vie to be the first to go 1000 miles by 'automobile'.
PJIS 952 32k The game of 'SIMON' with music and graphics. offering 5 levels of play on a 3x3 grid.
IS
602 16k Player!'mouse' must negotiate a maze in order to reach some cheese waiting at the exit.
PJ
252 16k A Simple game that tests the user's ability to judge short intervals of time; 3 play levels.
PJI 240 16k Player competes with the computer to be the last one to remove an object from 3 piles.
PJ
222 16k A version of 'TIC-TAC-ToE' in which player must make the first two numbers in a row add up to the third number.
222 16k A lunar-lander simulation in which all relevant information is updated on the screen during the descent.
JIS 302 16k A puzzle involving the scoring of 5 dice. Can you figure out how the total score is calculated?
JI
200 16k A • PAC-MAN'game for the PET orC-64. One screen with 3 levels of difficulty.

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Object: escape an invisible maze before dragon arrives. Sections of maze walls become visible when struck.
Permits the user to draw pictures on screen using graphic characters.
Simulates a one-on-one game of 'DRAW POKER', with 5 cards and one draw of 3.
A game for up to 4 players. Object is to mine the most ore.
The object is to hit a flying duck in the body (head and tail don't cOunt). Bird dog retrieves downed ducks.
A adventure game of dungeon escape, with interesting creatures. a map and a key.
User reveals personal problems to 'ELIZA' and receives sympathetic responses which encourage self-analysis.
Enables user to make up a variety of faces by choosing from a collection of different noses, eyes and mouths.
Player tries to estimate number of trout in 3-20 lakes by catching, marking and returning fish.
A simulation of American football. User has 7 plays to call on; probability of success differs with each.
Program allows 1-16 players to bet on a frog race. The different odds on each frog in the race are supplied.
The game of 'OTHELLO' (which is a version of the Chinese 'GO') played against the computer.
A 'SPACE INVADERS' game done completely in machine language.
Find the 'hurkle' hiding in a grid. One of the better grid/search games.
A roulette-type board game. Player chooses up to 9 numbers to bet on. computer chooses 20. Match to win.

{E)GB - Games

Calculates the compatibility of 2 persons according to their biorhythms.
A bowling simulation for 1-3 players.
Player's paddle deflects a ball into a wall of blocks until a 'break--out' is aChieved.
A fast action game whose objective is to avoid the perimeter and the obstacles which are continually appearing.
An adventure game set in a castle.
A 2-person game of computer chase in which each player attempts to 'tag' the other.
A game which challenges the player to recall pairs of matching patterns.
Player has 4 chances to guide a balloon through some prickly stars without hitting any of them.
Player attempts to center cyclon fighters in a gunsight and shoot them down.
Player searches a haunted house for Dracula's resting place, which must be found before midnight.
An unseen dragon is chased through its caves until either player or dragon is destroyed, or time has expired.

Na.e of Program
KINGoOH.40
LETTER 15.40
MARTlANS.4o
MASTERHINDSP.40
MAZE.40
MAlES. 40
MILLE BORNES.40
MIMIC.4o
MOUSE MAZE.40
NERVES.40
NIM.40
NUMBER-TOE. 40
OSCAR LUNAR.4o
PETALS-ROSE.40
PElMAN 2.40

Hem
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

Grade PST
PJ
200
PJIS 200
S
602
JI
212
PJ
202
JIS 242
IS
300
PlOD
JI
202
PJI 204
P
202
JIS 422
I
312
010
PJ
202

J

JI
PJ

JIS

402
202
212
000
012
222
212
112
902
200
000

Cat
G
U
S
D~I~.~
G
DUCK SHOOT.40
S
DUNGEON.40
G
ELIZA.40
GS
FACES TO MAKE.40 G
FISH.40
S
FOOTBALL. 40
S
FROG RACE.40
G
HAMLET. 40
G
HARD INVADERS.40 G
HURKLE.40
G
KENO.40
G

Na~ of Program
DRAGON MAZE.40
DRAW 3.40
DRAW POKER.40

BIOCOMPAT.40
BOWLING.40
BREAKOUT. 40
CAREFUl.40
CASTLE QUEST.40
CHASE.40
CONCENTR'N 2.40
CRAZY BAllON.40
CYClON BATTlE.40
DRACULA.40
DRAGON ISLAND.40

IS
PJ
PJI
JI

GAMES ....

G
S
G
G
G
G
G
G
S
G
G

CONT. (E)GA -

Cat

D
S
D
D

Name of Program

AFRICA & ASIA.40
ANCHORAGE-2.40
CAN GEOG QUIZ.40
CANADA QUIZ .40
CANADA.40
CAP CITlES.40
CAPITALS.40
CITY SMOG.40
CLIM GRAPHS.40
FOREST FIRE. 40
GEO QUIZ.40
GEOG. TEST.40
GEOGRAPH QUIZ.40
GEOGRAPH.40
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Cat
GU
G
G
G
S
S

Name of Program
SUPERDRAWI.40
TIC-TAC-PRO.40
TICTACTOE 2.40
TORCH HAN.40
TORP. BOHBER.40
WAREHOUSE.40

Grade
I
IS
I
JIS
I"
I
I
JIS
JIS
I
J
I
I
I

PST
202
300
201
302
212
211
211
200
202
202
202
202
302
201

Mem
16k
32k
16k
16k
32k
32k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

Grade PST Hem
PJ
200 16k
222 16k
PJ
221 16k
I
122 16k
PJI 902 16k
IS
552 32k

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quizzes students on their knowledge of Asian and African capitals.
Simulates the navigation of a boat to a safe anchorage. Student has to take bearings, set course and speed.
Quizzes the student on miscellaneous Canadian geography facts.
Asks 10 questions concerning Canada's political personalitfes. provinces and capitals.
A quiz on parts of Canada displayed on a map. Student must identify prOVinces, then name and locate capitals.
Quizzes student on the capitals of world regions; choice of region is left to the student.
Allows student the choice of being drilled on Canadian. American or world capitals.
Uses graphs to simUlate various conditions that affect smog. The student inputs all data.
Tests a student's skill at reading and analyzing climate graphs.
Simulates a forest fire whose outcome depends on student's decisions.
A multiple-choice Canadian geography quiz.
A quiz on miscellaneous facts of American geography.
A general quiz on Canadian geography.
A quiz on general geographic facts - exports, capitals, etc.

(E)RA - Geography

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------A drawing program in which user is able to change the character under the cursor.
User plays 'TIC-TAC-TOE' with the computer, which 'learns' from its mistakes after a number of games.
A variation of the game 'TIt-TAt-TOE'.
Player must find Lois Lane in a 100 x 100 x 100 palace and rescue her from the evil 'Torch Man'.
Player. as the pilot of a torpedo bomber, attempts to hit submarines lurking beneath the ocean surface.
Simulates a day at a warehouse experiencing various levels of activity. User co-ordinates orders and shfpments.

(E)GE - Games

Grade PST Mem --------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------JI
111 16k A simulation of a 'PINBALL' game.
PJ
201 16k Player must apply correct thrust against gravfty to make a close pass over a planet. Gravity is variable.
201 16k A game in which a bouncing ball is deflected to hit a target.
JIS 122 16k Player attempts to drive through a postal rpute without using the same path twice.
JI
202 16k Player tries to survive inside an enclosure by destroying 'raging robots' that are programmed to attack.
112 16k Player attempts to drive a car five kilometers on one half-litre of gas.
JI
111 16k A solo game in which player tries to move a 'car' around a track without hitting any walls.
J
200 16k Player attempts to negotiate track without colliding with the walls; speed is variable.
P
232 16k A I-player game in which the object is to guide a rocket through stars, etc. to the top of the screen.
JIS 200 16k Player attempts to arrange letters in alphabetical order within a square by rotating 4 at a time, clockwise.
JI
000 16k Two lines shoot across the screen; player presses 'F' and tries to hit the top line.
JIS 312 16k Player tries to entrap opponent by creating a maze. 3 modes: compo vs comp., player vs comp., or 2 players.
PJI 112 16k A variation on the 'SPACE INVADERS' theme.
212 16k Player attempts to destroy arms warehouses by means of aerial bombardment.
JISC 202 16k A card game for 1 player. User must know rules of 4-handed spades to play; instructions included.
222 32k A passable 'STAR TREK' game which lacks the 'galaxy scan' feature of the Butterfield version.
JIS 332 16k A classic 'STAR TREK' game which puts player in command of a well-armed starship with a mission to fulfill.
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D
D

0

D
D
S
0
S
D

Cat
S
S
G
G
G
G
S
S
G
G
G
G
G
S
G
S
S

Name of Progr..
PINBALL.40
PLANETPROBE.40
PONG.40
_
POSTAL ROUTE.4~
RAGING ROBOTS.40
ROAD RALLY.40
ROAD TRACK.40
ROADRACE.40
ROCKETS!.40
ROTATE.40
SHOOT.40
SNAKES.40
SPACE ATTACK.40
SPACE PILOT.40
SPADES.40
STAR TREK rV.40
STAR TREK.40

(E)GD - Games

Grade
S
JIS
I
I
JIS
IS
JIS
I
I
I

Cat
S
S
D
D
D
S
GS
U
T
D

Cat
D
DT
D
D
D

Name of Program
POP LIMITS.40
POPULATION.40
STATES & CAP.40
STATES & REG.40
SYMBOLOGY.40
U.S. POP.40
VOLCANO SIMU.40
WEATHERMAN.40
WORLD ATLAS.40
WORLD CAPS.40

Na.e of Program
FILIPINO.40
FINGER SPElL.40
LATIN 123.40
LATIN VOCAB.40
SWEDISH QUIZ.40

(E)RC - Geography

Mea -------••••• -.- Description •• -•••• -••••••••••• --•••• --.----------------------------------------- ----------16k A general quiz of miscellaneous geographical knowledge.
16k Player 'rules' a country, making economic decisions concerning land management, distribution of food, etc.
16k Groups data into a histogram.
32kA good graphic simulation of glacier formation and behaviour.
16k A general quiz on Italian geographic facts and aspects of Italian life (in English).
16k Asks 10 questions on classifying weather patterns (temperature, precipitation, etc.) under the Koppen System.
16k A 'HANGMAI'-type game. testing knowledge of mountains, towns and waterfalls in the Lake Di,strict of England.
16k Determines population-related growth rates. Factors include birthrate. deathrate, food, pollution, etc.
16k Simulates the decision-making process faced by a Mali tribesman selling cattle to support his family.
16k Tests the student's ability to find directions using a compass.
16k Student keys in latitude/longitude of 2 or more places; computer returns distance between them in miles/km.
16k A 'HANGHAN'-type game, test4ng knowledge of rivers, towns, landmarks, etc. in north-eastern England.
32k Tests student's knowledge of ocean geography.
16k A game simulating some of the hazards of open pit mining.
16k Simulates an ecological system involving rabbits. hawks and wolves. User manipulates various key factors.

Me.
16k
32k
32k
16k
16k

Mem
16k
16k
16k
32k
32k
84

Grade PST
201
J
100
J
210
S
101
I
101
I

NI.e of Progra. Cat Grade PST
A V OR M.40
G
PJ
202
ANDROID NIM.40
G
JI
212
BOTTlECAPS.40
G
JI
102
BUTCH &SLIM.40 G
322
CHESS BOARD.40
G
JIS 322
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--------------- Descrfption --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Program gives the name of an object and student decides whether it is animal, vegetable or mineral.
Player and computer take turns elfminating androids. The one who eliminates the last andrOid wins the game.
Player and computer take turns removing bottlecaps; the one to take the last bottlecap loses the game.
Given certain facts about a robbery. the student uses logic to answer relevant questions.
A computer game of chess for two players.

(E)LA - Logic and Problem Sol"ing

--------------- Description ---.-----------------.-----------------------------------------------------------A basic drill on common Filipino words. Simple format: a word is presented and user enters the translation.
Uses graphics to teach the hand symbols for letters. and tests the student's recognition of these symbols.
Drills student on translation from English to Latin, or vice versa. Gives levels of difficulty & hints.
Drills translation of simple English words into Latin. Displays words missed on first try at the end.
Presents the student with English words to be translated into Swedish; no levels of difficulty provided.

(E)JA - Language

PST Hem --------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Simulates population-related growth rates using student/standard sets for births, deaths, indust. output, etc.
200 16k Draws a graph of population distribution by age from set data, or data input by the student.
312 16k Tests user's knowledge of American states and capitals. Offers option of fil'-in-the-blanks or multiple choice.
200 16k Quizzes the student about which region a particular state is found in.
202 16k Students have to read a map, identifying symbols used on it.
320 16k Student adjusts factors such as birth and mortality rates in order to alter human population and distribution.
220 32k Player attempts to escape a volcanic eruption by making rational decisions as to a course of action.
300 16k Permits conversion between temperature scales; computes wind chill factor and humidity index.
000 16k Graphically depicts maps of various countries on the screen.
212 16k Quizzes students on their knowledge of world capitals.

Grade PST
I.
202
I'
300
S
000
S
000
201
I
IS
322
JIS
IS
200
I
202
J
302
IS
200
JIS 202
I
202
990
S
JIS 200

cat
D
S
U
IC~.40
ST
ITAlIAN QUIZ. 40. D
KOPPEI.40
D
LAKE DISTRICT.40 DG
LIMITS.40
S
MA~I.LIFE.40
S
MA' DIRECT.40
D
MILEAGE.40
U
NORTH EAST.40
DG
OCEAN QUIZ.40
D
OPEN PIT MlNE.40 GS
POP DYNAMICS.40 GS

la.e of Program
GEOGRAPHY.40
HAMMURABI.40
HISTOGRAM.40

(E)RB - Geography

Cat

Nalle of Progre
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G
GU
G
G

OTHELLO.40
PUZZLE. 40
QUEST 3.40
REMEMBERING.40
REYERSE.40
RHYMECOKC.40
SEYEII 6ABLES.40
SLOT MAtHINE.40
SIIARIt.40
SOLITAIRE. 40
TIC TAC 10E.40
TOIlER HAIIO I .40
TRA£E -A-tfORD .40
TVEm QUEST.4O

312
202
492
232
312
332
432
312
222
502
422

16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

Grade PST Mem
232 16k
JIS 000 32k
JI
16k
222 16k
JI
202 16k
JI
210 16k
ISC 442 32k
JIS 402 16k
J
322 16k
JIS 732 16k
PJ
202 16k
JIS 332 16k
PJI 402 16k
PJ
592 16k

Grade PST Mem
JISC 219 16k
332 16k
JISC 100 16k
JI
231 32k
I
422 16k
PJIS 722 16k
JIS 432 16k
JIS 432 16k
JI
322 16k
200 16k
JI
322 16k
PJ
622 16k
JIS 222 16k
JIS 200 16k
JIS 212 16k

JIS
JI

JIS
JIS

PJI
JIS
IS
JIS
JI
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S
6
6
6
G

G

G
S

G
G

Cat

Nalle of Progre

DG
IQ-TEST.40
G
KALAH.40
KNIGHT'S TDUR.40 G
G
LABYRINTH. 40
G
L06IBLOCK.40
MAGIC SQUARE.40 G
MASTERMIND 2.40 G
MASTERMIND 3.40 G
G
MATCHES.40
MAZE GENERAT.40 GU
MUGIIUMPS.40
G
DG
OBJECT .40
G
OSERO.40
G
OTHELLO 2.40
OTHELLO FOR 2.40 G

G
S
G
G
G
G
S
GS
GS
GS
G

CONCENTRATION. 40
CRAPS.40
CRYPT06RAM.40
CUBE.40
DRAW CAYE.40
ENERGY.40
FLIGHT SIMUL.40
FURTRADE.40
6UNNER.40
HI-Q.40
IN-ORDER.40

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------In this version of 'OTHELLO', player and computer attempt to capture each other's tokens by enclosing them.
Allows student to design and solve crossword puzzles. Sample data may be obtained by loading 'PUZZLE.DATA'.
An adventure game in which the player searches for treasure in a pirates' cave.
Student, playing against the computer, tries to match hidden objects.
Player attempts to put 9 numbers in numerical order by reversing the first 'N' numbers.
A version of 'CONCENTRATION' with 2 players, using hidden rhyming words instead of cards or objects.
An adventure game which traps the player in an old house containing numerous treasures.
Offers a graphic simulation of playing a slot machine.
Player finds a 'snark' on a grid by entering the center and radius of a circle in which it might be hidden.
Lets user play all 3 versions of 'SOLITAIRE' on the computer.
Student plays 'TIC-TAC-TOE' against the computer.
Move a pile of different sized blocks from one peg to another, without putting large blocks on smaller ones.
Student tries to find hidden words within a time lilllit.
to.puter acts as an 'artificial intelligence', asking questions to increase its knowledge in various areas.

(E)LC - Logic and Problem Solving

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Asks 20 mathematical sequence questions on each run and gives their solutions.
The ancient Egyptian 'pit-and-pebb1e' game. Player distributes pebbles so as to take over an opponent's pits.
A chess game which uses Warndorf's rule. Computer moves a 'knight' to every position on the chessboard.
The object, as the title suggests, is to find one's way through a maze.
Player attempts to guess the two attributes of a block that the computer is 'thinking' of.
A fascinating, frustrating logic puzzle.
A computer version of 'MASTERMIND', 1nvo1v1ng the breaking of a code through use of logic.
Computer version of the logic game 'MASTERMIND'. Player tries to break a 5-co10r code; variable difficulty.
A 'NIM'-type game played against the computer. Object is either to take the last match, or not to take it.
Generates mazes and draws them out on a printer.
Object: find 4 hidden 'mugwumps' on a co-ordinate grid in 10 moves. Computer advises on proximity of targets.
A program for testing pupils' ability to distinguish between various shapes in groups.
The game of 'OTHELLO' played against the computer.
A computer version of the popular game of logic and capture. Opponent's pieces are taken by enclosing them.
A 2-player game whose object is to capture an opponent's tokens by enclosing them.

(E)LB - Logic and Problem Solving

Player must remember an assortment of ~atterns and match them up once they have been concealed.
A simulation of the dice-rolling game called 'CRAPS'.
Student tries to decipher a message by solving the encoding method.
The computer scrambles a Rubik's cube, and user attem~ts t9 solve it.
An adventure game set in a maze. Player has to find treasures before starving, dying of thirst or being eaten!
Requires the student to use logic to reason out various thermometer settings, given a number of clues.
The computer simulates the flying of a small plane.
A simulation of fur trading in Early Canada. Player sells furs while trying to avoid disasters, ambushes, etc.
User tries to hit a target by providing the correct angle of fire for a cannon.
A simulation of the game 'HI-Q'. Object is to remove as many pegs as possible by jumping into empty hol~s.
Computer 'thinks' of a 3-digit number and the player tries to guess it with the aid of clues.

CONT. <E>LA - LOGIC AND PROBLEM SOLViNG ....

Name of Program Cat
B.T.C. FRACT.40 0
B.T.C. MUlT.40
DG
B.T.C. SUBTRT.40 0
BAIRSTOW NTH.40 U
BALANCE.40
OS
BASIC MATH.40
D
BEADS IN JAR.40 T
BETWEEN.40
D
BIG BINARY.40
U
BIG DIVIDE.40
0
BIG MATH.40
D
BIG SUBTRACT.40 DBIGTIME.40
DGU
BINOM. EXPAN.40 DT
BINOMIAL DRIl.40 D
BINOMIAL EXP.40 TU
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Name of Program Cat
ADD AND SUB.40
DT
ADD DRILL.40
0
ADD TEACHER.40
DT
ADDING DRILL.40 0
ADDING QUIZ.40
0
ADDITION GAME.40 0
ADDITION RACE.40 DG
ADDITION.40
D
ADDS AND SUBS.40 0
AGENT BLOTTO.40
0
ALG. VECTORS.40
0
ALGEBRA DRILL.40 DT
ARITH DRILL.40
0
ARITHMETIC 1.40 D
ARITHMETIC.40
D
0
B.T.C. ADD.40
B.T.C. DIVIDE.40 0

Cat

S
G
S
GS
G
G

Name of Program

US CIVIL WAR.40
WATCHPERSON.40
WEIGH.40
WESTWARD HO.40
WUMPUS.40
YAHTZEE.40

Grade PST
J
222
PJ
422
P
202
SC
200
JI
422
PJ
202
JI
200
P
200
IS
200
J
200
P
202
I
200
P
200
S
302
IS
202
I
200
JanuarY

J
P

Mem
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k

MEM
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
32k
16k
84

Mem
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
202 16k

PST
322
221
000
442
332
322

Grade PST
402
I
202
J
P
224
202
P
202
P
202
P
J
202
202
IS
PJ
200
222
P
202
S
I
440
J
202
422
J
J
202

Grade
JIS
JIS
JI
JI
JI
JIS

------------ Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Practice in multiplying fractions within a user-set time limit.
Multiplication questions must be answered within a time limit specified at the beginning of the game.
Subtraction facts with up to 2-digit regrouping flash against the clock. In second part, player vs computer.
Uses Bairstow's iterative method to find successive quadratic factors of an nth order polynomial.
Drills student in balancing various metric weights on simulated scales.
A drill in basic +, -, * and /.
Provides an illustration of probability by drawing beads from a jar at random.
Student attempts to guess a secret number between given limits: 0 < number < 10.
Converts decimal numbers (up to 511) into binary form.
A drill in simple division yielding 1 to 2-digit results.
Responses to 5 vertically arranged math problems (choice of +, -, * or /) are keyed in from right-to-1eft.
Drills the subtraction of whole numbers using large numerals in the screen display.
Creates a large 12 or 24 hour digital clock, with alarm.
A drill in expanding binomial products using 'F.O.I.l.'
A drill on expansion of binomial multiplication.
Explains and calculates binomials using Pascal's triangle and large graphics.

(E)MB - Mathematics

--------------- Description ------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------~-Drills the student on addition and subtraction of signed numbers.
Student has option of doing addition problems with 0 to 9 rows of numbers, or 0 to 9 digits in each number.
Teaches student how to add numbers together and provides cumulative marking.
A simple drill on adding two numbers in the range 1-100.
An adding drill which utilizes numbers with up to 4 digits and points out incorrect digits in the answers.
Student is given 10 timed addition problems.
Addition drill game. P"layers advance the two men on the screen by correctly answering addition problems.
A drill made up of 10 random addition problems; entry of digits is left-to-right.
Drills addition or subtraction and lets student count objects if answer is incorrect; good fncentive graphics.
This program uses math questions to solve a mystery. Each correct answer reveals a letter in a secret message.
Drills nine sub-topics under algebraic vectors.
A drill/tutorial in simplifying algebraiC expressions.
A timed drill on +, -, and *, with optional levels of difficulty.
A drill in +, -, and * with levels of difficulty.
Practice with simple +, -, and *.
A drill in addition facts against user-set time limit.
Poses division questions which are to be answered within a time limit set by teacher or student.

(E)MA - Mathematics

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------A Civil War simulation. Object is to win as many battles as possible. Facts and figures have historical basis.
Player tries to find a way to walk through town without retracing steps.
User must find the odd weight, and determine if it is lighter or heavier, given only 3 chances at the scales.
An entertaining adventure program which simulates life in the Wild West at the time of the Gold Rush.
An adventure game in a dodecahedron. Player hunts the 'wumpus' through a series of imaginary tunnels and rooms.
A computer version of the game of 'YAHTZEE' in which player tries to roll various combinations with 5 dice.

(E)LD - Logic and Problem Solving

Cat
0
DT
DGS
U
DT
0
0
DT

Name of Program
ENGGAME TWO.40
EQU'N MANIP.40
EQUATION EXA.40
EQUATION X-Y.40
EQUATION.40
EQUATIONS.40
EXPONENT MULT.40E
EXPONENTS.40
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U

lORPEl

0
0

0

DT
U
S

0
0

TU
DGS

0
0

T
T

0

Cat
0

0
0

DT
DG

0

ST
T

0

oT
DG

0
0
0

Cat
0
oG

Name of Program
COLLECTERM 2.40
COpy CAT.40
COUNT 1 to 10.40
COUNT FIYE.40
COUNT TEN.40
COUNTING.40
CURYE FIT.40
oARTS.40
DECIMAL ARITH.40
DECIMAL SIZE.40
DECOMPOSE.40
DERIV OF POLY.40
DICE THROW.40
DIY DRILL.40
DRILL.40
DRILLS.40
ELLIPSE TRANS.40

Hame of Program
BOoMAS.40
BOMB AooITIOH.40
BRAIN CRANE +.40
BRAIN CRANE 1.40
BRAIN CRANE X.40
CALCULUS.40
CAR RACE MULT.40
CASH REGISTER.40
CHANGEMAKER.40
CHOICES.40
CLOCK.40
CO-ORDIHATES.40
COIN PUZZLE.40
COLLECT TERMS.40
COLLECTERMS 1.40

PST
200
202
222
200
202
200
220
202

Janua~

Grade
J
JI
I
I
I
I
I
I

Grade PST
I
202
JI
200
p
200
P
000
P
200
EP
202
SC
500
JI
202
JI
402
J
202
I
201
S
200
IS
000
J
202
P
202
PJ
202
S
200

Grade PST
J
202
200
J
200
J
222
PJ
222
PJ
422
S
202
P
202
P
200
J
200
I
P
202
922
JI
JI
200
200
JI
I
202

Mem
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
84

Mem
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

Mem
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
32k
16k
16k
16k

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------User performs 4 operations on 5 numbers to solve a mathematical puzzle.
Drills student on problems involving the isolation of a single variable in a simple equation; poor explanation.
Student finds how many marbles are in a bag by balancing bags against loose marbles on a simulated scale.
User inputs A, Band C for linear equations and the program graphs the resulting line.
Student solves a linear equation in 1 unknown. Computer shows solution if requested.
Emulates equation-solving procedure by asking student to find number of marbles in each bag on a balance scale.
A program which drills a student in simple algebraic multiplication involving monomials.
This program instructs and drills the student tn multiplication and division of exponents.

(E)ME - Mathematics

--------------- Description ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ________ _
Gives practice collecting coefficients of like algebraic terms.
Drills student in remembering numbers and letters.
Teaches student counting from 1-10.
This program uses graphics to aid the student in learning how to count to ten.
This program uses graphics to drill student in counting from 1-10.
This program helps youngsters learn counting by asking them how many objects are on the screen.
Teaches evaluation of a polynomial to fit a set of points, integration and plotting included.
Student answers problems in +, -. * and I in order to score points on a dart board; good range of difficulty.
Computer generates random deCimals for a quiz made up of 4 math problems (+, -, * and /1.
The student selects the largest of three numbers with identical digits, but with different decimal position.
This program teaches and drills the factoring of trinomial equations using the method of decomposition.
This program finds the derivative of polynomials entered by the user.
.
Demonstrates distribution of dice-sum frequencies using variable no. of dice and no. of sides to the dice.
A drill in basic division with divisors from 1-10.
Drills addition, subtraction (to 20), division and multiplication (to 9 times table).
Provides practice in +, -. * and I.
Student inputs the variables (values less than 12) for computer-drawn elipses and transformations.

(E)MD - Mathematics

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------A drill on the order of operations.
A drill/game using 2-digit addition problems. If answer is incorrect, a 'boRlb' explodes.
This program builds up student addition skill~ by drill method. Graphics feature a crane which moves numbers.
Uses drill method and incentive graphics to 'build up' student's division skills.
This program 'builds up' the student's multiplication skills by drill method.
A drill on simple calculus problems involving acceleration and velocity.
Two players race their 'cars' across the screen by answering multiplication questions.
After a 'purchase', user is required to give out correct change in the smallest number of bills and coins.
Simulates the buying of items in a store. Computer totals prices, adds sales tax and shows how to make change.
A study in probability. Illustrates the number of ways to select 'R' items from 'H' items.
Computer displays a clock face and student enters appropriate digital time. Total of 10 questions.
A good introductory lesson on the cartesian coordinate system.
Student must weigh coins on a balance in order to discover odd coin.
A drill in collecting like terms in algebraic expressions; three levels of difficulty.
A drill in collecting coefficients of like algebraic terms.
.

(E)MC - Mathematics

Cat
DG
DG
D
DGS
T
U
D
DT
U
U
S
T
T
D
G
U
G
D

Mem
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
32k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
84

Grade PST Hem
J
822 16k
J
000 16k
J
202 16k
500 3Zk
JI
S
200 16k
200 16k
S
JI
602 16k
202 16k
JI
I
200 16k
JIS 200 16k
IS
300 16k
200 16k
I
I
ZOO 16k
200 16k
IS
PJ
200 16k
S
200 16k
JI
101 16k
I
ZOZ 16k

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Drills students in integer and whole number addition.
Drills students on the relationships between interior and exterior angles.
Drills student on the addition of single-digit signed numbers.
A good drill in integer addition and subtraction.
Student inputs the coefficients of two linear equations and the computer gives their point of intersection.
Orills student in +. -, * and I of integers.
Program offers a series of problems in +, -, and *.
Demonstrates calculation of areas under curves by summing increaSingly narrower strips of rectangles.
A program on interpolation and determination of a circle.
Finds intersection point of two lines input by user.
The student finds the point of intersection of two lines by inference from information about the points input.
A drill on the angles formed by intersecting lines.
For each correct answer to an addition or subtraction problem, another level is added to a 'pyramid'.
Orills multiplication tables. Correct answers move student up steps of a ladder.
Student must answer an addition problem before a laser destroys the block. Choice of number of digits (1-8).
Calculates the limit of an eql,/ation for the area of a circle.

(E)MG - Mathematics

--------------- Description· --------------------------------------------------------------------------------A fraction estimation game in which the student must guess the correct fractional distance to a target.
A target appears on a number line from 0 to Z; user must guess the fractional value the target represents.
Drills the user on conversion between decimals and fractions.
A simulated machine cranks out a number; student must guess the secret operation that's been performed on it.
Student can request examples of functions (circle, parabola, ellipse, etc.) and change the defining equations.
Student enters the coefficients of a system of linear equations and the computer calculates the answer.
A geometric shape recognition drill in which the student must name various polygons.
Explains the geometric terms angle, point, line, line segment and ray and presents a quiz afterwards.
Plots the graph of a user-defined function.
Program draws a graph according to user-specified parameters.
Graphs any equation. Allows the user to move a window around on the graph and to change the window's specs.
User inputs co-ordinate and the computer plots it OR computer plots co-ordinate and the user names it.
Illustrates and compares 3 methods of graphing points.
Student must use calculus to maximize an algebraic equation.
Computer guesses a number between 1 and 1,000,000 in less than 20 guesses.
From coefficients input by the student, a graph is plotted in standard position and with transformation.
Player bets on whether or not a third card's value is going to fall between that of two cards dealt face-up.
Gives student practice in formulating hypotheses and drawing conclusions.

(E)MF - Mathematics

MATHEMATICS ....
D
IS
202 16k· A drill on factoring polynomial equations to -the 6th degree. Requires 32k memory for higher option levels.
D
I
200 16k Provides practice in solving quadratic equations.
DIS.
ZOZ 16k A drl1l on factoring trinomials into linear equations.
D
.Jr·
200 16k Student lIust break various nUlibers down into their prime factors.
U
IS
200 16k Provides answers to factorial up to 500.
U
JIS ZOO 16k This program calculates the prime factors of whole numbers input by the user.
DG
J
202 16k 'Players compete in a game/drill whose object is to answer addition problems as quickly as possible.
U
I
200 16k A good graphing utility. Self-modifying; inserts user-input functions into line 1025.
D
J
ZOZ 16k Drills students on +. -. and *.

Name of Program Cat Grade PST
INT.ADO.FAST.40 0
JOI 202
INTIEX ANGlES.40 D
JI
ZOO
INTEGER ADO.40
0
J
202
INTEGER ARITH.40 D
I
202
INTEGER LINES.40 U
I
400
INTEGERS 2.40
D
JI
202
INTEGERS.40
0
J
202
INTEGRATION.40
T
I
200
INTERPOLATION.40 OT
S
INTERSECT LIN.40 U
IS
ZOO
INTERSECT PT.40 D
I
200
INTERSECTION.40 D
I
202
INTGR'PYRHD.40
0
I
Z02
LADDER MULT.40
DS
J
202
LAlER MATH.40
OS
PJ
202
LIMIT CIRCLE.40 TU
IS
400
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Name of Program
FRAt EST/SOUN~40F
FRACTION GAHE.40
FRACTION PRAC.40
FUNC HACHINE.40
FUMC PLOT.40
GAUSS REDUCT.40
GEOHETRY.40
GEOMETRYTERHS.40
GRAPH PLOT.40
GRAPH PRINTER.40
GRAPH SNAP.40
GRAPH.40
GRAPHING.40
HI-CALC.40
HI-LOW.40
HYPBOL TRANS.40
IN-BETW£EN.40
INDIRECT EVID.4~

CQNT.(E)HE FACTOR DRIll.40.
FACTOR TRI.40
FACTOR TRINO.40
FACTOR WHOlE.40
FACTORIAL.40
FAqORS.40
FAST HATH.40
FC'N GRAPH.40
FLASHCARDS. 40

\O~ VIC-. and Commodore 64

ARE YOU A
"TBUYER!

MINI JINI™ for $89.95 is a smart buy!
Record Keeper

Keep records for home, school, club, or office
better and more qUickly than by hand
Hold 50·500 records on tape or disk
Have the plug in ease of a cartridge
Put addresses, books, and more in order
Track appointments, meetings, valuables
Print any number of reports and labels
Do checkbook, class or sports statistics
Make lists for letter writing software
Available now. in plain. simple English.
"A winner ... Learn Mini-Jini Record

Available NOW in Spanish (Mini-Jini Archive Instante)
French and German versions available soon
Keeper

in 20 minutes"

"Super duper data base for VIC-20 and Commodore 64'1

2.
3.

4.

General Demo (69 pre-defined files)
amateur radio
5. Around the House (18 files)
paper route
disk only
etc.
Recipes
Medical Backup
Organize the HAMSHACK (12 files) Mall List and more
Class Plan (18 tiles)
lesson plans
tests
research
inventory
home work
library
Party Plan (10 files)
birthdays
christenings
proms
graduations
weddings
t1nniversaries
etc. DISK OR TAPe

6.

7.

School Administrator (18 tilees)
Calender
finance
Inventory
School & Staff Records
Purchase Orders
Mail List
Schedules & more
Shop Keeper (18 tiles)
Finance
Mail List

• Visa - Mastercharge - C.O.D.
• Dealer inquiry welcome
Immediate shipment if in stock If personal check is sent, alloVl additional 2 weeks,
Prices subject to change Shipment subject to i)vailability Ships UPS fl1 collect
Commodore 64 and VIC.20 ore registered trodemOlks Of Comrnodofe Elec1rDnIO. ltd

-

Software International

Anyone who keeps records can use
the Mini-Jini Record Keeper

APPLICA TION TEMPLATES FOR
I.

- Commander Magazine

For the UNEXPANDED VIC
& COMMODORE 64
Administrators Medical persons
Agencies

Organizations

Bond Clippers

Party Planners

Check Writers
Collectors

Postal services
Sa lespersons

Educators

Schools

Families
HObbyists

Store owners

Libraries

Writers

Teams

Greeting card writers
BRAND NEW $69.95
Mini-Jini Forms Writer:
Fill in the blanks on
checks,
and
other
forms - in easy to use
cartridge.

.... \

Co''''' \

pi '" ~"

JINI MICRO·
SYSTEMS, INC.
P.o. Box 274 • Riverdale, N. Y. 10463
PHONE: (212) 796·6200
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The 320 page

BEST OF THE TORPET
will be published in February 1984
SPECIAL PREPUBLICATION PRICE
Send postdated check for Feb. 15th.
1984. Check will not be cashed until
book is shipped postage paid.

THE

TOR PET

Horning's
Ontario
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Mills

CANADA

LON

1JO

$15.00

$19. 84

Mail orders to: The TORPET
Horning's Mills, ON.

THE BEST Of THE TOR PET available soon
PRE -P u b Uca t ion Price $15.00
Deaier Inquires Invtied

LON 1JO
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Now that The Torpet is twice the size
we need twice as many articles.
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Horning's Mills, Ontario

LON 1JO

Canada
OR CALL (519) 925-5376
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CARTOONIST
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We are especi'ally looking for a cartoonist
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to draw a regular monthly strip.
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Mem
32k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
84

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------User builds wall to repel monster by correctly answering multiplication questions. Variable time, difficulty.
Student must provide 3 coefficients corresponding to each binomial equation presented.
A timed multiplication dr11l 1nvolving 2 numbers. The1r values are set by student, as is no. of quest10ns.
For drilling in multiplication; saves results of test to disk or tape.
A drill on times tables using a student-selected number from 1-99 and the numbers 1-10.
Student 1s asked to guess a number from a number line.
Student must supply the correct number sequence of Z-d1git numbers.

(E)MJ - Mathematics

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Adds, subtracts, multiplies and determines matrices.
Student must read a ruler measuring various objects.
Program performs metric/standard conversions for temperature, length, weight, area and volume.
Student is required to convert between various metric units.
Drills student in metric conversions within metric.
Program drills conversion of all units within metric, including volume.
Dr111s the user in metric conversions within the metric system.
This program drills conversion of units of distance within metric.
Drills students in converting between various units of length within metric.
Practice in converting between units of volume w1thin metric.
A drill/lesson on finding the coordinates of a point on a cartesian graph.
Teaches and drills the addition and subtraction of integers.
Student must identify the miSSing number in a series from 1-10. A happy/sad face indicates right/wrong answers.
Given a list from 1-20, student must type in the missing number.
Provides instruction and practice in multiplying 2 or 3 monomial factors.
Program allows practice in multiplying two or three monomial factors with exponents.

(E)MI ... Mathematics

Mem --------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------~6k Drill on solving linear equations.
16k User inputs the parameters for two lines and the computer returns point of intersection.
16k Draws a graph of linear line with values for A, Band C supplied by the user.
16k Student can choose to solve up to 4 equations and 4 unknowns at one time; correct answer follows each turn.
16k Drills student in integer long division with selectable levels of difficulty.
16k Student must give out correct change using the fewest bills and coins possible.
16k Simulation of a probability machine with marbles dropping over a matrix of pegs.
16k Student is required to determine which two numbers on the screen are the same.
16k Develops counting skills by requiring the student to total the dots which come up with each throw of 2 dice.
16k Drills basic add1tion, subtraction, multiplication and division using large-sized graphics.
16k Drills students in +, -, * and I.
16k Student moves a character about the screen until a question mark is hit; a simple arithmetic question follows.
32k This program evaluates prime factors, cubic/quadratic equations, combinations & permutations, factorials, etc.
16k Drills 2 players on +, -, *, and /. Entertaining graphics of swimmers act as an incentive.
16k Drills student in +, -, * and I.
16k Provides factoring practice within the context of a game.

Name of Program Cat Grade PST
MONSTER MULT.40 DG
PJ
701
IS
202
MULT BINOMIAL.40 o
o
PJ
202
MULT DRILL.40
DU
J
Z02
MULTIPLY.SS.40
PJ
202
MUNCHKIN MULT.40 o
NUMBER GUESS.40 DG
EP
200
NUMBER SEQ.40
D
J
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Grade
S
PJ
JI
JI
J
PJI
JI
PJI
JI
JI
I
I
EPT
P
I
I

PST
20Q
200
200
202
202
202
500
000
200
204
202
000
200
202
202
000

Mem
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k

Cat
U
DS
U
0
0
0
D
0
0
0
DT
OT
0
0
DT
0

Name of Program
MATRIX.40
I
MEASURE.40
MET/STD CONV.40
METRIC (ECOO).40
METRIC CONVER.40
METRIC DRILL.40
METRIC DRILLS.40
METRIC M.40
METRIC TEST.40
METRIC VOLUME.40
MICRO MATH.40
MICROMATH +-.40
MISSING NUM.40
MISSING NUMB.40
MON.PRODUCT.40
MONOMIAL HULT.40

Srade
IS
J
I
I
JI
P
S
P
P
P
PJ
J
S
PJI
PJ
JI

PST
200
000
200
202
000
200
202
202
202
422
401
200
200
200
400
202

Cat
D
U
U
D
D
D
S
OS
D
D
D
DS
T
DG
0
DG

Name of Program
LIN EQN.40
LINE INTERSCT.40
LINEAR EQUAT.40
LINEAR SYS.40
LONS DIVISION.40
MAKINS CHANSE.40
MARBLE STAT.40
MATCH UP NUM.40
MATH DICE.40
MATH DRILL.40
MATH FACTS.40
MATH MANIA.40
MATH PACK.40
MATH SWIM.40
MATH TUTOR.40
MATRIX MATH.40

(E)MH - Mathmetics

Hem
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

Name of Program Cat Grade PST
QUAD.40
DT
IS
202
QUEUE.40
S
I
000
QUIZ ADD.40
D
EP
202
QUIZ DIVISION.40 D
J
200
QUIZ HULT.40
D
PJ
202
QUIZ SUBTRACT.40 D
J
200
R-PLOT.40
U
IS
200
RANDOH.40
S
PJ
000
RECIPES.40
U
J
200
REDUCE FRACT.40 D
J
202
RESULTAHTS.40
U
S
200
REVERSE 1.40
G
JI
200
RHD GENERATOR.40 S
JI
200
ROLLS TIL ONE.40 S
I
200
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Hem
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

PST
202
200
202
402
712
200
202
200
200
200
100
202
200
000
200
200
000
200

Grade
I
P
J
S
I
I
J
IS
S
IS
S
I
I
JIS
JI
JI
PJ
S

16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

Cat
D
G
Df
D
DGT
U
DG
TU
U
U
U
D
T
U
U
U
S
T

502
202
200
222
000
700
202
200
000
200
200

Name of Program
PIZZA.40
PLACE VALUEI3.40
PLACE VALUE.40
PLANES.40
PLANET INTEGR.40
POLAR 1.40
POLICE SUBTR.40
POLY PLOT.40
POLYFIT.40
POLYGON SECT.40
POWER-FACT.40
POWRS I ROOTS.40
PRIME I SIEVE.40
PRIME FACT.40
PRIME FACTOR.40
PRIME NUHBERS.40
PROBABILITY.40
QUAD. EQ'N.40

P
JI
S
JI
JI
S
I
J
IS
S
ISC

MATHEMATiCS ....

D
G
U
D
U
U
DT
D
U
U
U

CONT. (E)MJ -

NUMBER TRAIN.40
NUMBER-TOE 2.40
NUHBER.40
OPERATIONS.40
ORDERED PAIRS.40
PARABOLA.40
PARALLEL LINE.40
PERIMETER.40
PERM AND COHB.40
PERMS & COMBS.40
PI CALCULATOR.40

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Asks student to determine the number and form of the roots in a given quadratic equation.
Simulates queuing at a bank with 5 tellers' windows.
Presents the student with a series of addition problems.
A simple diviSion drill.
A straightforward drill on a series of multiplication problems.
Provides practice in simple subtraction.
Takes sets of points and picks line of best fit; also gives statistics on each pOint.
A poor simulation of a random generator. giving frequency of numbers.
Converts kitchen measurements from Standard to S.I. or vice versa.
A drill in reducing fractions.
Resolves user-input vectors on a cartesian or polar grid.
Student must rearrange numbers or letters so that they are in the proper order.
Program allows user to experiment with random number generator statement.
Simulates the roll of a die. keeping track of the number of rolls needed to roll a one.

(E)ML - Mathematics

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Student must deliver pizza to houses located on the 1st quadrant of a cartesian coordinate plane.
Using random digits, player and computer compete to make 2 numbers with the largest difference between them.
Student is taught the significance of a digit's position in a decimal number and is drilled on same.
A drill in evaluating equations dealing with planes.
A graphing game whose object is to reach a certain point on a grid. Teaches graphing using X-Y axis.
Student may enter the parameters for equation R=ACOS(BX) and see function plotted.
Student must correctly answer subtraction problems in order to save a town from robbers.
Plots polynomials up to degree 5.
Finds the polynomial of best fit for a series of data.
Calculates centroids and moments of inertia of polygons.
Computes factors or powers up to 250 digits in length.
A drill in squares. cubes. square roots and cube roots of small and large numbers.
A tutorial on finding primes using the sieve of Eratosthenes.
This program resolves any number into its prime factors.
Finds the prime factors of numbers entered by the user.
Finds all prime numbers up to that entered by the student.
Illustrates the random distribution of balls cascading between obstacles on the screen.
Student inputs the coeffiCients of an equation. solves it and compares the result with the computer's answer.

(E)MK - Mathematics

Student gives the number coming before and after a given one. A graphics 'train' arrives for a correct answer.
Similar to 'TIC-TAC-TOE', except that player must make the first two numbers in a row add up to the third one.
Finds the mean, standard deviation, maximum and minimum of a user-input set of numbers.
Explains order of operations. Questions become harder if user gets 3 corrects in a row; 5 levels of difficulty.
Generates ordered pairs once given function and starting pOint.
Plots and re-plots parabol as according to student-input parameters.
A drill in the 8 angles formed by a line intersecting 2 parallel lines.
Student must find perimeter of displayed rectangle. Dimensions are printed on 2 or 4 sides at user's request.
Program computes permutations and combinations given size of set and subset.
User inputs the variables nand r, the program computes the number of combinations (nCr) and permutations (nPr).
Calculates pi to as many decimal places as requested. Slow - calculation to 40 places takes 7 minutes.

16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

Practice in conversion of Roman numerals to decimals and vice versa.
Finds the roots of a polynomial up to the 20th degree.
Drills students in finding-roots to trinomial equations.
Story-book math problems using data (animals, people and food) input by the student.
A drill in the conversion of numbers to scientific notation.

page 89

Cat
D
0
U
0
0
DG
GT
OT
D
S
0
D
DT
G
DG
0

Grade
JI
J
IS
J
J
PJ
P
P
PJ
S
P
"IS
I
IS
PJ
S

PST
202
402
200
200
422
500
123
200
220
200
202
202
442
600
202
400

Mem
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k

TORPET January 84

Name of Program
STORY PROB.40
SUBTRACTION.40
SURVEY.40
SYMMETRIC.40
TABLES.40
TIC TAC ARITH.40
TIC TOC CLOCK.40
TIME OF DAY.40
TIMES rIMER.40
TRANSLATION.40
TREASURE ADD.40
TRIGONOMETRY.40
TRINOMIAL FAC.40
TWELVE BLOCKS .40
UP THE LADOER.40
VECTOR ALGEB.40

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Student enters favorite friends, foods and animals and story problems are created using this data.
Drills subtraction with 4 digits.
A utility for taking surveys.
Draws a symmetrical pattern on the screen.
Drills multiplication of positive and negative numbers from -100 to 100.
Math version of 'TIC-TAC-TOE' for 2. Player must answer arithmetic problem (+, -, *, /) to occupy a space.
A game designed to teach the student how to tell time.
Instructs and tests the student in clock reading.
A multiplication drill in which the student tries to answer as many questions as possible in 60 seconds.
Shifts Y=X squared according to user-chosen shifts in the 'X' and 'Y' directions. Shift is animated.
Student must add numbers in order to cross a stream; too many mistakes bring a 'dunking'.
Drill on sine, cosine and tangent at 30, 45 and 60 degree angles.
This program gives practice in trinomial factoring, with excellent tutorial hints if required.
Stude~t has 3 weighings to discover which one of 12 blocks is heavier/lighter than the others. Good graphics.
Problems in addition of numbers from 0 to 99. Student goes up one rung of a ladder for each correc~ answer.
Drill in cross, dot product, addition and subtraction of vectors up to 12 dimensions.

[E)MN - Mathematics

[E)MM - Mathematics

Grade PST Mem --------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------I
202 16k Provides practice in scientific notation.
200 16k Teaches the student to distinguish between various objects.
E
JI
202 32k Drills students in metric conversion within metric.
200 16k Demonstrates method of determining prime numbers by eliminating multiples of integers.
JI
IS
002 16k A drill on the number of significant digits in various numbers.
200 16k Solves up to 5 unknowns with 5 equations.
IS
I
220 16k A quiz in evaluating monomial expressions.
200 16k Student sets the parameters for a sine curve which is then plotted by the computer.
IS
I
000 16k Drills students on line equation forms and intercepts.
200 16k A tutorial on slope, x-intercept and y-intercept of linear equations.
I
P
220 16k Drills students on addition and subtraction.
"
PJ
202 16k Player keys in a number corresponding to Snoopy's relative position along a line in order to hit the Red Baron.
J
200 16k Student sums divers' scores. Each correct sum gives a letter of a mystery place-name which student must guess.
IS
200 16k Compares sets of numbers according to PMI correlation.
IS
200 16k Compares sets of numbers through the coefficient of determination.
IS
200 16k Compares sets of numbers through the correlation coefficient.
IS
200 16k Calculates median average, frequency and standard deviation.

402
200
202
200
002

Name of Program Cat
SCIENTIFIC.40
0
SHAPES.40
OT
SI.CONVERSION.40 0
SIEVE.40
T
SIGNIF DIGIT.40
D
SIMEQ. SOLVER.40 U
SIMP.SUBST.40
D
SINE GRAPH.40
TU
SLOPE AND INT.40 D
SLOPE/INTRCPT.40 T
SMALL MATH.40
0
SNOOPY.40
DG
SPLASHDOWN.40
DG
STATISTICS 1.40
U
STATISTICS 2.40
U
STATISTICS 3.40 U
STATISTICS.40
U

J

JI
IS
IS

MATHEMATiCS ....

IS

CONT. (E)ML -

ROMAN.40
D
ROOTFINDER.40
U
ROOTS QUIZ.40
D
S.B.MATH.40
D
S.N.B'KETBALL.40 DG

Cat

0
0

Name of Program

CHILO ABUSE.40
ORIVER EO.40
LIFE STYLES.40
LIFESPAN.40
METEOR.40
REACT.40
REACTION TEST.40
REFLEX TIMER. 40
RUNNING QUrl.40
YELLOW LIGHT .40

PST
400
800
Z02
402
100
000

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------This program is a music file management system.
Program enables user to play/write music on a staff, and load/save compositions. Good features and graphics.
A basic introduction to musical notation.
A quiz on facts concerning punk rock.
Oemonstrates the 12 tone row, including inversion, retrograde and retrograde inversion. A good tutorial.
A demonstration of PET sound effects.

(E}NA - Music

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------A good utility package for .anipulating vectors.
A drill in problems on velocity. time and distance.
This program graphs lines. given slope 'H' and Y-intercept 'B'.
The co.puter picks a number and the student attempts to guess it.
A plotting game. The co.puter draws two invisible lines on a grid; student uses clues to find intersection.

84

Mem
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
32k
16k
32k
16k
16k

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Player estimates what the initial velo:ity of a ball must be for it to fall into a cup.
Calculates the positions of several stars •.
A tutorial/drill on balancing equations.
A drill on Ohm's law, using large numbers.
A good simulation of Brownian motion.
A tutorial/drill on the concepts of mass, weight and buoyancy.
A simulation of a waterfall.
A simulation and tutorial focusing on electron mass measurement.
A drill on nomenclature and the ratio of atoms from different elements in a compound.
Calculates various chemical ratios and quantities given other known quantities.

(E)SA - Science

--------------- Description -----------------------------------------------------~--------------------------Program asks a series of questions to test the user's awareness of child abuse, teenage pregnancy and adoption.
A drill very similar to a beginner's permit test, based on the Driver's Handbook, Ministry of Transportation.
Offers an assessment of lifestyle. based on user-input data regarding health. excercise, personal habits, etc.
Given user-input data on schooling, exercise, mental state, stress, etc., program estimates life expectancy.
Gauges reaction time and hand/eye co-ordination. User presses a key as soon as a 'star' on the screen 'falls'.
Tests user's reaction time (reflexes) by timing how long it talces her/him to hit the space bar after a signal.
A test of student's reaction time to a stimulus.
Tests user's reflexes by measuring reaction time.
A quiz on various aspects of running and jogging.
Simulates a car approaching an intersection. When light turns yellow, player must deCide whether to stop or go.

(E}PA - PhYSical and Health Education

Mem
32k
32k
16k
16k
32k
16k

Grade PST Mem
IS
202 16k
IS
2ZZ 3Zk
IS
ZOO 16k
IS
ZOO 16k
JIS 000 16k
JIS 000 16k
JI
202 16k
JIS 002 16k
JIS 202 16k
JIS
16k

Grade
JIS
JIS
J
IS
S

Grade PST Mea
000 3Zk
IS
ZOZ 16k
IS
ZOO 16k
I
ZOO 16k
J
P
ZOZ 16k

Name of Program Cat Grade PST
ACCELERATION .40 GS
ISC 200
ISC ZOO
ALT. &AZIMUTH. 40 U
BALANCE CHEM.40 OT
IS
200
BIG OHM'S LAW.40 o
JI
302
BROWNIAN.40
ST
JI
300
BUOYANCY.40
DT
ISC Z50
CASCADE.40
S
J
110
CHARGED PART.40 ST
ISC 250
eHEM 12.40
o
JIS 202
CHEM CALC.40
U
JIS 200
TORPET January
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GS

0

0

0

GU
GU
0
0

T
T

0

Cat
U
U
T

U
G
OG

Name· of Program
MUSIC FILE.40
MUSIC HACHINE.40
MUSIC THEORY.40
PUNK ROCK.40
SERIALISM.40
SOUNOS.40

I

U

VECTOR.40
VELOCITY PROB.40
Y EQUALS MX+B.40
ZERO IN.40
ZONE X.40

0

Cat

Na_ of Progrill

(E)MO - Mathematics

o

Cat
U
T
0
U
DT
U
TU
U
DT
T
GS
oT
D
TO
ST

Cat

Name of Program
CIRCUIT 3.40
CIRCUIT 4.40
COMPOUNoS.40
CONPRESS.40
CYLINDER.40
DECAY.40
DEFECT.40
DENSITY.40
DRILL SI.40
E- CONFIGUR'N.40
E.M.T.40
EARTHQUAKE. 40
ELECT. QUIZ.40
ELECTRICITY.40
ELECTRO MAG 2.40

Name of Program
ELEMENT QUIZ.40
ELEMENTS. 40
ENZYMES.40
EQUIVALENTS.40
FAST FOURIER.40
FISHING.40
FOOD CHAIN.40
FORCE CONV.40
FREQ & TIME.40
FUSE.40
GAS EQUATIONS.40
GEIGER.40
GRAD CYLINDER.40
GRAVITY QUIZ.40

ST
TO
D

0
0

U
ST

0

ST
DT
U
GS

0
0

84[

Mem
16k
16k
16k
16k

Mem
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
32k
32k
16k
32k
32k

16k
32k
16k
16k

Name of Program Cat Grade PST
ttARMONICDSPLY.4 U
ISC 200
IDEAL GAS LAW.40 S
ISC 890
INTERFERENCE.40 U
ISC 200
INTERMODUL'N.40 T
ISC 200
page 91
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PST
200
200
202
200
322
200
200
200
342
300
210
210
201
212
100

203
202
101
202

Mem
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k

Grade
ISC
ISC
ISC
ISC
CS
IS
JIS
JISC
ISC
JI
ISC
IS
ISC
ISC

IS
1St
ISC
ISC
IS
ISC
ISC

1st

ISC

I

JI

I

Grade
1St
ISC
ISC

SC
IS
JISC
IS

PST
201
210
200
243
200
202
200
100
300
201
200
200
210
201

S

CHEM QUIZ.40
CHEM. PROB.40
CHEMIST. 40
CHEMISTRY.40

o
DT

CO NT. (E)SA - SCiENCE .••.

(E)SB - Science

on symbols, valences and names of elements.
on the 'mole' concept, and on conversion from and to particles, mass and volume.
attempts to dilute a dangerous acid to the correct chemical ratio.
on various aspects of chemistry. The questions are randomly chosen.

--------------- oescript10n --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Graphs the effect of harmonics on the fundamental wavelength.
A simulation of an experiment involving Boyle's and Charles' law (PV-nrT).
Program graphs waves separately along their, interposed image.
Calculates the inter.odulation distortion products for every combination of frequencies entered by the user.

(E)SD - Science

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------A quiz on chemical elements and symbols.
A drill on the chemical symbols.
Demonstrates the effect of various factors on the functioning of enzymes.
A tutorial/drill on chemical equivalents, molarity and normality.
Fourier transformations and analYSis of curves. The computer decomposes complex waves into components.
Player tries to estimate the number of trout in each of several lakes by catching, marking and returning fish.
A drill having to do with the placement of organisms in a food chain.
Performs conversions from one unit of force/mass to another.
The student must estimate the period of a revolving square. Reviews the basics of frequency and period.
A drill on choosing the appropriate fuses to handle a given current.
A drill on gas volumes, temperatures and pressures.
An accurate simulation of a Geiger counter sensing radioactive samples.
A tutorial and drill on reading graduated cylinders.
This program is a quiz on planetary orbits and gravity.

(E)Se - Science

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Calculates current through a resistor given its resistance and the voltage.
Tutors the student on capacitors.
A drill on chemical nomenclature.
Converts measurements in one unit of pressure to another.
A drill/tutorial on reading graduated cylinders.
Calculates and graphs half-life and mass for decay.
Calculates and reviews concepts dealing with mass defect of isotopes.
Calculates density given mass and volume.
A drill on metric conversion within metric.
A tutorial on Schrodinger's model of the atom and placement of electrons in orbitals.
Student assumes the role of a doctor asked to diagnose various cases.
Tutors student on finding epicenters of earthquakes. Requires a handout.
A drill on Ohm's law.
A tutorial and drill on Ohm's law, energy, power, and energy cost problems.
A tutorial, with good graphics, on the applications of electromagnetism.

A drill
A drill
Student
A drill

Cat

U
D
DT
ST
DT
0
OT
S
S
GS
0
S
G

Cat
U
U
U
T
DT
OS
S
S
S
DT
T
T
U
D

Name of Program

MOLARITY.40
MOLE CONCEPT.40
MOLECULAR LES.40
MOLECULE RACE.40
MOMENTUM CAI.40
MOMENTUM TEST.40
MOTION PROB.40
MUTANT.40
NICHE.40
NUC REACTOR.40
OHM2.40
ORBIT PLOT.40
ORBIT.40

Name of Program
PALKO'S AUOIT.40
PERCENT COMP.40
PERCENT.40
PERIODIC PROP.40
PH PROBLEMS.40
PHOTEL.40
PHOTOSYNTH.40
POLLUTION.40
PROJ.MOTION.40
PROJECTILE.40
RADIO DECAY.40
RATE 1.40
REG.POW.SUP.40
RESIST TEST Y.40
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0
U
S
GS
ST

Grade
ISC
ISC
ISC
ISC
ISC
ISC
ISC
IS
JIS
ISC
ISC
JIS
SC
IS

Grade
IS
ISC
ISC
ISC
ICS
ISC
ISC
ISC
ISC
ISC
ISC
JIS
JISC

PST
200
200
200
600
241
200
210
200
200
542
200
ZOO
100
202

PST
200
412
230
300
252
202
200
200
201
311
302
200
200

Mem
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
16k
32k
16k

Mem
16k
32k
32k
16k
16k
16k
32k
16k
32k
32k
16k
16k
16k

16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
16k
201 16k
300 16k
800 16k
202 16k
010 32k

203
203
302
200
202
203
200

TORPET January 84

0

OS
ST
G
GS
U

0

ISC
ISC
JISCT
ISC
JIS
ISC
ISC
JI
ISC
JISC
ICS
ISC
ISC

SCiENCE ....

0

IONS.40
KINEMATICS.40
LEVER.40
LOCK-KEY.40
MAGIC POWDER.40
MALARIA.40
MASS.40
MATCHING QU.40
MATCHING SOL.40
METRIC CONV.40
MILlIKANS EXP.40
MINI EOISON.40
MITOSIS.40

CONT. (E)SD -

--------------- Description -------------_._----------------------------------------------------------------Calculates average energy consumption given the frequency of use of several different appliances.
A chemistry utility program which calculates percent composition of each element in a compound.
Calculates the percent composition of an element in a compound.
Generates bar graphs of periodic properties vs atomic number.
A tutorial and drill on pH concepts.
Given frequency of x-rays, user must find the voltage setting which causes a collector current to reduce to O.
Simulation of an experiment varying the factors affecting the rate of photosynthesis.
Simulates the depletion of oxygen in water systems by factors such as waste, temperature, treat.. nt, etc.
Plots trajectory of a projectile given initial height, angle of elevation and velocity.
Computer-assisted instruction on projectile problems.
Calculates one of the unknowns in the formula for radioactive decay.
Demonstrates the effect of different factors on the rate of a reaction.
Prints out circuit diagrams for specified power supplies.
A timed quiz on resistors.

(E)SF - Science

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------A program which converts mass to moles to molarity.
A drill on converting from moles to gram molecular mass. The program has a built in calculator mode.
Tutorial and drill on VSEPR (Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion) method of determining shapes of molecules.
Simulates diffusion of molecules across space.
Computer assisted instruction on momentum problems.
A quiz on momentum. Student should be familiar with 'MOMENTUM CAI.40' beforehand.
A tutorial and drill on problems in kinetics.
Simulates the mutation of peppered moths to black moths within a population.
Simulates the effects of placing organisms in different habitats, with user controlling several variables.
A simulation game in which the student controls the operation of a nuclear reactor.
Asks random questions on Ohm's law, with a tilne limit and scorekeeping provided.
Plots the orbit of a satellite around a mass.
User must locate and destroy an invisible spaceship by guessing its distance and angle in degrees.

(E)SE - Science

A drill on the formulae and valences of ions and radicals.
A drill on kinematic problems concerning the motion of a ball thrown vertically upwards.
Student learns to balance a simulated lever by altering the distance between the weight and the fulcrum.
Shows the effects of inhibitors on the enzyme acetycholinesterase.
Student deduces the identity of a mystery powder by the process of elimination.
Player administrates funds to build hospitals and provides medical supplies to combat an outbreak of malaria.
Calculates the gram molecular mass of any compound, given the number and type of elements it contains.
Student matches questions on dispersion, solute, suspensions, etc. to correct answers. Responses are timed.
A drill in which the student is required to match questions to answers.
A program which performs interactive metric conversions.
Simulates Millikan's oil drop experiment.
Student is put in charge of operating a simulated power station.
Tutors the student on mitosis, USing good graphic presentations.

Cat
DT
OS
U
0
0
DT

Cat

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
TU
U

Name of Program
BRAILLE.40
CIRCUITS.40
HOME.40
METER READINS.40
MORSE CODE.40
MULTIMETER.40

Name of Program

ALPHA SORT.40
BASE CHANGE.40
COPY-ALL (HD)
DISK DISPLAY.40
DISK LISTER.40
GRAPH SUBRT.40
HEXADECIMAL.40
KEYBOARD.40
MEMSEE.40
UNCOMPACTOR

PST
200
722
201
302
202
312

Mea
32k
32k
32k
32k
16k
32k

{E)UA - Utilities

--------------- Description --------------------------------------------------------------------------------A tutorial and drill on Braille.
01"111 on current flow through circuits. From a circuit diagram, student determines whether a lamp is on or off.
Generates a grafh of energy consumption in a typical home in Peterborough.
Review and d~fl on the reading of a multimeter voltmeter scale.
Program presents a letter in Morse code and gives the student 3 chances to identify it.
Tutorial and· drill on reading voltmeters and micrometers.

410 16k
JIS 200 16k
JISC
16k
000 16k
000 32k
IS
000 16k
JI
100 16k
110 32k
IS
200 16k
200 16k

Sorts a list of names in alphabetical order.
A utility program which changes numbers from base 10 to bases 2-16. Input number range is 1 to 16,775.215.
A utility for copying programs from one disk to another.
A demonstration of PET disk drive commands.
Stores directories of several disks on one disk.
A subroutine which permits plotting in quarter character graphics; can be merged into a user's program.
A utility which enables conversion between ·hex and decimal numbers.
Provides instruction in the use of the keyboard - cursor controls. graphic characters. etc.
Demonstrates how basic is stored in a microcomputer. Displays basic text and numeric storage; printed output.
Uneompacts programs from multi-statement lines to single statement lines.

Grade PST Mem --------------- Description -----------------------------.. -------------------- ______________________________ _

Grade
PJISC
JISC
JISC
IS
JISC
ISC

CE)TA - Technology

Grade PST Me. --------------- Descript10n --------------------------------------------------------------------------------ISC 250 32kA tutorial and drill on series and parallel circuits.
IS
211 16k A tutorial/drill on parallel and series circuits.
ISC 413 32k A tutorial/drill on elements, radicals and acids.
PJIS 200 32k Displays a diagram of the solar system and provides information about it.
C
200 16k Helps teacher to calculate and mark speciffc heat problems.
ISC 200 16k Calculates stoichiometric unknowns given information input by the user.
JIS 210 32k A tutorial/drill on Kelvin and Celsius temperature scales.
ISC 302 16k A simulation of a titration experi.ent designed to give the student practice in that procedure.
ISC 200 16k Simulation of an experiment involving a cart. Requires a stop-watch, graph paper and a calculator.
JISC 202 16k A tutorial/drill on readfng a vernier scale.
JIS 300 16k A tutorial on, and simulation of, interference patterns.
IS
200 16k Converts temperatures and calculates humidex, wind chill factor, etc.
IS
200 16k A simUlation of double slit dfffraction.

TORPET January 84

DT
OT
DT
ST
U
U
DT
ST
S
DT
ST
U
S

RESISTANCE.40
RESISTORS.40
RMDL CHEMIST.40
SOLAR SYSTEM.40
SPECIFIC HEAT.40
STOICHIOMETRY.40
TEMP. CONV.40
TITRATE.40
VELOCITY.40
VERNIER SCALE.40
WAVES 3.40
WEATHER MAN.40
YOUNG'S.40
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Cat

NallK! of Program

(E)SG - Science

CLASSIFIED

ADS

5 Cents per word, with $1.00 Minimum.
Payment in advance to:
TOAPET CLASSIFIED
Horning's Mills, ON.
Canada LON 1JO
The TOAPET will limit ads from businesses
placed in the classified column.

FOR SALE
C-64 Word Procaasor: Quickwriter II $28. (u.s. funds, ineludes post. handling). 100% machine code. Features:
works with tape/disk, any printer/interface. Easiest word
proc. to use. Easy access to printer's special features.
Pre-view displays text as it would be printed out before
printing (save paper). Form letters, copy/transfer/delete
blocks of text, memorize/append blocks, auto page numbers, right justify, text of infinite length, send any disk
c~mmand while in the word processor. Avail. tape or
diSk. C-64 Machine utility. power plus gives over 40 new
commands including: screen dump, un-new, DOS commands, machine lang. monitor, auto line nos., find, change, renumber, delete, etc. Cost $18. U.S. funds, includes
post handling. Aval. tape or disk. Send check to
EDUCOMP, 2139 Newcastle Ave., Cardiff, California,
92007. Specify tape/disk. ja
,8~

Commoclore-64 software written by the popular
Enlgman. Mathemagic (4-8 year olds) helps youngsters
with their math while having fun. Mathemagic adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides. It even allows for mixing the
four math types. There is a selectable level of difficulty
feature, which progresses automatically based upon the
students skill. The multi-level difficulty feature is easily
changed if you want to makE! Mathemagic easier or harder. Clever graphics and friendly tone of queries will
stimulate th~ student When the youngster is finished,
scores tor rrght and wrong answers as well as percentage are produced. You can track your children..
progress. The kids should enjoy this program as well as
improving their math skills. Send $25. (ON. res. add 7%
FSn for tape or disk to the address below. Word
Magic (5-8 year olds) is for youngsters learning to
read. It helps them with friendly instructions on selecting words to build a sentence. Simple word lists are
provided for nouns, adjectives, verbs, subject and object; or the student can select a word of his or her own
to use. The narrative defines the word lists not as
nouns, adverbs, etc., but in simple terms that the child
will understand. After practicing to build proper sentences, the student can select different words to create a
well-structured sentence that tells a silly story. Send $25.
(ON. res. add 7% psn for disk or tape. To order
Mathemagic and Word Magic send $40. plus PST to
Palantir Enterprises, 5468 Dundas Sl, W., Suite 500, P.O.
. Box 524, ISlington, ON.. Canada, M9B 6E3. Add $2.00 for
shipping and handling. ja
PET «132 like new. 32K AAM. Modified with reset and
sense. $750.00. Call Aick, (416)244-n88, evenings.
la

~iagnostic

Nelma Persona: With CP/M, Wordstar, Calcstar and
Modem 7. Used approx. one month for software
evaluation. $2300 + P.S.T. (416)366-2130 or 251-2945. ja
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------------------------------------------------------Attention Teachers: Tamarack Software, who brought you
VANILLA Pilot, proudly present Gradecalc, an easy-touse grade and attendance management system. You set
up your specific class structure, easily enter and edit
data, rapidly average grades, and generate a variety of
reports. The program is clearly written in menu form, and
can be quickly understood by persons with no programming experience. Cost: $32.95 (829.95 US). Available for
C064, 4032 or 8032 - specify computer and disk drive
used. Demo disk $5.00. Canadian distributor: Intosystems
Ltd.. Box 2001, Sackville, NB EOA SCO. Dealer enquires invited. ja
Aa:nk your . u~ printer ribbons for only pennies
again. and again WIth the Mac Mark" motorized re-inking
machine. Fully guaranteed, for any model, includes ink for
20 inkings. To order, send cheque or money order for
$84.95 + P.S.T. where applicable to Aelne., Box 5555,
Concord, ON., L4K 1B6, or phone (416) 635-682019280691. Visa and Mastercard accepted. Please allow 4-6
weeks for delivery. Specify make and model of printer.
Save BundleS. Ap
Stuntman Spelling A quality field tested educational
game for kids of all ages. Purchase 1 program and make
up to 25 free copies for school or home. Our policy on all
products. Stuntman for VIC, or PET 824.95 to:
Synchronizing Education and Games, 668 Sherene
Terrace, London, ON. Canada NSH 3K1. rna
GEMINI-101MICROWORLD
302
Owners-Don't
buy
another interface to get listings of CommodorelTPUG
BASIC 1541 disk programs from your C64! Printer or
screen option. Full conversion of cursor controls <CD>,
etc. Send 819.95 (US) PPD to COMPUTER SUAVIVAl
SKILLS, 8373 Bevan, San Gabriel, CA 91n5 for
LlSTEAGEM program on disk. mar

---------------",;;-------------------------------TYPESETTING system for newspaper or other application. Includes 32K PET, 4040 dual disk drive and
bondpaper typesetter. $7500 firm. (416)876-4131, or
(416)878-2498 ja
Question.How can your children play games, practice
math, and learn about running a business all at the
sametime? Answer.By letting them play widgets. A game
designed to use all four math functions as your child runs
a toy company ordering supplies. making widgets, and filling orders. After 24 days the stockholders vote to keep
you or fire you based on the amount of cash you have
acquired. But watch out fires in the play and lost shipments reduce your cash. Fun for the entire family. Send
for tree details today. Micro-Wood Software, Box 243,
Morton, PA. 19070 U.S.A. ja
MODEM Crestline
2D64 for
C64. Complete
with
manual, telecommunications disc and many BBS phone
numbers $95.00 Ed 416-638-2642. ja

Uncrasher SWitch for PETS: Allows you to regain the
cursor without shutting off the computer and losing your
program. A very simple installation done in minutes.
$9.99 each.
Phototimer Kit for PET or C64: Utilizes the computer to
time Physics experiments, e.g.. period of pendulum,
velocity of cart, acceleration of a small car and other experiments. All on disk ready to use. $39.99 each.
Komputer Science Kits
Rednersville Aoad
R.A. 1, Carrying Place, Ontario
KOK 1LO fe-

------------------------------------------------------

4022 Tractor Printer, with cable, manual, dust cover.
Reasonable offers only please. call Steve, 416-335-6907
(Burlington). ja

------------------------------------------------------

A Great Business Package! Word pro Four
Plus,
Visicalc, Manager 8 Data Base, and The Business
Manager (a super acounting, inventory, invoicing, etc., system). Best reasonable offer, would preter to sell as a lot
(416)275-7547. ia
Attention 4.0 PET Users: Tired of your old games? We
have six new and exciting action games tor you: Space
Base, Meteors, Money Monsters, cancer, The Big Ripot(
and Shooting Gallery. Send $5.00 per game or three
games for $10 on tape. Requires 32K. Send cheque to:
Douglas Doe P.O. Box 664, station 'K' Toronto, Ontario
tMP 2H1 ja

;~~-;;;-Pe";--~;-(;~~--;~;;>.--~i~--;~~-;,it~-~;~~able B<rcolumn option and 'Micromon'. Datasette and
manuals included. Excellent condition. $700 or best offer.
(416)793-1465, evenings. ja
Vlo-20 Owners: Experienced programmer is selling
three of his best games on cassette. Junior King: You
are a monkey trying to survive in two action-packed
screens with excellent high-res graphics and sound,
trying to avoid snakes and alligators. Viper Pilot This
game makes the most of your Vic's graphic capabilities. It
features six screens as you try to manoeuvre through
obstacles with your ship. Cave Patrol: Four different
type caves require different skills in which to
manoeuvre your tighter as you try to destroy reactors in
your path. Contains machine language sub-routines. All
games run on standard Vic with keyboard. $5.00 each or
$13.00 for all. Send cheque or money to: Mark Idzik, RR
14, Kenilworth, Ont NOG 2E0, Canada. Guaranteed tast reply.
Commodore CBM professional computer, series 4032
with 4.0 Basic. 9-inch screen, large keyboard and
numeric pad. Commodore model 4040 dual disk drive. Both
in excellent condition. Flexible clear plastic dust covers.
81250. Abilene, Kansas, (913)263-4376. ja
-----------------------------------------------~------

8050 Disk Drive: Excellent
(201)741-6445, evenings. ja

condition,

$800.

Call

Art,

Commodore SP900D Superpet and 2031 disk drive. The
pair, plus all languages and documentation. Also Serial
RS232 cable tor connecting the 6809 to a printer. ja
'Heavyweight Championship Fight! Strategy (not arcade) game on tape tor Commodore 64. Manage the six,teen greatest boxers ot all time. NCAA Basketball, due
in January. ReIatiYa Baseball, due in April. $11.95 per
game, $2 postage/handling per order. No Limits
Software,: Box 2605, Madison, Wisconsin, 53701. jun
Commodore 4022 Tractor Printer. Upgraded to bidirectional. Excellent condition. 1-1/2 years old. Comes
with manual and IEEE cable. Asking $550. Call (613)962-8901.
Speech Synthesizer now available tor the 64. To
order, write: 1704 Victoria Park Ave., Suite 215,
Scarborough, ON.; Or call: (416)751-1153. ja
WANTED
---------------------~-----------------------------------

WANTED 8050 dual disk drive call (705) 753-1536 or
write P.O. Box 836, Sturgeon Falls, ON. POH 2G0

Money! Challenge! Recognition! Highest prices paid tor
software written by you. Categories include Business,
Personal, Games, Utilities, Educational, etc. A new series
will be marketed including software written by Enigman.
All software will be reviewed tor originality, entertainment, graphics, ease-of-use, and documentation. To obtain a copy ot the review results, include a stamped seltaddressed envelope. Send disks, tapes, and documentation to Palantir Enterprises, Suite 500, P.O. Box 524, 5478
Dundas St., W., Islington, ON., Canada, M9B 6E3. ia
WANTED: A Commodore «MO dual disk drive at •
reasonable price. Must be in excetlent condition. Contact
Melvin Billik, 412 Hollybrook Dr.. Midland, MI 48640"
(517)631-7607. ja

A d V e r t ; s e r sin d e X
Academy Software ..........................13
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TPUG MEMBERS ONL Y

FOR

~ THE TORPET' HALF PRICE OFFER
TWO YEARS SUBSCRIPTION
for the price of ONE
$20.00

r ________________________________________ ,

Name

O~~

1\~~

Off~~

Membership NO'~-11

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I am a Beginner_
City

Pro _

State/Provi nce

In Between_

ZIP/Postal Code
MAIL cheque or
money order to:
The TORPET
Age
Computer
Horning's Mills, ON.
L_~ ______________________________________ ~
I enclose $20.00 for 2 years subscription to The TORPET Magazine canada LON 1JO

Telephone

Offer expires Feb. 15, 1984

FREE TPUG MEMBERSHIP
GET TWO YEARS
SUBSCRIPTION TO THE TORPET
and receive
ONE YEAR ASSOCIA TE MEMBERSHIP FREE

$40.00

----------------------------------------1
Name ___________________________________
Address ______________________________

I am a Beginner _

City __________________________________
Pro _

State/Province ________________________
ZIP/Postal Code ____________________
Telephone _ _ _

In Between_

MAIL cheque or
money order to:

Age

Computer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ The TORPET
I enclose $40.00 for Two years Subscription to The
TOR PET plus a tree TPUG Associate Membership.

page 96

Horning's Mills. ON.
canada LON 1JO

Offer expires Feb. 15, 1984
-----~------------------------~----------
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I designed Taxpack so
you could do something
reall y practical with your
Commodore VIC 20.
Peter Lambert, MBA

V ice· President,
Product Dcw lopmC'Tlt
Cosmo/Jolitan Soft ware

Taxpack
Powerful income tax computing
software specially designed for
the Commodore VIC 20.

No w you can use yo ur Comm odore
VIC 20 to perfo rm all the
calculations o n your Ca nadian Tl
ge m'ral tax fo rm. Taxpack guides
you eas il y th rough every aspect o f
the fo rm with friendly prom pts and
a co m prchl...· nsive instructi on

man ual. Thi s new software is

ava il able o n cassette tape and lI'i ll
run o n th e standard 3.5k memory
in yo ur Commo do re VIC 20 home
computer. *
TClXpack lets yo u tackle your income
tax fo rnl at your own pace . A
convenie nt save~and;res(o re

function lets you rec ord and review
hi storical results. Professional
ed iting features aSsure easy and
accurate data entry. Taxpack putS
the powe r of tax modelling and
plann ing fo r subsequent years in
yo ur hands, toda y.

-The ~'a.~S4..'f. U' al.so induJcs an expanded li(!Tsion of
Taxpack urtch enniln(ed display fcarllres , im che
Commodore V IC :10'5 w1rh 8/.:+ r7l<."'1TtDry e.\"paruion.

.-..... _.......
Many happy returns
Because yo u can calcu late and
preview mo re tax scenarios with

TClxPack than you'd have the
pati ence or the time to do manually,
this soft ware can help you save tax
doll ars. C ustom-tailored to th e
Canadian Tl general form, Taxpack
",. ill be updated every year to reflect
changes in th e government's inco me
tax regulat ions. Inn ovati ve program
design allows us to update Taxpack
within days of the new TI 's
availability.

To order v.'ith Visa or MastercJr:l

call us wl/·free:

1..800.. 268..6364

Satisfaction Guaranteed
W e gua rantee that yo u will find
Tax pack an excellent software va lue.
If yo u are nOt totall y satisfied, drop
us a note to say why, and return the
product POSt paid to us wi thin 10
days for a full refund o f the
p urchase price.

- - - - - - - - - - -x
({rom B.C. , cal/ 112-800-268-6364)

I Want 1UpKkI

Please se nd me
Taxpac ks @ $29.95
Nova Scotia res idents only, add 10% Sales Tax
Add $2 per unit shipping and handling charges
Total

$ - - - -- --

+ $ - - -- -- +$------$ - - - --

-

My Name

. So easy to order
To use yo ur Visa or Mastercard,
phone us toll free; o r, send your
cheque o r money order with the
handy mai l-order fo rm attached.
We 'll confirm your o rder by return
mail. Your up-to-date TClxpack
cassette and manual will be shipped
within 15 d ays of the release o f the
1983 TI general form .

Address
Cit y

Province

Postal Code

Telephone

Make Cheque or Money Order payable to:
Cosmopolitan Software Services Limited
and mail with chis order form to:
Box 953, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia B2Y 3Z6

Attn: Order Desk

